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3
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must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin.
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whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
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newspapers aud periodicals from the post-office, or
© removi ing and leaving them uncalled for,is prima
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4&3 When Agents receive premiums, no pereentage on moneys sent for the Siar is allowed in adn,
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the privilege

Europe is particularly blessed with beau-

tiful rivers, the waters of which are mostly
clear and their valleys

of

returning
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ube, and empties

tober,

that,

with

He walks among his peers unread;

Yet, dreaming on earth’s clustered isles,
He saith, “ They dwell not lone like men,
Forgetful that their sun-flecked smiles
Flash far beyond each other’s fen”

He looks on God’s eternal suns
And saith: “ Ah, happy shining ones,
I would that men were grouped like you!”
Yet this is sure, the loveliest star

That clustered with its peers we see,
‘Only because from us so far,
Doth near its fellows seem to be.
—Jean Ingelow,

proof, I sallied out from my
mist hung

in the

LETTER.

Rivers are companionable.
Does any
one doubt it, let him become am auswanderer. Leaving home and friends, let him’
goup and down in a strange country,
among a people speaking a strange language, and, I am sure, the first objects
‘which will lose their strangeness, and for
which he will come to have a feeling more
friendly than that of curiosity and wonder,
will be the rivers of that country.
As a traveler heonly learns the important way-marks of one city before he passwander-

ing through its labyrinth of streets, which
cross and recross, seemingly for the exhim, and, while

he may intensely enjoy his new life,he nev-

er forgets that he is mot at home.
The
people, too, with their diverse dialects and
widely differing manners and dress, in

for

them

to

he

changing

moods of the mountains.
Now they frown
at him under low-drawn caps, now smile at
now

hurl at

him the thundering avalanche,and now woo
him with the tenderness of their purple
lights. He may climb their rugged sides
and
become familiar with their dark
chasms and the outlines of their towering

peaks, but he

is still a stranger in their

presence. Only a Tell, born among them,
can hear ‘‘the ‘spirit in their echoes” an-

swer him. But watch him as he looks ea~
gerly out of his car window.
Does he expect to meet a friend at the next station?
Yes, an old friend, for he has just read in
his guide-book that the next station is Meis~
sen, and he knows that Meissen is on the

Elbe; and did he not, months ago, sail up
the Elbe to Hamburg? Why does he look
so earnestly at the flowing river beneath
him as he passes over the beautiful bridge

Where

does he first go,

reaching Geneva, if not to attend the

ding of the Arve

and

the

Rhone?

when

so I passed

looking houses on either side,

towards the castle. I might have approached it through the more frequented carriage
drive, but Ihave an especial fancy for these
old dingy streets.
The castle was first built at the close of
century,

but was

enlarged

and

It was for

many

centuries

the res,

idence off the Electors of the Plating.
Ffederic ov. made extensive additions on
the nortlit§ide in honor of his English bride,
Princess Elizabeth, daughter of James].
These parts of the walls are especially
rich in decorations, among which I counted sixteen statues of the old Electors.

ravages of war have lefi their devastating marks, there is still many a rare gem
preserved.
The Arabesques on.the east
side are particularly baeutiful, and are said
to have been designed by Michael Angelo.
I first entered the castle grounds through
the south portal, and thence quite around
the

farther

corner

below,

the

beautiful

river

and

the

wide

spreading valley. But the fog was so
dense that, although but a few rods from
the castle, nota trace of it was to be seen.
It was, for the time, as completely hidden
from me as the stately forms which. once

moved through its noble halls, and
busy town, which I had

of the

left but a half hour

before, not a roof or spire was visible.
When one does not know a better thing to
do, it is always wise to wait; so, leaning
against the railing of the terrace, I waited.
Soon, I caught the sight of some distant
hills, then the fog rolled itself up, and at
my feet lay the old historical town of Hei-

delberg, while at my left rose the lofty giteways, the massive walls, the buttresses, tur-

rets and towers of the most magnificent ruins in northern Europe.
4
The effect from this stand-point is truly
but the real extent, the magni-

tude and strength of the
realized

until

structure

you

enter

are not
the

open

court and see this immense pile rising on
all sidesof you. Then go down into the
cellars, see how strong and massive are the
foundations, go down deeper and thread
your way through the secret passages. You
won't care to visit them

them are half amile

all;

long,

for

and

sight only serves to show you

some

your

of

one

the flitting

shadows. Of course you are not superstitious ; but their shadows are not enjoyable
companions when you are so far from daylight. Now come back and pass through
the long suites of rooms, the picture galleries, the audience chambers, the festal halls,
up, up to the very top of the Round Tower,
measure the thickness of its walls, 22 feet,

try to estimate its hight by seeing how.
small that man looks who is walking
through the

garden,

how

far

below

you

upon

seem the tops of those tall trees. Give me a
leaf from your notebooks; I will wrap it
around this bitof plaster and seé how long
itis in reaching the ground. Do you know
it is six hours since we came here, and how

wed-

many miles do you think we have walked ?

at Basle? Ah, that is the Rhine, and he has
seen the Rhine at Cologne, at Bonn and at

Bingen.

about,

on through the one street of which the town
can boast, into a narrow alley, with dark

fully

him through rose-tinted veils,

wandering

the time many inconveniences;

become

the

mo-

there is a warm fire and an easy chair waiting for them at home.
But I had laid it
down in my programme to visit Heidelberg
om my return from Switzerlind,and experience had taught me, that a programme
gives better satisfaction, in the review, if
strictly followed, even if it necessitates at

impressive,

with

hotel. = A fine
threatened

mentarily to come down in drizzling rain.
Just one of those mornings when travelers
are disgusted with themselves, and have a
half impression that it is in very poor taste

spite of the common bond of brotherhood,
are not his own brothers.
He can never

acquainted

and

water-

of what is known as the Great Terrace.
This commands the finest view of the ruins
and the surrounding gardens, the village

OC

press purpose of confusing

air,

the ruins, and out upon

Correspondence.

finds himself

buttoned

Indeed,
the
whole
ruins
are highly
ornamented, and, although time and the

That sprinkle the celestial blue,

another, and

closely

for has

Before saying good-bye, let us go once

each, and is ft not more than a strangers
interest whichhe feels in these glacier-born

race, Take your, field-glass and trace the
river for miles by ‘the Tiltle towns which dot

children?

its winding course. ‘You will travel many a
day before you find a more beautiful sight
than that.
No wonder the conquering

"he not visited the wild mountain homes of more to eur starting-point, the Great TerDoes

he

not

* bold strength
of the Rhone,

rejoice. in the
as he

rushes,

with the eagerness ‘of youth, to meet his
sweet bride ? He stands at the very place

where they join hands, and watches them as

they go singing away together;

he distin-

guishes their blue and white robes far down

the green valley. Perhaps it is the floating
of the bridal veil; perhaps it is the mist in

the distance ; perhaps it is the mist in his

own eyes; but he is sure that, just as the
last happy sound of their voices comes

backto him, there is a mingling of colors

and only one river goes on to the sea.

ble walls would rise upon her loved mountain, and the arts and sciences come’ trooping down the valley to rest in its quiet
shade.
;
’

Romans stopped here to build a fort.

No

wonder the old Monks chose this as their
favorite home. But long before Romans or
Monks had discovered the beauty of this

spirit to get a smile ora word.
pared

to

tell

Be pre-

the story of Jesus, and have

about you some romembrancer to give
that may bring you to another meeting
We live to ses the fulfillment of that when journeyings are over. .
prophecy ; for,standing on this same mounYou will be a care to many hearts and a
tain, we look down upon the time-honored
burden to many hands while you are away
Univepsity of Heidelberg, while before us from home.
Reward those who become
rise the ivy-covered walls of the Heidel-\| the servants of your bodies by the faithful
berg

castle,—the

Alhambra of the North.

]

at Manu-

The day which I spent in wandering over,
through and under them was one in’ a lifetinf®. It was a chilly morning, late in Oc-

river.

-..~..The best of thoughts which he hath known,
For lack of listeners, are not said.

- es to

Rhine

improved at various times.
It stands on
the left bank of the Neckar, on a wooded
slope of the Konigstuht, 320 feet above the

Man dwells spart, though not alone,

A STRAY

into the

heim.
Of all the grand old ruins of Germany, those of Heidelberg are the most
interesting and extensive; and Heidelberg
is on Abe Neckar.

the X1II.

Near and Yet Far.

European

The

pearls along their length ; while noble castles and . picturesque ruins crown their
neighboring hills. “Among the less important, but certainly not least beautiful, is the
Neckar, which rises in the Black Forest, only 5000 paces from the source of the Dan-

tumble-down

WEDNESDAY,

productive.

great cities of the continent are strung like
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of love

to

their souls.

7

As the season is approaching when many
pastors and church members will leave the

a word of eounsel, a book of heavenly wisdom to guide and help them to a higher
service and an everlasting reward.
If you are going away iu the spirit and
with purposes we have described, a bless-

town and the city to spend the hot weath- ‘ing go with you. And most assuredly it
er in the country, the question ought to will. The Lord will not forsake such waycome up in a practical way,—How may the
vacation be used so as to serve religion as
well as promote health? The Christian at
Work has some very plain and timely suggestions

on this topic, that are worth quot-

ing and pondering. Here they are:
We promised to have a few words with
‘those who are going out of town. Suffer

farers

as you

not: come

will be.

back cold,

And then you will

inapt and reluctant in

the autumn.
It will not require three/long
months of preaching and personal persuasion from your pastor to get you in a workng frame and posture. You will return the
better, the readier and more capable for

your absence:

us to begin ith the exhortation to such,—do

0

Reaching the People

not regard the time of absence as a period
of srespite from religious duty. Be careful

Sr

——

The method of gaining the attention of
the masses of the people to the gospel,
and of bringing them under its saving inbecause you go from your own cburch and fluence, is one of the most important and
from the sight of those who know you Practical questions pressing upon the heart
to be professing Christians, that you may and conscience of the Christian church.
steal a little time for relaxing the rigor Whoever contributes anything to the true
of your Master's requirements, and return- solution is doing real service. Here are
ing to the service of the world and the some suggestions found in a sermon by
devil. Be not so untrueto your Saviour, Rev. Washington Gladden, that will repay
3
as to serve him only where men who know areading :
you may praise your consistency or blame | The truths of Christianity are as old as
yonr infidelity.
eternity, but new statements of them are
Let us be more particular. Hear con- needed. in every generation; and in like
stantly the words, “Be not conformed to manner the work of Christianity in its main
this world.” You may stop at those places forces and in its grand results is always the
where the thoughtless and the gay make same work, but the methods of work must
be varied with the varying conditions of
their abode, and revel in their amusments.
Religions education is the same
Do not be ashamed to say No, firmly, society.
though respectfully, to their invitations to in essence to-day that it was three thousand
join in those occupations and pleasures years ago; but the schools of the prophets
which are pre-eminently worldly. There in the days of Elisha were qu'te different
are somd things, which, if you please, are institutions from the theological seminaThe methods
indifferent as to their moral characters, but ries of Andover or Chicago.
which belong especially to the enemies of of Christian work were not stereotyped by
the cause of Christ, and servants of the the Master, because he desired that the
God of this world. There is an air and disciples in every age should exereise their
manner belongingto every class of persons, wisdom in devising new and appropriate
and the class should be distinguished by ways -of communicating truth and life to
the style of its conduct. We are command- men.
ed to exhibit behavior peculiar to the folBut the point is not only that there is
lowers of Christ. Let those open the pack room for variety in our modes of presentof cards who never open the Bible. Let iag Christian truth, but also that there is
those enter the ball-room who never enter need of going down to the people with our
the closet and the house of prayer. Let religion,
instead of standing upon. our
the worldling have the poor pittance he can eminence of superior sanctity and waiting
exact from such amusements, but let the for them to comeup to us. We build our
Christian show he has meat to” eat which fires, light our lamps, ring our bells, open
the world knows mot of. Do not let the the doors of meeting-house and chapel, and
sensual fay to you, in tones of sneering un- wait for the people to come
to sermon or
belief: You profess to have found a new prayer-meeting.
Some of them come; but
source of enjoyment in your religion, yet the multitude stay away. And this refusal
you come back to us disappointed and de- to accept our invitation appears to us, if
ceived, to drink agaim with us at those we think of it at all, only as a very affecting
streams which once you said could never illustration of the doctrine of total depravity ;
satisfy your soul. ‘Be not conformed to to many of us it doesnot once occur that
this world.”
there is anything more for us to do. Or,
Do nat be afraid tobe known as a Chris- if we do begin t > speculate about the causes
tian. Show your colors. Keep on your of therefusal, we conclude, perhaps, either
uniform. Do not go skulking under the that a more elaborate and showy ritual
garb of the world, lest some silly maid would attract them to our doors, or that
might point you out, and say of you, this free seats in the churches are the great
féllow was -also with Jesus of Nazareth.
desideratum. But these are pour expedi Stand holdly by your Maker, own Him ents, They do not reach the root of the
honestly and nobly through evil and good difficulty. Splendid services might draw
not to manifest the ungrateful hypocrisy by
which the Master, professed ‘at home, is
praciteally denied abroad.
Do not think,

report. -

gr

Seek
around

;

to know if there are Christians
you. Become acquainted with

them. Talk with them of the common
salvation. Get them together in a prayermeeting. Draw out their views of truth;
note their experiences that you may incréase your knowledge of the truth and
its operations in the hearts of men.
If you are a stranger, on the Sabbath be
at home among God's people. Go to the
house of God. Be in sympathy with his
Bllowers. If they are a ‘little flock,”
strengthen them by your interest, your
prayers and efforts. Give them of your
substance if they need it, Hear as for
eternity

the

Word

of Truth,

whether

it

come from the lips of the humble pastor
of the mountains, or the distinguished minister of the stately church in the great and
wealthy city, sojourning with you'for a day
among strange scenes and faces. It is the
same Word, and both are alike ambassadors for Christ.

Try

to do your Master's work along the

way.
You are commanded to preach the
gospel. You will meet with unconverted

men
car

and
and

women
the

boat.

on the stage-coach, the
You

are

likely

to

be

thrown among those who are in especial
danger from their associations and peculiar
temptations. Can you pass them by without
a word of warning or encouragement? To
be sure, there isa time for everything,and it
is not wisest to be tooabruptand bold, for
more hurt than good may possibly be done.
But there is a more excellent way.
And
Christian

instinct,

with manly good sense,

will help to find it.
Reserve a corner in your trunk for some
Bibles and Testaments.
Pat near them
some tracts, seed to be cast by the wayside, not only for the fowls of the air to
pick up, but to fall over or waft away into
good ground. Do not forget some little
books for little ones. ‘You may meet some

a few;

but the multitudes would not he

caught

with

that

result

sort of chaff.

churches

very
The

are

an

evidence

measures,

of genuine

lanthropy.

unless they

Christian
:

Bible Revision

phi-

¢

as a general thing, too

in England.

The leading scholars in the English
Church are taking hold of the work of revising the English Bible with equal earnestness and discretion. The committee of

Convocation, to whom the subject was referred, presented the following report,
which was adopted:
|
.
1. That it is desirable thata revision of
the authorized version of the Holy Scrip-

tures be usdertaken.

;

2. That the revision be so conducted as
to comprise both marginal renderings and
such emendations as it may be found necessary to insertin the text ofthe authorized
version.
5
*
adn
8. That in the above resolutions we do
not contemplate any new translation of the
Bible nor any alteration of the language,
except where, in the judgment of the most

competent scholars, such change is necessa-

text on the second

final

revision

by each

company, except two-thirds of those present. approve of the same, but on the first
revision to decide by simple majorities.
6. Inevery case of proposed alteration
that may have given rise to discussion, to

defer, the

voting thereupon till the next

meetin,
whensoever the same shall berequired bylone-third of those present atthe
meeting, such intended vote to be announc:
ed in the notice for the next meeting.
7. Torevise the headings of chapters,
pages, paragraphs, italics, and punctuation.
8. To refer, on the part of each compa.
ny, when

considered desirable, to divines,

with

them

The trguble

is that they do not want to go;

and,if you made the seats free and offered to

pay them for coming they would not come.
If the services of the Lord’s house are not

positively irksome to them, there are other
ways of spending their time that they greatly prefer.
.
Now, what are we to do with these people? They will not come to our churches
on, the Sunday ; shall we therefore conclude
that we are acquittéd of all obligation to
them? Would it. not be wise to resolve

that, since the mountain will not come to
Mohammed, Mohammed will go to the
mountain P It appears to me that we ought
to be able to contrive ways of doing good
to these people, if they will not come to
church,

and that it would be perfectly law-

ful for the churches to employ for this purpose other than purely devotional instrumentalities. Not as substitutes for religjous

teaching,

but

as

preliminary

to it,

such measures might be profitably resorted
to. We might have industriai—rchools
mn the daytime for children; we might

have evening schools for adults; we might

to

do

them’ good.

There

are

on

i

——

cepting a position on the staff of the rebel
General Toombs. This brought him under,
the ban of political disabilities which were

removed last winter. His appointment was
unsolicited, and he was not aware of it until informed by telegraph.
A

MESJAGE

FROM

THE

PRESIDENT.

The advocates of Cuban belligerency have
received a damper in the shape of a document from the President. In a messageto
Congress, he reviews the position

in Cuba,

and says there is no de facto government
in the Island; that Spain has not been able
to suppress opposition to her authority ; that
the rebellion is characterized only by petty
skirmishing and heartless cruelty; thdt
there are not found in the present condition

The arrival
Adams,

of 75 Chinamen

Mass.,

in New

last week,

England

in

North

marks

industrial

an

era

pursuits; for

their services can be secured at so low rates

that they will doubtless be employed in all
manufactories where they can possibly
adapt themselves to the work. These who
have

already arrived, come

at its approach, juat as the blind man detects
by finer sensitiveness the passing of the
cloud which he can not see overshadowing

the sun.

Itis wondrous how the fruer we

become the more uperringly we

know

the

ring of truth, can discern whether a man be
true or not, and can fasten at once upon

the rising lie in word and look and dissembling act ;—wondrous how the charity of
Christ in the heart perceives every aberras
tion

of charity

in

others,

in

thought or slanderous tone.

ungentle

How shall we

recognize fruth? What is the test by
which we shall know whether it comes from
God or not. Christ says, ¢¢ My sheep know

me.”

=~

to learn the art

of making boots and shoes. Since their arrival they have employed themselves in
learning the English language, in becoming familiar with the machinery of the shoe
factories and in procuring a supply of rice
for future consumption.
The Crispins are

be

thus

resembles the Boston jubilee, and is charae-

instinct

Wisdom is justified of her children.

Not by some
lengthened investigation,
whether the shepherd's dress be the identical dress, and the staff he carries genuine,

FUNERAL

OF CHARLES

DICKENS,

The remains of the distinguished novelist
were deposited in Westminster Abbey last
Tuesday week. The funeral was of an en-

tirely

private

nature.

No

display

was

made, and the procession contained only the

members

of his family and one or two inti-

mate

friends.

were

received by Dean Stanley and other

At the Abbey the remains

officers and placed in the Poet's Corner, at

the foot of Handel and the head of Sheridan,with Macaulay and Cumberland on
They know him, they hear his voice, they either side.
His grave is kept covered
know him asa man knows his friends; with flowers by: the thousands of visitors
they know him, in short, instinctively. who continually throng the spot. = Dean
Just so does the soul recognize what is of Stanley delivered a sermon last Sunday on:
God and true. There is a something in our his death.
souls of God, which corresponds with what

do the sheep

recognize

the

outside of ue, and

shepherd.

truth the soul

is before

the

THE POPE'S ULTIMATUM.

recognizes it

intuition; something in the true
corresponds with trath and knows
truth. In all matters of eternal
intellect;

the

adopt the best rules possible for its manage-

world, and yet be pure in itself.

Christian's face and moves to trust a kindly

Mr. Akerman is about 45 years of age, was.
a whig before the war, and has always been
a thoroughly national man. He opposed
secession, but escaped conscription by ac--

terized by a great deal of noise, with now
and then a strain of music. The exercises
seem to be poorly managed, and many of the
most important choruses prove utter failures,
for want of an efficient organizer and lead- .
er. The occasion affords the Bostonians a
fine opportunity to repay the New Yorkers for slandering their last year's Jubilee,
and the opportunity is well improved.

by

the future, and foretold the

time when no-,

ture have kept him inthe Cabinet thus far,
and he has embraced this, the first opportu‘nity, to pass in his resignation. It was immediately accepted, and Ames T. Akerman,
formerly of Porismouth, N. H., but,now of
Georgia, was appointed as his successor,

never-seen the falcon, trembles

rude huts by the river, often met her at the gentle girl or some noble boy who will come
sunset-spring, where she. sang to them of to you, because somg instinet divines a

prophetess, Jetta, lived on this mountain,
and the simple fishermen, who dweltin

along time. Considerations of a personal ns...

THE BEETHOVEN FESTIVAL. ~
The series of musical concerts in honor
of Beethoven, the celebrated composer, began in New York last week. The festival

thingsof God are spiritually discerned ; you
know the truth by being true; you recognize God by being like him.

valley, long before Heidelberg had become

The resignation of Atty. Gen.[Hoar, though

rather unexpected,
has been contemplated for

Robertson forcibly states a great and pre«cious truth in the following paragraphs:
Marvelous is it how innocence perceives

ways enough in which the churches pight
establish better relations between theinselves and the neglecting classes. Bat
this can not ‘be done unless the members
of the churches give to the work their personal effort and sympathy. To hire somebody to teach an industrial school; to
open a reading-room, or a coffee-room, and

the seat of learning .and culture, the lone

——ten—

RESIGNATION OF ATTY. GEN. HOAR.

superseded, and threaten all sorts of punishment upon their undersigning rivals.
The police are obliged to guard the Chinese quarters, to prevent serious injury

The Perception of Purity,

have safe places of social resort, where, is of God
without any ostentatious exhibition of piety, by direct
we could meet these people and show them | soul that
that we were thinking kindly of them and it to be

desiring

of the ‘Week.

;

highly indignant that they should

scholars and literary men, whether at home
or abroad, for their opinions.

poor to pay for pews; most of them are thé approach of evil, which it can not know
persons who, if they went to church at all,* by experience, just as the dove, which has

would want seats of their own.

Events

4. That in such necessary changes, the
style of the language employed in the exist- Of the Cuban contest those elements which
ing version be closely followed.
are requisite to constitute war in the sense
5. That it is desirable that Convocation of international law; and therefore belligshould nominate a body of its own mem- erency can not be recognized. The message
bers to undertake the work of revision, who
was quite a surprise to the House, a large
shall be at liberty to invite the co-operation portion of which was expecting that the
of any eminent for scholarship, to whatever efforts of General Banks in favér®of bellignation or religious body they may belong.
erency would be successful. It has killed
Committees have already been appointed the Banks bill for the present, and called
to proceed with the work.
Several denom- the attention of the House to a careful coninations are represented on the Committees, sideration of the present condition of afand they have ample powers to secure co- fairs in Cuba.
operation wherever it may be obtained.
MAINE POLITICS.
The following are the general principles.
to be followed in the revision :
The Republicans of Maine held their annu1. To introduce as few alterations as al convention at Augusta, last Wednesday.
possible into the text of the authorized ver- Hon. Sidney Perham, of Bethel, received the
sion consistently
with faithfulness. |
nomination for Governor.
He uni'es the
2. To limit, as far as possible, the ex- whole Republican party in his “favor, repression of such alterations to the language ceiving the unanimous support of the tem-of the authorized and earlier English ver- perance wing. Mr. Perham has held sevsion. .
eral public trusts, and was member of Con3. Each company tc go twice over the gress from the Maine second district for
portion to be revised, once provisionally, three successive terms, being first elected
the second time finally, and on principles in1862. In all his official relations he has
of voting as hereinafter is provided.
shown good ability and strength of charac4. That the text to be adopted be that ter, which have won him this gift from the
for which the evidence is decidedly prepon- people of his state. A district convention
derating, and that when the text so adopted also gave Speaker Blaine his fifth nominadiffers from that from which the authorized tion as representative to Congress, and
version was made, the alteration to be in- Hon. J. A. Peters has been renominated.
dicated in the margin.
from the fourth district.
;
5. To make or retain no change in the
CHINAMEN IN NEW ENGLAND.

The free

great results from that
people who neglect the

not,

such

are inspired and guided by self-denying
love, unless they serve as an expression and

pews. might help a little; but I should not
expect any
movement.

ofany

Give them

not only money for a thank-offering, but also

N.F.

Out of Town,
4

service

ment; and then leave it in the care of some
city missionary—these would he “useless
experiments. - Such work can not be done
by proxy. Nothing but mischief
will be the

The
most

Pope

has

fixed July

22 as the ut-

limit which will be allowed American .

Bishops ‘to make their submission to the.
Holy See. If by that time they have not
reconciled themselves with the Pope excommunication will be pronounced against
them.

The

Council

began the discussion

of the last chapter of the Infallibility schema
The rays of the sun shine upon the dust
and the mud, but they are not soiled by

them.

Soa holy

soul, while it remains

holy, may mingle with the

vileness of the
J

ody

|

last Friday.

It is now considered certain

that Infallibility will be proclaimed in
a short time, and preparations are making to celebrate the occasion on

a grand

. h scale, and with unprecedented display.

3

8)

{

3
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Circular
—

—to pray and weep,—to work and watch,—

attention

to beware how we leave for to-morrow the
work which ‘the present hour demands.
They entreat us to yield every talent and
faculty to him who has bought us with his
blood ; to be earnest, laborious, steadfast,
just and ‘gentle, magnanimous and brave; to
live soberly, righteously and godly, that

to those

aspects of Christian life and duty which are
in special danger of neglect.

The

exhorted his brethren: ‘‘Be

Apostle

not conformed

to this world.” If in the early ages of Christianity,

and in times of persecution, this ad-

monition’ was necessary, how much more
in this day of light. IS there not danger to
piety from the seductive influences of a
wicked world ? Is the nature of the heart
changed by the advance of civilization? In
this progressive age and land, in these

the master may

acquisition

A Theory of Morals.
edd

Happiness isa good. The natural agpirations of the soul reach after it. The highest happiness attainable is the real demand

wealth, and for equally rap-

id expenditures, is there not danger that the
people of God will forget their high vocation, and give way before the popular current? We would ask you to interrogate con-

of every soul.

science, and to observe the actual condition

When John the

wil-

only

lawful and obligatory even,there niay be a

derness,* ‘Prepare ye the way of the Lord,”
many came to him, inquiring, ‘What shall
we do?”- When Saul of Tarsus gained a

failure to reach it through a want of proper
considerations. It' may be striven for to
the neglect of the means which

cure.

correct view of the Saviour, bis first inquiry
was, “Lord, what wilt thoubave me do?”

make

it se-

The means must be made all inall.

This being

out and

His great work was,at once, mapped

not

our privilege, .its attainment is our duty;
| since the truly natural aspirations of the
soul are the impression of God's will.
But notwithstanding happiness is desired,

RESPONSIBILITY.

Baptist cried in the

feels that, whenever

So happiness, in its perfection, is

ing you a word on ~
PERSONAL

Man

the capabilities of the being for enjoyment
hawe their fill, there will be rest and peace.

of things in our churches, and to decide
whethier we have not reason for addressYOUR

‘Well

last,

at

to us

say

done.”

times when rages the passion for the speedy |
of

duty.

They bid us be ready also,

voices reach us.

Bo

done,

happiness

will

care

for

tally,to save dying men.

Your families are

itself.
:
The, dangerto the spiritual life of many
Christians is, that the desire for happiness

to be led to Christ,—the

penitent

is the strongest motive.

laid before

Ygur work is, instrumen-

him.”

inquirer

ment

of the great

command,

‘“‘Go ye

cally, they

they

have

not

heard?”

into

In

order

that it may accomplish its heavenly mission,
you

must

consecrate

yourselves
_ throughout
ury mast be
ing band of

your

property

and

to the work of publishing it
the earth.
Our mission treasreplenished, —our self-sacrificlaborers, in foreign lands and

elsewhete, must

be sustained.

must be done.

We

The

work

are pledged to do it.

The responsibility rests upon us as members of Christ's body, and it can not be fully met by anoccasional effort, but by constant, persistent
well-doing.
No,
dear
brethren, this work is not one thatcan be

made a wayside business.
solemn and stupendous

It is the most
work which has

ever yet been undertaken.

, Solemn and responsible as it is, néverthe

less, it is desirable.

make religion

mere

sentiment,

% Godliness is profita-

ble unto all things, haying the promise of
the life that now is.” | This brings before
us a general principle,—that those who

But two things, strictly observed,

fear God and keep. his commandments, will
secure his favor in this world.
Recur to

result.

the page of history as proof of this.
tian labor has not been in vain.

The second is,recognizing and obeying God

sheaves

have been gathered

from

life of greatest excellence,
soul’sdemand for happiness

ChrisRipe

estine, in the Santal® jungles, the villages
of India, the mountains of Persia. and the

of

prompts

the

China.

Every

exclamation,

God wrought?

pious

beart

‘Lo,-what

bath

and wrought through the

gospe] sanctioned and approved by him.
To co-operate with him in this work, to

. follow in the pathways that Jesus trod,”to
labor to extend the
kingdom of righteousness and peace on théiearth, is to bring the
mind directly under

the

influence

of those

principles that wil} defelop and strengthen

" . its faculties, and gp | the sources of the
most exquisite enjoyment. And the pleas.
ure derived from doilgiigood will increase
the ability, will move | 11 the activities of
- the soul, and secure the favor of Godin the
life that now is.

Godliness has thé promise of the life that
is to come.

Eternal salvation is secured by

it. Beloved brethren, send your thoughts
forward to'that period when you will be
spirits, bright angels before the great white
throne. Thenby p ersonal experience you
know something of the blessingof salva-

tion. Compute as nearly as you can, the

excellency and value of the divine favor, of
the society of pure spirits, of the joy and
bliss of heaven; then conceive all this-to

be stricken out of your experience,and your

spirits kept under chains of darkness till the
. judgment, and thento receive the sentence,

give the

securing the
as the natural

.

The first is, being a law

as the rightful lawgiver.

the clas-

sic soil of Greece, among. the hills of Paltemples

unto

ourselves.

One

is the hu-

man side ; the other, the divine.

Each rep-

resentsa different way. of looking at the
same thing. Looking at either, and striv-

ing to meet the demands of ‘each, we ob-

experience it.

You-hope to

Mayyour hope be realized.

. But where are the laborers to accomplish
this work? Who shall go out into the highways and compel them to come to Christ?
The ministry can, not, alone, do it. They

may and must g~forth,

ov,

bearing precious

Tati-

brought to Christ.

mately acquainted with them, you know
‘how to approach them. All things conspire

this

which are not devoted to business, those

vacant hours when partially free from pressing

duties, say,

“Lord,

have meto do?”

:

what

wilt

thou

a

, dear brethren,is commended
t
jec
sub
s
Thi
your
prayerful
attention. Use faithfully
to

a

iE
bef

ter was Jrenared

by Rev.

Com:
ofandaion
ding to the direct
read
by

tha body

pray?

It is

motives to others.

at its recent

vote, it ig sent for pub-

is

safe

of

condemn.

the

from

}

ed to the enormity

absent,

This hostile

criticism of the acts, gestures, even the
personal features of our acquaintances, is
what we object to.
:
We have heard a man condemned because
of his nose, and a very worthy minister and
his wife sadly picked to pieces because the
latter wore pink bonnet strings and hud a
cast in one eye. And, not long since, in

a company where a young

lady was

subject of discussion, some

one

der the above caption, in which *“ S.” refers

the

nice

girl,

but then her mouth is so big !”

Itis one of the

privileges

of this free

to my article in the Star of April 6, and
says, ‘“ All right; and he theh asks several questions in relation to the manner of
choosing a council. IF the principle laid
down in my article, *‘ that councils derive
their authority to adjust difficulties in the
church, from the consent of the parties interested,” is ** all right,” it is of minor importance by whom the council is selected,
if the consent of the parties is secured, or
the interests of both parties are properly
represented.

country that we can censure and find fault®
with everybody, from the President downward ; but let us take care that we do not
abuse our liberty, and give utterance to
something which may injure a fellow creature, and bring upon our souls a stain which
no subsequent act of goodness on our part
+ can ever efface.
Lastly, gossiping kills the spirit of conscientiousness, and is

to truth.

almost

always

fatal

The habit of exaggeration be-

comes fixed; and it is possible to tell a
falsehood over so many times that, after
a while, you grow to believe it the truth.
We will do gossips the justice to believe
that, generally speaking, they do not realize the harm which they inflict by their mischievous practice. We think that many
persons gossip from mere thoughtlessness,
or from a desire to be considered sharp and

for

dinner, and so on, ad infinitum.
Now, no person can be an agreeable,
useful member of society, who does not
mind his own business; and, it he lets the

business of other people alone, so much the
better.

Gossiping, as a rule, is productive of un-

|. The

robber of its grand and noble purposes.
The. soul is so formed by God. This power

of demanding excellence. he has placed
within it. All these convictions he gives
through this power,that we may be brought
to what is excellent.
To say that we may
not and must not love the soul for its own
worth, would beabsurd. It would be opposed to our convictions ; it would be to distrust our souls in their

declarations;

and,

Infinite Goodness, we seem to be what we
are not. ' So, to produce ‘the best life, we

declare isto love the soul for its own worth,
for its own dignity, in accordance with its

‘natural demands,as it comes from its Cre-

ator. This must give the noblest life, for
in this, our internal law is written—right,
happiness, heaven, to win; wrong, misery,

its original powers.

We have a subjective

directory which shows

the way to virtue,

a double force upon the soul,

an outer,

The outer is

an inner and

the law

of God

key-note the errors and short-comings of
others, Is pernicious in the highest de-

gree.
The best people jud@e the faults of their
Having armen most leniently.
rived at the degree of perfection which

fellow

enables themto realize

their own

frailty,

they are willing to consider mercifully the
frailty of others. If God judged us as man
judges us, or as we often judge others, what

shadow of hope would therebe for any of
us?

Secondly, gossiping injures the person
who gossips. It
clouds the intellect,
es the sensibilities,
jest or anecdote, is

strain of continual

ignores its faults, and remembers always
what
is gentle andfovable in its dispositiois

a secret

sense

of dissatisfaction,

for

your regular, bred gossip is never satisfied,
because he finds it impossible to make

s0 bad a story

against

those

whom

flung

at us by

bending over the staff, will lie in the dust.

the sharp

evil-minded gossip.

A few years hence, what changes will
have taken place! That aged veteran,
That beardless youth, that walks the streets
with such buoyancy of spirits, will sée the
consummation of all his . earthly hopes.
That idle prattler will have become a vic-

We

may clothe ourselves in the aspect of indifference, and walk on our way scorning to
make any sign,—too proud to writhe at the

tim of care and sorrow.

of religion,

If he says this must

a bit of so-called * harmless gossip.”
Many a tender heart has been crushed by

in the gay circles of life, will have passed
from

view.

be

done

The

glory

of the

successful

hero, the patriot, the warrior, the politician,

will be eclipsed.
remembrance

Nothing, save the. bare

of their names, will be left

The occupants of the humble cot-

‘tage and of the costly mansion,

be removed

will alike

from their habitations,

The

sacred

themes

reverent in expression,and

without

a conscientious

e bad already attained.

It is thinking of

we desire to be, we fall into the

ing habit of supposing

But the decision of

an ex parte council can never command

however

ourselves more highly than we ought to
think that often leads us to simulate graces.
We often profess too much. Thinking what

require, and their

But, when the world

self-pleas-

that such

we

are.

looks on, and sees how

much our Christianity consists of

the

assumed

virtue," of words not embodied in deeds,

of

professions not even always bearing the
stamp of down-right earnestness,what wonder that it says, “All religion is cant:
there is nothing higher than decent morali-

in whose
Ww.

ty under the sun !”

Selections.

.

Lost Opportunities.
—

PG

You have had many such, and so have I.
| Times when wz have been certain that God
sent one across our path for us tohelp, and,

Religious Affectation: _
sy

‘We often hear affectation condemned in a

through

indecision,

or

timidity,

or

ride,

easier than to avoid it, and nothing so tter-

our work has been left undone.
ny a
monient, and the opportunity was gone forever. A kind word,—and how little, aftér

contrary, we

all, would

tone which seems to imply that nothing is
ly contemptible as to ‘‘act a part.”

On the

think that to act unnaturally

is

one of the most natural weaknesses of human nature. We are all more or less prone
to imitation ; therefore are

we

constantly

saying or doing that which is less our own
than another's.
We are all, in a measure,
desirous of meeting general expectation;

therefore is it that we often unconsciously
conform rather to the popular wish than to
. We are all somepromptings within
what mechanical at times in our thoughts;
therefore do we fall into habits .of speech
.and manner which have no flavor of our
‘real selves.
To expect a
person to be
wholly and exclusively himself, is to ex
of him a kind of originality which is hardly
possible in 4 finite being.
:
There is, however, an exaggerated form
of affectation
which amounts to hypocrisy,
‘and deserves the utmost censure.
When
we consciously imitate, and then strive to
pass
off the imitation as native. simplicity ;

when

ers
we

men

as to
abjure

pay such deference to oth-

disobey conscience;
when
our birthright of freedom,

and become like machines,

whose

motions

are as fixed as their own component parts;
then are we guilty of that.sin of sins which
Christ denounced more severely than he did
any transgression forbidden
in the decalogue,
It is noticeable that cant is, in reality, a
breach of all the commandments,
1t involves
the spirit of self-glory, which
would set up another God than
Jehovah.

it have cost us,—a smile, which.

perhaps the soul was panting for, a tender
rebuke—who of us can tell how far its influence might have reached ?
Every teacher knows how a single really

good, or really bad boy will draw upon the

morals of a school.
cision, serving one
master, is what tells upon those about us,

and it is the opposite of this which kills
our spiritual life. We dally between the
ood and evil inclinations of our hearts.
e step past the work which Jesus gives
us to do, and take other burdens which we
find more grievous by far to be borne.
We send money, it may be to the fac-off
heathen, but we lift our heads above, and

draw up out garments from the defilements

of the heathen about our door. It isthe
mother whose child is sick in the dirty hut
around the corner who needs your help.
Something tells you that you might influence her to become a better and & happier
woman.

Now

is

gam
will

& hold upon her better natare.

be

agreeable.

You

an

unfashionable

Cant makes unto itself likenesses of many
things in heaven, earth and hell,and ends in
making obeisance to them as worthy of

worship. The symbols of extreme _ritualism are but a repetition of the foolish attempts to represeiit4o the eye of sense that
which can be only spirtually discerned.
The very existence of such symbols tends
to

idolatry.

The

graven

images

of the

heathen were at first intended for symbols

merely, and the semi-idolatrous practices of

the Roman church point in the same direction.
aie
Cant is notoriously the occasion of taking
(3od's name in vain.
Prayers full of ad-

bonnet,

who

comes

to

is not quite sure of being welcome even in
lowest seat.

brings men to Christ.

Jesus dealt

church and slips into the first pew by the
door, and by her face you can see that she
a Chrigtian

not learned ‘by heart” the
of that schoolmaster which

how

He knews how to belp you. Here isa
stranger, with a faded shawl, perhaps, and

are

dressed, has
first lesson

know

with the very worst, and poorest of earth.

leads listeners to think more of him who ut-

it is ad-

It

delicate wotk, and, perhaps, not

the

ters prayer
than of Him to whom

the time, when her little

one lies between heaven and earth, that
her heart is broken up and that you can

clergyman who,anxious for reputation,

The

moan of sorrow and the voice of congratulations will be changed to silence. Yes, a
few years hence, where will be the present «dresses to Deity, unmeaning,

Lisi imeliibimiin .inhabitants.of Ahis-globe?--In-eternity-1These
considerations
are enough to
|. It would really seem as if tome people
thrive’ upon the misfortunes of others. awakened the slumbering energies of avlost

rue spirit some. old or.

because God, who is Infinite Reason, says

a sensitive spirit has been

All the beauty

and brilliancy of youth will have faded
away. Those who now shine conspicuous

gome idle tale breathed forth by the lips of

Many

Hence.

he

‘may, that we do not care what people say
about us, we know that we do care, Few
of us wear an impenetrable armor against
tongue of gome

Years

out

censures as he desires to do.
Thirdly,
gossiping injures the person
whois the subject of it. Declare, as we

these arrows

A Few

It leaves be-

of right, and not simply because conformity
’

may

verdict should be final.

as tender, as a mother feels for her sick
child, whose caprices she sees and deplores,
but, out of the greatlove that she bears it, .

turned to bitterness against human kind by

)

case

which,

born of subtle intellectual dicta.
Every Christian hag an
ideal towards
which he mugt strive, but he commits a
rrievous error when he bears himself as if

appoint a council if they believe it necessary; and a council selected in either way,
having the confidence of the parties interested, has a right to try, and acquit or condemn, as the

f

weighing of his language; without a prayerful consideration of the wants to which Is
assumes to minister, he is sowing the seeds
of insincerity. But he will have special
need to beware of the leaven of the Pharisees when he finds himself tempted to make
artificial exactions, and set forth a gospel

two

would prevent a fair and impartial trial, or
a right verdict.
The Q. M. has a right to

around us, that we should see their virtues
with an open eye; and we should exercise
toward all those with whom we come in
contact a forbearance as gentle, a pity

it. In so far ashe conforms to it as the rule
| of life, he has Christian excellence, Ifev| toit gives

are

and the accuser (or any member) have
eacha right to object if there is reason to
believe that there are circumstances that

do unto you,”—would cover, with so broad
a mantle of charity, the failings of those

and, unlike pleasant.
no relaxation to the

thought.

other

Or, the church

select a part of the council, and, the accused

there is no punishment!
The practice of the golden rule,—‘‘ Do
unto othersas ye would that they should

pain we feel ; but, nevertheless, the pain is bebind.

ery lawis obeyed because it is a principle

no

:

appropriate in petition, is yet not the genuine outpouring of his own present feeling,
he is doin himself more harm than others
ood ; he is doing evil that good may come.
Vhen a preacher who has the gift of ready
speech allows his tongue to trip along over

parties in the church on the question at issue, each party has a right to nominate or

character beyond all hope of restoration,

dwarfs the power of the mind, demoraliz-

there.

in

things which he had de-

;

When, for the sake of “sustaining the
meetings some brother ‘‘makes” a prayer

respect of an intelligent community, unless

| written.<1f man disregards the internal;

duty still appears, for she external enforces

council;

“Who steals my purse steals trash.” the decision is against the party
But it isatheft of infinitely greater mag-:F interests they were selected.
nitude to steal a man's. good name. Money
might be replaced, but who can bring back
again, to the reputation blighted by scandal,

But that sort of gossip which has for its

hind

of the

it be mutual.

may select a council, and if there

witty.

told evil.

build again the

stroyed.

council is called, the accused

selection

way could

yet

prayer meeting or in the pulpit, after the
manner of him who at ‘Antioch sought to

and accuser have each a right to a voice in
the

it

had really rejected.
There are many who,
like him, would be ready to face
persecution
for Christ's sake, who act falsehood in the

questions of S. are easily answered.

If a mutual

of direct deceit,

often slumbers under the mask of {lt bi
havior.
We doubt "if Peter would have
again thrice denied his Lord in the hour of
peril, but he did dissemble for fear of
the Jews, thinking to serve religion by pretended Sonformity to a custom which he

In the Star of April 27, is an article un-

made this

remark,—* Well, she may bea:

«
l

one

detraction

is whatwe would

much Mrs. A. spends a year for dress;
how much Mrs: B. pays her washerwomun ;

whether Mrs. C. has fish or. beefsteak

No

for its object the

we

and this we have seen.
i
tq render your position a favorable one for “ We also have an objection. - God himinviting them to come to Jesus. You bave self the Lawgiver.. Recognizing and obeyample opportunities to do a great amount ing him as such, give the same results as
of work. During those clippings of time. being a law unto ourselves. God. has laid

.

Why

It is the gospel’s de-

In the first place, it banishes useful conno- versation. The interchange of ideas: be+ - | tween man and man is one of the most fertice :
First, Being a law unto
ourselves is tile sources of education, and a good conmeant that the soul should be “loved for versationalistis a benefit to his race. In- its spotless purity, .its stainless whiteits own worth.” In other words, loved deed, it is very seldom ‘ that you meet a ness?
Sih
al
does
not as a product of a substance, but as it- person who
ri ~
uate And the worst feature of gossiping lies in
self a substance. It testifies to us that itis whieh youdo not.
{ the fact that against it tuere is no redress.
of value, and that nothing compares with it from the most ignorant.
Our government has a Jaw to punish almost
But gossiping precludes the acquirement
in value. It reveals the fact that every
every classof offenders. It condemns the
right act is worthy of it, and that every of information from conversation, because thief, the murderer, the man who burns
wrong act is unworthy and -debases.
It it communicates only ideas which are of your house about your ears. The strong
-emphatically declares that conformity to its no value to any one ; and, by occupying the arm of the law can reach across every obdignity meets the great end of existence; time and attention, it excludes from society stacle and seize npon the man who defrauds
and that in so far as the failure is to do this such conversation as would be instructive government to the extent of a two-cent
we fail to meet the great end of existence. “and useful.
We suppose that every lady gossips-more revenue stamp, but for the misefable gosIt makes its possessor blush with shame;
sip who, witha few insidious words, an exor
less, and we. are ready to admit that
‘it loads him with guilt; and it condemns
pressive nod, a meaning smile, ruins your
him as a betrayer of its highest good anda some gossip is comparatively harmless.
and happiest life. :As giving

20
5
seed, and work with a will.
Dear brethren, we ie you to co:oper- hell,to shun. It declares morality, Chrisou are peculiarly. tignity, God. It will say nothing. else till
ate with the ministry.
of God, Jit is torn, ‘shattered, bruised,—till it is nomprovidence
and
grace
‘fitted, by the
to engage in this work. Your habits of life inally destroyed ; and then only because of
are similar to those its utter inworthiness and the dissolution of
and circumstances

whom we wish

Why give?

tain the excellence which gives the truest

in fact, itwould be an insult to- God, as virDepart! Oh,how desirable will be the favor | tually it would be saying that, formed by

of God in the world to come!

speak? It is right.

and thus religion fails to be an ever-living
principle in them. So it becomes like the
Unless this can come to pass, how otherchild’s toy, a thing for amusement instead wise do you acquire theright to judgé his
of the noblest of all things. Love to Christ line of conduct as freely as you take the
and labor in hiscause, given merely for the liberty of doing ? You do not know the sihappiness ‘which results, are not worthy of lent, unseen influences at work upon. him;
a Christian. Motive to service should be you do not know how strongly circumstancnobler. Itshould be more God-like.
It es may hedge him in, and, as it were,
was no personal consideration in Christ that compel him to this very course which you
sent Him to this sinful world to suffer and so bitterly condemn.
to die. He had the spirit of sacrifice. This
It is always easier to.counsel to what is
isreligion. Hehad a willingness to accept right, than to do what is right. We would
death. This is religion. The supreme de- all rather give advice than take it. In
sire of happicess shrinks into nothing in spite of the beam in our own eye, we see
comparison.
He who strives supremely
clearly the mote in the eye of our neighfor personal good subverts all religious bor.
virtue in himself.
Profit is prized more
The habit of gossiping is a vice which
than principle. Such virtue has no sterling grows by what it feeds upon. Its indulworth like the martyr’s, who chooses the gence only sharpens the appetite for more
stake to the yielding of his convictions and of the sort. It begets an unhealthy curiosprinciples.
It is superficial, weak
and ity ; it stimulates the fault of exaggeration’
worthless. True virtue is deep and abid- it breeds impertinence, and propagates an
ing, strong and reliable, and of value in- overweening desire to pry into the affairs of
comparable and infinite.
For, in order to be a sucthose around us.
one must be thoroughly
gossip,
Notice, from what
has
preceded, that cessful
the one who makes happiness the aim of posted.” He must know _everybody’s busiChristian service loses Christian excellence. ness. He must be informed as to how

all the world and preach the gospel to every
creature.” The centuries which have passed away since Christ ugtered these words,
prove that the gospel i net promulgate
itself, nor be promulg#ited without human
agency. ‘How shall men b&lieve on him of
whom

Itis a good which

thus becomes the greatest evil to them.
Esteeming happiness virtue, they lose sight
of high virtue. Making it religion, practi-

directed to the “Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world,” —the timid
and desponding encouraged, and the ignorant instructed. Upon the individual members of the church of God, reststhe fulfill-

mands his service. Let him strive to be- made for the Sabbath; that God must be
come more watchful, more prayerful, more ‘worshiped because he needs the homage of
their tongues. Saint and sinner suffer
mand.
Such mustbe the only considera- alike. Tne simplest actions are referred devoted. Let his light shine; let him do man,because the creature can thereby make
ator
all the good in his power; let him fulfill compensation for neglecting the
Such are all that merit reward.
Re- to the worst intentions.
tions.
They see beneath
during
the
week.
ligion is a principle. It is nothing else. every fair exterior an undercurrent of the great design of his existence; for in a
It teaches a child to say ¢‘Corban,” to renfew years he will be numbered with the der insincere excuses for disobedience to paWedded to principle, man is wedded to God. sin.
os
i
'
§
iF
Its virIn this union the soul is satisfied.
Fourtbly, gossiping lowers the tone of dead. No time should be lost when he rents.
It leads men into those false relations
tue is perfect; its measure of happiness is general society, inasmuch as it tends to may be the efficient, weans, in the hands of
with each other from which come misconGod, of great and lasting good.
H.R.H.
full.
destroy individual independence, and to
and strife, often ending in anger
Those who have thus fag rejected the offers ception
and bloody death.
ot
HRY
subject community more or less to its dicof salvation, have much to fear. During the
It so deforms behavior that the attitude of
tation.
Men
are
afraid
to
act
up
to
their
Gossiping.
last few years, how many have lived as they the sexes to each other becomes fatally deconvictions of right because people will talk are'now living,—and who have died as they ceitful; it blinds true love, gives spur to
about it. The poor
manis afraid to wear will die, unless they change their course. Have false love, leads men and worsen into unBY CLARA AUGUSTA.
There exists no greater pest to the well- the coat which is Within his means, because you seen all this, and yet remain unmoved, happy marriages,teaches them to trifle with
people will talk about it, and wonder what untouched ? :Ah, have you considered that the most sacred feelings of their nature.
bei of society than the gossip.
It lowers and limits the influence of genXj pat of the world is free from this evil. makes him look so ‘ seedy.” The young in a few years you willbe no more? If so, uine goodness by Sastisg suspicion upon its
Ww have no doubt the blubber-eating girl isafraidto marry the mau she loves, be- why trifle with the present moment? Why value. Hypocrisy is a dishonest system of
Esquimaux talk about their neighbors ; and, cause people will wag their heads, and say delay the care of your immortal interests, legal tender, by means of which a multithat the tawny natives of Terra del Fuego, that she has ¢ thrown herself away.” The and Jive in violation of the commands of tude of assumed virtues are circulated on
the basis of a few real graces, a system that
indulge occasionally in a dish of scandal, Rusiness man dares not be honest, because heaven ?
confuses and unsettles the popular estimate
people will say he is not so sharp as Mr.
who will deny?
Think again. Where will you be a few of solid worth. It robsman of a priceless
This love for gossip seems to be born Smith, or Mr, Brown, who made twice as | years hence? In the world of disembodied treasure—belief in the existence of exalted
with many persons, and its practice consti- much money inthe same length of time. spirits. You will then be deprived of the character.
It is quite unnecessaryto show that hytutes the principal amusement of their lives.
Gossiping is by no means confined to old privilege of securing heaven for your eterpocrisy is a lie.
Perhaps we are all more or less prone to ladies’ tea parties and sewing societies. nal home, of meeting friends who have
It is as closely connected with covetous
judge of people from our own stand-point, We cheerfully admit that
women are gone before, and of joining the saints in ness as are robbery and theft.
God made
but, if we stop to consider the factsthat we guilty of the vice to a’large extent, but the glory. Now, upon your present decision man upright, self-reliant, ambitions to depowers, but he has sought
can never place ourselves exactly in the sit- other sex are by no means innocent in the depends your future happiness. But are velop his own
out the inventions of borrowing, begg
uation of our neighbor, we might be con- matter. Gossip is heard in bar-rooms, in you unable to decide?
Are you halting and stealing.
Each is led by an ae
vinced that this judging others by ourselves
gaming saloons, in street cars, on the pi- between two opinions? If so, halt no long- nate desire to be other than the individual
is not always ‘righteous judgment.”
: azzas of hotels, and its very best bed is lo- er. Come atonce to Christ; come as you he is. Man -zeaches the hightof covetousHow can you possibly be influenced and cated among the loafers, at street corners, are—poor, weak, needy. Come to him as ness when he desires, notso much his neighcontrolled by the same springs of action who, useless to themselves and to the world, your only hope and refuge. Come to him bor's goods as, his neighbor's character—to
which influence and control another? How strive to enforce the fact of their existence as an humble penitent, seeking deliverance appropriate it in some other way than by
self-culture.
j
can you see with his eyes? hear with his upon passers-by, by making themselves a8 from sin and death. Do this, do it heartily,
Thus is insincerity the sum of all transears? or feel and perceive by his senses? odious as possible.
acd deliverance will come. Joy unspeak- gression. But so subtle are its advances,
Are his pains your pains? his joysand sor- and so strong its hold upon human nature,
By no means let us be understood as de- able will fill the soul; death will be. di
rows yours? His hopes, his fears, his siring to crush out entertaining conversa- ed of its terrors; and heaven will
posSes that the Christian finds himself compelled
to be always on the watch and under arms
and discourage- tion. We would not like always to be fed stiong and sacred attractions.
and
struggles,
trials,
;
to resist it. They who, as Paul says, ‘*have
ments,—can they ever, by any magical sys- upon strong meat, neither would we always
S. H. B.
pat off the old man and his deeds,” need to
tem of transformation, become your very have our conversation grave with mighty
exhorted to ‘‘lie not one to another.”
When the conscience has been fully arousown?
Church , Polity.
ideas. But that conversation which has

Why

thers and brethren, earnest and persuasive

Letter.*

Dear Brethren:
Permit usto call your

22, 1870.

JUNE"

Ee
=
world,
They should admonish the Chris-.
your own talent in efforts to save souls. so, and not for the reward of right doing, They are never quite so happy as when lian to activity in the cause of God. His these are all violationsof the third commandment of the Jaw.
tive listeners |
To he says as the Christian says and the result retailing to a circle of
God has honored such employment.
The same spirit of affectation sets up a
8
altentive They
Si de- time is short, and his work will soon, be
some
choice
piece
of
scandal.
is
all,
that
the
Soul
demands,
though
not.
_| win souls is wise, Sincerity of purpose
Seventh-day sanctimoniousness, which isa
|
completed.
Then,
let
hia
labor
‘with
undirectly sought. To this the Christian must light in imaginings of evil. Consciously
profanation of the dap of rest.
It, gives
will secure the divine co-operation.
It is the true standard. wrong themselves, they ascribe wrong tiring diligence in that cause which de- countenance to the theory that man was
From the freshly covered graves of the fa- hold himself.
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a.

Do
sister,

show

her that you

byshaking

her by

the hand and asking her into your own pew.
It will go farther than a score of sermons
towards assuring her of the truth of religion. I lived-once, three years. in d large
city, and Sung that time not a single perme how it was with my
son even asked
soul, and I was among Christian people,
too, and there were opportunites enough.

Who

lost them,

and

how many such are

we losing ?
As Christians we are too thoughtless of
others, and too proud. We are constantly

wouderivg what the world will think of
us, and not what the Master thinks. There
are those beside us daily, who are waiting

for what, perhaps,

we alone can give them ;

it may be kindaess, it may be counsel, it
Let us strive to be more
may be example.
like our Leader, and let us not miss the

day,
because un- opportunities which come with each have...
Husions
to a Divine Prov- | les t some Foul go d
idence which is not revered in the conduct been saved if we had done our duty.
1

life; flippant-quotations
on
™

of Holy

Writ;
a

— Advance.

om, 1570...
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s

oe
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a

young

To

TD ae

- Does

‘We walk by lth and not by sight;
Our eyes are sealed,
‘We ery, but echo answers out of night,

Reminding us that all our pain and loss,

ow=love Godt’

he rep ied.

What do you sy

“I was thinking. as you

‘As I was in the act of leiving

wrong
,
‘Were borne by Him, upon whose side to be,
Whatever seems, is surely victory,
And doubtless we may trustfully .
Leave in his care,
:

more

the Saviour died.

seeds of light and gladndss for His owfi; *

Ttseero (ht in bloom and ll
The harvest-field

with fragrant beauty when
; are gathered
The sheaves
in, : but not till then, E—
sees

glorious end

her holy

hots
that

. And who, to gain the harvest, bled and died,
Shall in
© reaping-time be satisfied.

east coast of Scotland,

those trees,

in Fife-

waved,

and flourished

grew,

true in Luther's

mind

Bringing
sy

I thank God

for

might

have
a

lishment.

Andy

this

time

ent by

wretch,

which I know

the

unlooked-for question — ‘Does you love God?’

A Rainy
Birth

New

divine pity, that through | in
Madam—these

1 gvew ups

Day

Series.

sand-stone we distinctly

saw impressions |

These were the

Utterly

wave-rip-

ple marks.
Some bore, as it were, the
trace of a rougher, and others of a gentler

wave ; but the ripple marks were very man-

ifest.

:

There lay

those

ie fowvas
gr of ek

large

and at a subsequent period they had been
tilted up by the arm of the AlmightyNow, young friends, as we gazed
on the
imprints made by these ancient waves, and
which had remained for centuries, we could
not help thinking of another book—the
Book of God's Remembrance.
God has a book of remembrance more
enduring still than those rocks. In this
book are written every thought, word and
« action of your lives; and these words are
more lasting than thise marks on the rocks
written by the hand of time.
On the shores of time the record

life is silentl

but

God is iy

surely

bein

down in the. book

membrance the story of your

idle thought, every idle word,

the

blocks, like
Bante

eis P sated nriem

of

made

lives.

every

; |

the

Your

forgetfulness

of

your

N

Seéries .

The CRTIStODId,s
ares verses esonssennense

How

all that powerful mind was

sweet

;
of that babe

selves an

Angel.couss

RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
We have put up and sold'this article nearly tk irty
years, and CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—~NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN A SINGLE INSTANCE TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used. Nev-

Starlight Stories..... 9
Brother and Sister.....
‘Who is my Neighbor?.

.

.

accents

of heaven

y

kill time,

‘| read any

Those Agents.
et

ls

:

During the Memorial Week, three Home
Mission - Secretaries from the Eistand all
There were
topics—each

one

e report

ing

forfor discussion.
discussion.
W

passing

one

will be sure not to

book.

head empty, and yourself playing time-killing
games, and in a few years you'll be

nobody, unless, (as is quite likely), you
should turn out a drunkard or a professional gambler, either of which is worse than
a nobody. There are any number of young
| men

hanging about
actou
hanging

ara
salons, o0ns, billiard

sa

rooms

all

agents are not

Rev. L. Kelsey,

dry.

of Ohio:

is believed cases of dissatisfaction

S—

B—

[]

Would that during
our happiness we
could fasten to the chariot of time those

Christ. ** But now once in the end of the
world hath he appeared, to put away sin
by the sacrifice of himself.” Heb. .9: 26.
The blood of Christ can put away your sin—

gods, and ges burned by strange fire, to contend alone with the Jebusites and Anakims,
the - sons of the giants, who dwelt in the
land, aad we were in our own sight as

can

The

Child’s Question.

‘Does you love God?"
The question came from a sweet pair of
lips. Opposite sat a young gentleman of
striking exterior. The man and child were
traveling in a stage-coach. The latter sat
on her mother's knee; her little face, beautifgl beyond description, looking out from
a frame of delicate lice-work.
For four
hours the coach had been toiling on over
an uneven road, and the chijd had been
very winning in her little ways, lisping
songs,
lifting up her bright blue eyes often
to
her mother's face, then falling back in
a

little old-fashioned,

contented way, into

her mother's arms, saying by the mute
action, ‘I am happy here.” The child had
been sitting
for the last fifteen minutes
regarding
the young man with a glance
that seemed almost solemn, neither smiling at his caresses, nor smilingin the dear
face, that bent above her. A thoughtfulness seemed to spread over the young brow
that had never yet been shadewed by care,
and as the coach stopped at the inn-door,
and the pasengers moved yueasily preparatory to leaving, she bent toward the young
man, and lisped in her childish voice these
words—*‘Does you love God ?”
4s
He did not understand at first, in the
confusion,

and bent over nearer, and again

the voice asked clearly, almost
rly,
“Does you love God?"—the thoughtful,
inquiring
eyes meantime beaming into his
own.
He hurried to his hotel, but the little
voice went -with him. There seemed an
echo in his heart constantly repeating the
uextion of the child—‘'Does you love
po
Several
gay young men met him at his
hotel.
They ap,
d to have been waiting for him, and welcomed him with mirth
that seemed almost boisterous. They had
Prepared an elegant supper, and, after he
ad been to his room, escorted him to-the
table. The fall gleam of the gas fell upon
the glittering furniture; red wine threw
shadows of a lustrons crimson hue athwart
the sno
linen; there were mirth, wit,
faces light with pleasure, everything to
charm the eye and please the palate; but
.the young man was conscious of a void
never experienced before. His heart ached:

to see the child again, and ever and anon

he seemed to hear her words—‘‘Does you
love God?" It cameto him when he held
the red wine to his lips, it was heard amid
the clatter of the billiard balls, the shout of
« merry laughter, that filled the wide room
—everywhere.
Whichever way he turned,
he saw the earnest glance of that blueeyed ohild, heard. the low voice singing,

the low voice laughing, the low voice asking thrillingly, “Does you love God P" It
followed
him to his bedside. He had tried
to drown it in wine, in song,-in careless

levity she strove to sleep it away, but heard

it in his dreams.
The next night he met a fashionable
friend. He was to take her to some place
of pleasure. She was very beautiful in
dazzling robes. The gleam of earls, her
and

the luster of silks and lace, vied

with each

other to enhance her loveliness; but even
as she came sailing into the room, with
smiles

these Western

are

not

woods and prairies, and

half a century left us to run

To hope to touch

after strange

hearers of various

Rest,

of L. R. Burlingame,

in

A

to the

Post Office

after a fair and

full investigation,as proba-

bly the will of Christ in the matter.
5. If you can not manage it as a Congregationalist be a Christian. The Christian
spirit is a charm. When
among the
bickerings and bitings and burnings of
contention, the Christian photograph is
brought in, it is like apples of gold in pictures of silver to shame them into handsome faces.

6. Be
is

Every

not a Christian, but every

ture than an ill-natured

asperities, and gives

agent is a doctor,—not always
has

a

wide

practice.

are expected to precribe

for all

these ecclesiastical maladies, to cure fever,
fainting and fits, to comfort the sick and
dying

churches, and respectfully

dead ones.

The

Seminary

bury

the

should give us

a new title, D. E., Doctor Ecolesiarum.

Finally, when all other means fail, let the

agent

visit the

who

is

Three days of uninterrupted company

in

with him every day for three years.

|

What an argument in favor

gives

of social con-

As the moon doth show her light to the|
‘world which

she receiveth from

the

claimed,

Oh,

ma!

I

have

ONS, and ORGANS

whole spoonful of sunshine.
A
—
Academies,

a

vent
to the

long accumulatin
pressure, and affords]
them an opportudity to frée themselves
from all their torn and ragged and spavined greenbacks, the ‘halt and maimed, and
counterfeit postal currency, to elude the
gs
from detectives and sheriffs, and
to
dispose of the agentto advantage, for
the Joo beggar must flee gn the first train

and his

uncertain
vance,

going and

longings

wait with

for

his

WEST LEBANON,

return.—4d.

Wholesale

Prices,

MR.
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schools at as low rates ‘as they can be

are mot excelled by any other books

In another column, see
From these pri-

3

to Sunday schools.

To Apverrisers.

GOODNOW,

of Bates College,
with the usual assistants in all branches of instruc.
tion, For full particulars, address.
hd
Jxo, H, SHAPLEIGH, Sec.

The rates of

be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,

MAINE

CENTRAL

SUMMER

TERM

INSTITUTE.

of this Institution will com-

mence May 12, and continue ten weeks. For particulars address, °
G. B. FILES, A. B., Principal,
Pittsfield, Me.

April 23, 1:70.
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INSTITUTE.
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at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any
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DAY, April 25.

G. H, RICKER, Principal.
North Scituate, R. I, March 1870.

NORTHWOOD

PRING TERM commences TUESDAY, March 8,
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¢
JAMES E, ROWELL, Principal.
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1
with competent assistants,
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those who wish to board themselves,
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Send for Catalogue.
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THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., Prest.
E. 8. TASKER, Secretary,
NorthwoodCentre,
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80 we ought to bestow the benefits received bought elsewhere in New England,
of God to the profit of our neighbor.
%
In addition to the publications of othAs a little girl was eating her dinnnr the
Selden rays of the sun fell upon her spoon. ers, we offer our own prize books which
e put the spoon to her mouth,and ex-

community and take a c 1things,

Teg

tion for opinion.

GREAT

Horace
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ports 25 in first day. Another 79 orders in 5 days. It includes all that is mysterious and interesting in the focus
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nections is the observation that,—by eom=|—
municating our grief, we have less, and by
communicating"
our pleasure we have
more.
:

lection. It is a great blessing to any'church
in trouble. It turns off the thoughts from
minor to greater

man,

new

and Jowag churches usually take all the
diseases of childhood, hives and whoopingcough, mumps and measles, croup and
convulsions, scab and scarlatina. If a
church escapes all these there isa prospect
of a vigorous maturity. The home missionary agents

old

crea-

a vehicle will make you better acquainted
with another, than one hour’s conversation

of divinity

These

TO

Pronounced the fastest selling book out.

say of ourselves

neither capable of receiving pleasures nor
sensible of doing them to others. .

Christian is a

weight to the better reason.
7. Be discreet. The schools should have
a professor on common sense. It is the
bestof all sense and the helm of the ship.
Books can not teach it, nor a professor for
that matter.
‘ Poeta nascitur, non fit.”
As the school boy translated it, “ A nasty
poet is not fit.” Neither is a man without
common sense.
8. What must the agent do when the
people dislike their missionary? He must
use all his skill and varied experiences. The
—and

we

gentleman

gentleman. Every one of our agents is a
ntleman and a Christian. Be courteous.
t wins favor, soothes

and

all locks

There can not live a more unhappy

.

a gentleman.

rank

The slave has but one master; the ambitious man has as many masters as there
are persons whose aid may contribute to
the advancement of his fortunes.

Creator of the same mind as some churches,

4. Be a Congregationalist.: Let all yield
to the will of the majority legally expressed

sexes,

to open

WANTED

THE REGISTER. ,
The Register for 1870 is aitversilly
Disbelief in faturity lessens, in great
admitted
to be far superior to any heremeasure, the ties of morality, and may be
supposed for that reason to be pernicious to
tofore issued. Itneeds onlyto be seen
the peace of civil society.
z
politeness and what
through modesty.

food spirits will cure many maladies.
Vorkiog, and fussing, and jumping, aggra:
vates them.
2. The troubles can not always be remedied by a change. ' It mostly increases, or
only shifts or delays the evil. Were the

says that we may have practice in the virtue.
‘* We count them happy which endure.”

ages,

same

10teowll

offer
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STORE

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODE-

"Ten Years in
Wall Street.

The true estimate of ‘our own merit is a
mean between what is said of us through

time and

he would put a new sun in the sky every
year, change the stars into moons, turn the
rain drops into stringsof beads, make the
earth square and the ocean into Hountaj
ranges, and all back again just or 2
Shang.
f
3. Be patient.
Hence these fifteen es-

the

education is to expect
with the same key.

grasshoppers, which could neither sing nor
hop, and so were we in their sight.
How
could it be otherwise but our passengers
would get hungry and our train go creaking,
and gtitding, and heating along, and
striking fire.
But we have a good article of
lubrication and we expect yet to make up
the loss and come in on time.
In cases of dissatisfaction with the pastors
of missionary churches, what is the agent
5
to do?
1. He is not to be hasty.

by

upon her young red lips and a wel- or
risk being caught with the dire evidencome in her words, there came, too,
float. ces in his pocket of hafing to do with bad
ing -angel-child
noiselessly at her side, the presence of | money.So they bless both his comin
that

Canher
The better
innocent. presence had awakenfeelings
ed were
warm yet; and, before he knew it,
the

payable
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nags which dragged it so slowly in our sorrow !

cause it to be forgotten forever.
Dear reader, will you pray this prayer
in faith?—O Lamb of God, which takest
away the sin ofthe world, take away my
sin !— Visitor,

m2
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one who used it. On the contrary, all are delighted
with its Pherations, and Speak in terms of commen-

. dation of its magical effects and medical virtues. We
speak in this matter * WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPUTATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE
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| Depend upon it, mothers, Foire
it will give rest to your

Bright Day Series.
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in spreading the tidings
of man's
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200 10. barrels, $35.

ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is

A tresses
suieeievinsiones,
A

Fireside

structure.

won't do this—all the influence of your
Jriends won't do this—all the power of an
gel can’t do this. No created being can
do this for you.
There Is only one thing which will accomplish this, and that is the blood of Jesus
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fog
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sin
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Time will not, can not, wear out that

record.
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wept like a child. All he had said was true;
for he held the hearts of men in his hands.
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many; first,
the country, of

whole
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will Positively Susiroy all ingot life on sulle and cure

Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,ceeosees

am thankful that I was brought up in circumstances where I never became acquainted with wickedness.
I know a great deal
aboutit; for if I hear a man say A, I know
the whole alphabet of that nman’s life, by
which I can imagine all the rest. If I see
asingle limb, I have the physiologists tal-
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Shining Hours,
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to operate, adapted to the Successful use of all kinds
of thread on every kind of goods or leather; Simple
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SEWING

These Books are now ready for sale

and delivery.

parents that gave me a sound constitution
and a noble example.
pay
;
i I never can

And,

g-

TA

Are of different Sizes—Stronz, High Speeded, Eacy

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab

what

two things,—yes,

thousand ; but for two among
that
I was born and bred in

)

haos chaos o of | for
the that
debt which
of gratitude
which Lowe
togave,them,by || Jamie
Joannie, esses se rnes cemenerens 1075
they unceasingly
Boy's and
Heaven...
:

wasa

Madam,

»

Up.

Almighty Creator.

me.

”

CHURCHES | ZR

—

the heritage of their body and i$ the

after

.

Superintendents of S. S.

Before she asked me | than heaven, it would be no expression of

Eo day, my
TY

—

To pastonsr

day and Calvin's day

of their souls, to me.

ertine,

and

stand to it, that

doubt, of bewildering and conflicting errors.

others

ages ago, some-

thing, at first not so noticeable,

rata
eveutful

and

Beecher’s

has forgiven me. My influence for evil
was unlimited, because men looked up to
me and chose me for their leader. I was
going the downward path—groping blindly
n a great labyrinth of error, and draggin

Anstruther

which

influence.

i

No, he was not

my taunts at Him, who in-greatforbearence

aud Crail, there is to be seen a ‘‘petrified
forest.” Part of the trunks of some eleven
or twelve trees stand there, hard as the
rock beside them, and lashed by the billows ef many centuries.

Near

bimself.”

I had dared to question the existence of an

The Wave-Ripple Mark.
shire, on the sea-shore between

said of him—*He

monument of God's mercy, made so through

steMies

ol
a ey
lio comprehend
mystatle ;
That
try our faith
can wholly

On the

seem

it was

.

truth is one and indivisible and evermore
the same. Let others think as they please.
Allow the
greatest latitude to others, but
to yourself allow none.— Spurgeon.

bosom, the waters of which had never before been disturbed. Now a little child had
dropped a pebble in, and the vibfation
was to go on through eternity.
That little child was taken to heaven.
:
nk Pigg
Fons he Footer p 3d the oung

‘ The field we till

The

not

vo

must be true now; that’ falsehoods ‘may
shift, for they have Protean shape; but the

bis smiles were forced, and

once

i
be a liar;

like the gay, thoughtless self of former
ears. There was a still pool lying in his

Let us be patient. God has sown

Let us rejoice—forHe who

dance,

than

does

‘Whose heart is love and boundless sympathy,
The souls for whom our life is toil and prayer.
‘We keep the watch with Him; we stand beside

ith

the

-

easily moved. Let God be true though ey ery

was

That night pleasure had no gratifica‘ion
for him.
His feet trod languidly the mazes
of

"

is accordingto God's Word one day, can
not be contrary to it'another day; that what

What d'd you

the young man, casting down his eyes.

:

i

- Take your time in weighing the controver8y, but when you hive once decided, ba not
man

answer?”
“I am ashamed to say that I
was not prepared with an answer,” replied

;

3

Wirt aaid BF .

the coach, she suddenly looked up and asked me that question.”
‘And what, pray,

prayers, our strife with

_ The cross whereon for them

Y

quickly and earnestly—

put it into the child's head?

Lo, in our sight the holy cross
Shines all day long,
and

>

cam? in, of a lovely child I saw yes'erday,”

The mystery of the triumphing of ill.

labor, tears,

said

start of surprise.

God’s patient silence wraps our battlefield,
Nor can we pierce, with subtlest human skill, -

Oar

man

:

n

Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches Halls
Stores, ud private Dwellings.
Believing that a house in the country should be as thoroughly provided with light as a house in the city, we are
prepared to furnish every room complete with its appropriate lamp, safely secured in its probes place, thus doing
away with movable lamps, which have proved so dangerous and objectionable.
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
We manufacture Bronze Lamps at greatly reduced Fates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding Lantern, and are
Agents for Hartshorn’s Folding, and Johnson's Dome
Paper Shades.
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not got"
hem, we give particuiar attention

to RETAIL

TRADE,

Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts.
descriptive Circular.
IVES’ PATENT LAMP CO.
9ot12
87 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York.

A

Large

for

Premium.

To any person who will sends us a
year’s subscription in’ advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s subae"
scription in advance from a new subscriber, we will send a copy of Mr.
Kennedy's volumé,—¢Close Communion, or open Communion? An experience and an Argument,” —and will also
send a copy of the same work to the
new subscnber.
Or, if it is preferred,

we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

the same terms.
The postage—which
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
who order the books.
A.J
QUACKS.—A victim of early indiscre
tion, causing nervous debility, premature decay
&o., having tried in vain every advertized remedy
has discovereda simple means of self-cure, whicl
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on pi
ol
a stamp to day Sosy e.
Address J, H, REKVF.
78 Nassau St., New York.
1v24

NEW

COMMENTARY.

Nov IN PRESS, AND TO BE ISSUED June 1st,
4\
a COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT, by J.
J. BUTLER, D. D., Professor of Christian Theology in
the Theological Institution at New

Hampton,

N.H —

In three volumes. The first volume will contain
about 436 pp., on su, erior paper, and will be bound
in the best English muslin,

Xe is designed for the ‘use of Bible classes, Sab.
bath schools, ministers, students, and all lovers of
the Scriptures; and itis hoped that the long needed

work will help to supply a want
Free Baptist denomination,
The

attention

deeply felt in the

of our clergymen,

churches and

the public generally is called tn some of the features
which will characterize the work :

"The proper names in the text will be divided
THE REPORTS.
and accented as they should be pronounced.
Full and carefully revised relerences and footWe have sentto the. Q. M. Clerks notes.
The comments will explain the text, exhibit the
the Blanks necessary to secure full sta- | connection
of narrative and
thought, set forth the
principles of doctrine, and apply them to present
tistical Reports of all the churches, uses,

Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the
Register for the year 1871.
Clerks having this matter in charge,
will greatly facilitate the early issue of
the Register, by promptness in collecting and transmitting their statistics to

his office.

Numerous references to parallel Jassages of

Scripture, ancient Chronology,

Geography,

1

[

to-give thethe Yearly
those of the
and Pastors.

story

and Antiquities Souorally, with oritical notes on
words, etc., in the original
Greek,
Xt will contain a map of Palestine and the adja.
cent countries, plates and cuts to illustrate descr pe
tions of cities, villages, edifices, eto.
|
The first volume will contain the four Gospels,
thus making it much
convenient for
reference than REY OTer Shhile work, especially
for Sabbath-schools,

The Type from which it is printed is new, large

and clear.

.

Published by the Freewill Baptist Printing

Let there be special care
Post Office addresses of
Meeting Clerks, as well as
Quarterly Meeting Clerks

7

Rs.

tablishment, Dover, N. H., and. D, Lothrop & Co,

Boston;to whom orders maybe addressed, “Although
the work will be for sale by publishing houses, espeo
ial agents are wanted throughout the Denomination,
Enclose stamp for reply, and address
J. E BUTLER,
Tt19
Biddeford, Me,

°

°
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and cemeiit belligerent states into a puis-

{ orp

sant Christian nation.

EDITORS.

A All commuilicatjons designed for publication
~ should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters

» business, remittances of money, &c., 'should be
addressed to the

Publisher.

in a brief address, and hapded to Mr. Hale

the Resolutions of the City'€qQunecil engrossed upon parchment and haWpg the city’s

seal,—the prolonged burst of apple

‘otry, as sunlight

which comes through

ferdnces. In proof of this, we need only
refel to the intermingling of Calvinists and

.. had not parted with their faith in his integrity, and had kept a place in their hearts

for the friendship which had been held
sacred for a whole generation.
Mr. Hale has grown old during his abThe round, rubicund, radiant face
furrowed and careworn; the once

portly form is now spare; the step lacks
the old elasticity; there is less humor Jurking in the eye and at the corners of the

mouth ; one observes a slight stoop in the
shoulders,

as though the added years were

beginning to press likea burden; and the
whole aspect suggests that labor and anxiety and time are steadily forcing him into
the ranks of elderly men, where life is made

up more largelyof review than of anticipation,and where the soldier in the battle of life

is compelled

to turn over the bard and he-

roic service to newer
limited experience.

recruits. and

more

Bat his part in our public affairs has been
an important one. His record makes a plain
story.

He

heard

the

voice

of his

fellow

citizens at an early age calling him to public life,and heeded it. Audhe hasbeen occu-

pied with its duties, with only few and limited interruptions, from that day to this.
He has borne a part in most of the significant struggles that have marked the life of

the pation during the last twenty-five years.
He was one of the few statesmen who early took in the meaning of the conflict between

freedom

and slavery

in the

ists.

sphere

rapted

The most eloquent and

able

and regular standing”

ren.

for

Are

Burr's Christian faith and devoted service is

such

men as Andrew Fuller,Nathaniel

and good.

The

fact is,

that

we shall become more and more

settles the foundations

of doctrine for millions. Those even: who
do not comprehend, and have no distinct
idea of the traths which supply the life-curreuts, receive the inspiration, and are made

live

of Texas, and at length led in the struggle with bullet and bayonet, nobody need: «od to ask after Mr. Hale's position, and few
‘indeed were the occasions when he was ab‘sent from his post or chargeable with lack

stroy what we. Shink

ourselves

wise and sucdessful in building up.

Tae MyrTLE. We are glad to say that
the subscription list of this Sabbath school

sweltering heat, he preached a short, able
and spiritual sermon, holding marked and
at times tearful attention to the last.

legalized outrage and mourn over savage
butchery. In some way this terrible border warfare and hatred ‘ought

that speedily.

Ice-creams

The church is
gesubstantial brick building,
with a tower,
windows of stained glass,
and is finished, |
and farnished in
good taste.— An unfinished basement above

to end,” and

ought to

cool

the hot blood,and Washington fashions dis-

pose of the-war-paints.

CH

| ground is to be parted into vestries.

past; stood confessedly at

——TaE JuBiLee IN NEw York. The
reporters of the New York press did what
they were able to throw ridicule upon the
performances at the Coliseum, in Boston
last year. They were witty, caustic, and
now and then both extravagant and severe,
though many of their criticisms had a rea-

doing a good work in that city.

gon behind them. The huge *‘ Boston notion” came
in fora large share of banter,
and the self-complacent Bostonians, with

liminary

New Hampshire Yearly Meting.
This religious body

lee during the past week, on a very

among

their fellows

with

9th.

Though his characters are often caricatures,

world.

His

works

are

at

once

artistic,

exhilarating, wholesome, humane, philanthropic. If we could only add, without
qualification, that they are positively and
distinctively Cbristian, we should be able

doe-

to put the crown upon his life and the sanctity upon his work which they must now
consent to forego. For the much that is.
admirable and valuable in them we are very
we can not but indulge a deep regret. - For
what he has done to secure justice among
men we revere his memory; if he had
duly exalted a vital faith in Christ, many
generations
, would 1ise up and call him
_| blessed.

long before the word baptism will signify,
to all evangelical Christians, what it does to
the Baptists. But if we abandon our
stronghold, or divide on a word, we shall

tre

——A Frrsu CoMPROMISE,
After a struggle of five months, the two branches of the
Mass. Legislature agree, by enacting majorities, to pass a sortof license law, which
really satisfies almost nobody, as mere
compromises
that are worried through the

forms of legislation are very likely
It will have a year's trial, and

to do.

almost

tainly prove, like its predecessor

cer-

of two

years ago, perplexing, provoking and mischievous, and then be spurned, like that
same predecessor, into a deserved oblivion. To tamper with the evil of liquorselling. will only plague instead of profiting.
Until a questionis settled right, it is not set-

Lowell, on missions, and a recess was taken
till 1 p.m

dimin-

proved almost a complete failure, had not
Mr. Gilmcre, along with the Boston Handel
and Hayda
Society, been induced to go on

lows :
On Resolutions,—Geo. T. Day,E. H. Pres-

erator announced

edition of the early
was exhausted before the orders
volume

in ordering the paper. They and others
can be supplied from this date. They must
order earlier next time, a —————

Orders

for

baptism

can still be filled

work on Communion,

hinders our

for Kennedy's

NORE

~

Pulpit,—J. M. Durgin, J. Spooner,G. H.
Pinkham.
Le
Next Yearly Meeting,—J. B. Davis, I. D.
Stewart, J. A. Lowell,
=
Letters were read from all the Q. M’s.,
excepting the Orissa Q. M., which for-

warded statistics.

cepted, and delegates reported attendance
to other religious bodies as follows:

P. S. Burbank,to Maine Western Y. M.
J. Malvern, to Maine Central Y. M.

L. L. Harmon, Vermont Y. M.

I. D. Stewart, to the Meth. Epis. Conf.
A. K. Moulton, to Bapt. State Con.
A letter was read from J. Rand, reporting
his attendance at Mass. and R. I. Y. M.
At 3 o'clock, Wednesday afternoon, there
was speaking as follows:
On Home Missions, by A. K. Moulton

York

G. W. Bean.

in September next, under the

auspices

the Evangelical

have

great

ness.

we

The

plated by it, and the hope that its deliberations may tend to the advancement of civil
and religious liberty, and the promotion of
peace and good will among men.

and Notes.

A New Q. M.
Brother Danjee writes

West

Vir-

ginia, that a new Q. M. was organized in
the Shenandoah Valley, on the 21st and 22d

of May, to_be known as the Winchester Q.
M. It comprises the Staunton, Berryville
and Winchester churches. As there are now
two (. M's in the valley, they purpose soon
to form a Yearly

Meeting,

that

they may

enjoy all the advantages of a complete organization,
:
‘
A new church was recently organized at

Smithfield; and brother Roane, who has
recently joined

Woodman,

.

among

the Freedmen are working vigorously, and
doing an excellent service.

——FORCED TO WAIT. The special message of the President upou Cuban affairs

Con-

upon

fell almost like a thunderbolt

gress and the country.

To some it

seems

timely and needful,—a thing

essential

clear the

others,

and

longed

and

diplomatic

air,—to

especially to those who

have

to

P. A. McMoore.

Fort Aun, Washington Co., N. Y.”

We make the following extracts from a
letter received from Rev. F. Reed, who is
| The session at Kewanee, June 9-12,
was one of special interest. About one
half of its fifty ‘ministers werc present.

House,as untimely if not impertinent,and he

made a strong effort to neutralize its force.
Butif the statements made by the Pres.

ident can be relied onas correct, it would
seem as though the time for recognition
had hot yet come, and may not come very
soon. There was never before a war that

furnished such a number of extravagant
bulletinsas both parties to this fight are

supplying.

We bave been solemnly assur-

They are intelligent, active men ; not afraid
to meet the
"living quéstions-of
the age.”
The reports from various parts of the state
indicated a slight increase of members, a
perceptible growth in vital piety, and es-

pecially an enlarged missionary spirit. After
some warm discussion, Conference voted to
raise a memorial fund for Home Missionary

purposes, to be expended in the state this
year, of not fess than fifteen thousand dol-

ed, at least a score of times, that both the
Cubans and the Spaniards were thoroughly

lars, This is about ten dollars per member. It is mow nearly thirty years-since
But .the Yearly Meeting was organized, in a log

« g stray bullet”

into the con- | da, Bureau Co.

is wrought

stains the nineteenth century. We hope
Cuba may soon become a decent republic

.

re

that was, dedicated

singing was fine.

on the

Sabbath.

The

Just before the sermon,
wl

%

by J.

D. Moody and N. Brooks.

and

the

throne

of

grace

was

ad-

from General Conference ; and the firs} proposed amendment, removing from General
Conference its supervision over the Printing

Establishment, was approved; the second
proposed amendment, changing the conditions on which amendments may be made
to the Constitution, was disapproved.
Delegates from other bodies to our Y. M.

reported as follows:
;
L. B. Tasker,from Vermont ¥. M.
0. B. Cheney, from Maine Central Y. M.
C. H. Webber, from Mass. & R. I. Y. M.
A.D Williams, from Western Virginia.
Letters were read from Rev. E. Knowl-

ton of the Penobscot Y. M., and from Rev.
G. W. Howe of the Maine Western Y. M.
A. D. Smith submitted the following ap-

Penobscot Y. M., —E. H. Preseott.
Maine Western Y. M.,—J. B. Davis.
Maine Central Y. M ,—G. M. Park.

Vermont Y. M.,—A.D. Smith,

M. E. Conf.,—P.S. Burbank.
Bapt. State Con,,—J.A. Lowell.

Mass. & R. I. Y. M,,—N, L. Rowell.
Cong. and Pres. Assocjation,—E. A. Stackman.
i
A resolution providing for a re-districting
of the Q's. M. was presented by Rev. I. D.
Stewart, and adopted, as follows:
Resolved, That a Committee, consisting
of one from each Q. M., be chosen to con-

sider the present arrangement of our
churches into Q.M'%; to inquire. what

Illinois Yearly Meeting.

traveling in the west:

destruction in its track. Mr. Banks regents the utterance from the White

and re-

made

.adopted :

hoped for a fecognition by our government,
bolt . carrying

Hampshire

pointments of Cor. Delegates, which were

Religious Literature Free,

it appears like an

artificial

New

introduced,

dressed by Rev. C.P. Heard, of Canada.
Action was taken on a Circular, presented

plant a church in’ Baltimore, with pretty
good prospects of success. The younger

:

SORE

of the

After some other business, adjourned till
Thursday morning at 8 o'clock.
At 7 1-2 o'clock,in the evening,Rev. A. D.
Smith of Laconia preached to an appreciative audience.
Thursday, 8 A. M., met as per adjourn-

us,is making an effort to

churches which have been planted

condition

marks urging its claims were

ment,

from

:

Charitable Society was

objects contem-

Denominational News

:

Then Conference resumed the usual busi-

of

pleasure in expressing our interest in that
important assemblage of great and good

men, our approval of the

>:

The Teeasurer’s Report was read and ac-

On Foreign Missions, by C. O. Libby and

tion, but presume that they are of a character which will wel: repay a perusal :
“I have a supply of good religious publications, consistingof pamphlets and traets,
which I will forward frce of cost to any
person who will send me their P. O. address, and 20 cents to prepay postage.

\
4

pry

get, L. R. Burlingame.

and G. T. Day.

school house near the present town of Bu.
A generation has passed
; the arguments which -we test, which 1s mainly carriedon by sono- away since;
and blunts
‘work
but the spirit of the devoped
may urge.
i
:
rous orders, threats, assassinations and the fathers seemed to inspire the meeting,
torch. This war disgraces civilization and which was held in a beautiful new church
tate immersion

On Correspondence,— E.A, Stcckman,A.

D. Smith, H. 8S: Kimball,
Petitions and Requests,—J. Chick,A. Sar-

tries and our own, to be held in New
Alliance,

the Committees as fol-

cott, G. M. Park.

pendent magistracy, will meet the want and
save the old Bay State from the mischiefs
of the cup. Till repentance reaches this
depth and brings forth these fruits, it will
be a superficial thing in itself, and provea
is alone simple and sure.

Onre-assembling, Art.3 of the

Constitution, as amended one year ago by
the Committee, was adopted, and the Mod-

like the ghost of Banquo. Nothing but a quest of Mr. McMoore.: We have no perprohibitory statute, enforced by an inde- sonal knowledge of the publications in ques- |

fraud upon the public. - Radical policy here

of ex-

ercises for the session was adopted. At 11
A M. a sermon was preached by Rev. J. A.

The following notice is inserted at the re-

It will persist

organiza-

pointed, and a regular programme

in coming up

tled at all.

other pre-

ished scale, and, it must be eonfessed, with
only partial
success.
It would have

grateful; for the lack which they exhibit

mixed,un-

til the sharpest ecasuist cannot separate us,
and we shall be wholly unable to pick ourselves out of the united family, and decide
exactly where, among the old creeds,we belong.

and

exercises, a permanent

0. Libby as Moderator,and the other proper
officers.
Various committees were ap-

WASHINGTON, MAY 10.—Having heard
of the intended General Conference of eminent divines, and others from foreign coun-

and his habit of exaggeration seems as
chronic as an Arab’s, yet Le never misleads
nor creates a dissatisfaction with the actnal

After brief religious

tion was effected with the choice of Rev. C.

and help it through, with the very anvil and

a kinder spirit.

held its last session’

with the church in Franconia, June 8th and

Gilmore at their head, were pelted with all
sorts of pasquinades, some of which appeared to betinged with malice and were
suggestive of envy, But New York has
been tryingto reproduce the musical Jubi-

careless of the consequences to soci-

Bro.

Patch, their young pastor, and his wife are

weaken our testimony and delay the victo- victorious and were finally defeated.
sheet is larger than ever before, so that the ry of truth,
Every movement to substi- Gen, Grant tells us that only now and then
numbers of the present

regret the disappointo record, It is one that would be could be filled. fromWe the delay of our fiiends
arising
ment,
it
over
e
worth recalling. Silenc

"would be a grievous injustice to him; to
forget or blur it over would be a pitiable ingroutude In'us. Coming home with a jad:

the moment, although the crowded audience

red-

ante- ‘had been together some three hours in the

or

to the great Taskmaster,

of

especially

the

lope, and for so changing our Indian pcli
cy that we need not continue to blush over

a fresh protest ag.iast wrong, and go out

trinal speculations are no longer tests of
fellowship, and these phrases are simple
compliments to old creeds, which stand
stiff and hard as petrifactions,but have been
superseded by a wise exaltation of Christ and
of life in him as the hond of union and the
badge of orthodoxy.
As love increases,

Such is the wonderful power of truth, that,
lodzed in and thoroughly worked out by a
few minds, it imparts a mighty impulse to
the multitude, and gives nurture and force
tolove and hope in myriads of souls.
Some single ¢¢ Father Abraham” sends the
impulse of his faith dewn the generations;

years

hunting

skins as they would hunt; buffalo

down.
Rev. O. E. Baker then came to the
rescue, and did what few men could do in
such an emergency.
Adapting himself to

cannon accompaniment that called out
the sharpest satire of the Gothamite critics
a year ago. New York is a great and enterprising city, and can domany big things;
few of the reforms in English law and life, but there was-weakness in her sneers last
that have taught the rich charity and given summer, and not less weakness in her
the poor new hope, were induced or hastpoor attempts at copying this season what
ened by his service. He has clearly voiced
she satirized then. She finds a proper disthe damb agony at the'bo'tom of English
cipline in her humiliation, and we are afraid
society, and translated into plain and effecthat Bozton half enjoys the discipline.
tive ‘speech the fragmentary language of
virtue, nobleness and love that comes up
——A Testimony.
The President, Vice
from the hovels and garrets and cellars of
President and Secretary of State have unitthe city. He has furnished whole galleries
ed in signing and sending out the following
of portraits for the hamblest homes as well expression of their sympathy with the apas the highest,—portraits tbat light dark- proaching
meeting
of the
Alliance.
ened rooms, and keep affections greenin
Whether,as a piece of policy, this testimony
multitudes of hearts. His abundant humor
shall be approved or disapproved, one
is wholesome as sunshine and fertiliz- may well be grateful that our chief officers
ing as summer showers, He bas peopled do really cherish a sacred regard for relimany a vacant realm for us all, and filled gion, and take an interest in its growing
‘the sad solitude with music and laughter. power and larger achievements. Here is
They who read him, close his volumes with the statement which they have subscribed :

isters need be excluded from the catalogue:
Doctrinal Themes.
But we are told that they are ‘‘moderate
Calvinists.” So we are having * moderate
Doctrine is just mow in low repute.
Calvinism,” and * modified Arminianism,”
There is a re-action from olden times,
and they are getting so intermixed, that
when it was the *¢ alpha and Smega” of re- ne one can tell how or where they differ, or
ligion. Ethics, the practical and experi- draw anything but a very zigzag and unfolmental, are now in fashion.
The churches
lowable line between them.
are weary of contention, sick of abstracAll this signifies that Christians are comtions ; they repel bony skeletons, and de- ing together; the sectarian
leaders ean not
mand the warmth, activity and glow of real
prevent it; the currents are steady and
life in all they hear or honor in religion.
strong, and the results are, ‘‘ one faith,” |
They feel the pressure of work, are in «one family, ” ‘one church.” The very thing
haste, have too much to do, to allow of infor which Christ prayed is not very far
vestigation or deep reflection. This is both
away ; its coming glory already gilds the
commendable and deplorable. We would
horizon - and gladdens our hearts. We
not return to the ** old paths,” where sharp
have observed several articles recently in
distinctions and dogmatic assertions were
the
status of theBaptist papers, on
both tests of fellowship and wedges torive
General Baptists in England, and the conthe family of saints; where sectaries were
clusion is, that they are ¢ moderately Calmore jealous of creeds than careful of bemore
closely resembling
the |
vinistie,”
havior, and had more doctrine in their
(close) Baptists
in America than Open
heads than grace in their hearts. But we
Communion Baptistsin England do.
As
deplore the distaste for doctrine, because
evidence of this, it ‘is said, that‘ when
piety and virtue can not long survive withthey come to America, they generally unout it. Doctrine is the root of all Christian
ite with the (close) Baptists, while members
experience and practice, and we can no
from the Open Communion churches, usumore ripen a harvest of fruits, without roots
ally join some other denomination.” Well,
and trunks of trees, than produce and mainif the General Baptists are ** moderately Caltain virtue without doctrine.
vinistic,” no evangelical Christians can be
It is not necessary for every person to be
denied that honor.

life-work

some

tation,

Baptism, or Immersion?
of national politics, and who promptly their spiritual lives from doctrines of which
they
can
give
no
historic
or
analytical
acchose to accept the. temporary risks and
’
Why should Baptists desire to translate
losses which a pronounced anti-slavery at- count.
But
there
must
be
doctrine
somewhere,
-baptizo?
To subetitute immersion for baptitude might bring., He- openly wedded
his service to freedom when her friends were in some minds, or practical piety will with- tism will not settle the controversy over the
er like flowers plucked from their stems. form of the rite. The dispute is about the
few and feeble, and the alliance was a stigBlight may not come in a day, the mighty ‘meaning of baptism. What shall we gain
ma.
| impulse may drive on for a time, and many by substituting the Latin, immerse, for the
His earlier contests in the Senate at may imagine as they now seem to fancy,
Greek, baptize? If we have settled it, that
Washington often seemed akin to the apos- that no such dependence exists, and that
baptizo means the same as immergo, we
tle’s fighting with beasts at Ephesus. - Con- good practice is self-produced and will perhave no need of changing the former for
fronting the pro-slavery leaders, who lack- petuate itself.’ A little sober reflection
the latter; and if we have not settled it,
ed neither brain nor earnestness, they soon ought to disabuse them. There must bea
all who dispute our interpretation will also
‘found it impossible to crush or despise him. cause. Ideas are roots of action. What
dispute our translation. The controversy
They saw in him at once a powerful antag- we believe about God, sin, the Saviour,
will remain just where it was before, only
onist and a thorough gentleman, He bore man, the soul, guilt, redemption, heaven
somewhat less favorable for the Baptists.
himself like a chivalric knight, while he and hell, lies at the basisof all action, and
The confession of weakness, which this
riddled the sophistry and pricked the con- can not fail to influence us. Without faith,
«flank movement” of a mew translation
ceit which they brought to the encounter. we are without motives, impulse and ener- suggests, is a disadvantage and wholly unHe always tempered satire with gallantry.
called for. Immersion is no more an English
He often pirried an angry blow with a wit- | £7 All Christian doctrine is practical. To word than baptism is; it is just as truly
ticism, neutralized
malice
with humor,
preach it in a dry, bony, ‘skeleton style, Latin as baptism is a Greek word; so that
purchased an apology with a magaanimous gives the garb of error to truth, of ugliness the plea for a translation on the ground that
response, and disarmed enemies by a
to beauty, and begets repulsion where we baptism is a Greek and not an English
hearty and jovial ‘‘ good morning.” The desire acceptance. Those doctrinal discusword, amounts to nothing. Moreover, bapmen who had raved at him in public debate,
sions once 8Q common, which make God a tism has become a religious word; it is
hastened to invite him to dinner as soon as
identified with our entire religivus life; it
despot, 80 severely just, 80 awfal in holithe Vice-President’s gavel announced an adness, so cold and inexorable in sovereignty, has numerous’ and pleasant associations;
journment. His abounding good humor
so partial in mercy, as to make humanity immersion has none of these; itis a secusaved him alike from the violence that was
revolt, and force men to the agony of unbe- lar, rough, unsanctified word. It sounds
often threatened, and from the exhaustion lief, or into agony in belief ;—these taught
harsh’ and painful to hear immersion in
and the éynicism which a sterner spirit could falsehood in truthfal phrase, dishonored
Scripture passages, instead of baptism. We
hardly have escaped. And yet his genialiGod in attempts to exalt him, and repelled suffer a great loss when we make the subty did not blunt the truth, and attent ons
and cursed man by the mode adopted to win stitution, and gain nothing in return,
mever bought his silence. While freely dis- him to faith and loyalty. Let those old
true courseis fix tothe proper mean~tributing courtesies, he still held fast to his methodsbe obsolete; recall mo more the * “The
ing of baptism upon the Scripture word.
. conscience, and the debates which marked unpaternal theories of God and ungenerous
By a faithful, kind and persistent testimony
-a field-day in the Senate Chamber, showed views of grace, but fill sermons, newspaand corresponding practice, this will be
plainly enough that he had not joked away pers and Sunday school books with doc- done. - We are making rapid progress. It
* his principles at the reception held on the trine, all aglow with life, warmth, love
is not uncommon to hear Pedo-baptists disprevious evening. However jolly a friend | and beauty, as embodied in Christ and his tinguish between baptism and sprinkling.
he might prove in the drawing-room, he word, and we shall insure all Christian When asked if they have been baptized,
“was ever the heroic soldier of liberty when virtue. But if we swingto the extreme of they often answer, ‘ No, but “we were
» the bugles announced a battle. And through ignoring doctrine, and preaching good sprinkled in infancy.” If we are patient,
“#11 that long and vital contest of ideas which works alone, we shall undermine and de- and all speak the safe thing, it will not be
‘settled into fierceness over the admission

ing the troops that are

ety. He hss used his pen for the relief
of, the lowly, the wronged, the misjudged,
the despairing, whom society was
making
a prey. He has exposed the oppressions
of the powerful.
He has unmasked the
abuses connived at by the governufent.
He bas held pretension up to deserved 1idicale, and showed the worthlessness of
many aristocratic prerogatives.
He bas
scathed phariseeism in the church and
blasted demagoguism in the state. Not a

If so, very few intelligent, evangelical min-

upon, be fed by, and take all the vitality

and left

prostrated

which we learn

meeting adjourn to have the dedication
sermon in the evening, This was voted

sation, brought out some ludicrous and
some sorry scenes, and created a hope that
methods may be devised for ending the
horrible massacres on the frontier, recall-

and humanity. He has never flattered the
great and strong; he has never pandered
to base passions; he has never sold his
genius or its products for the mere purpose
of getting worldly gain; he has never
written solely for the sake of literary repu-

Taylor, Lyman Beecher, Albert Barnes and
Francis Wayland to be called Calvinists?

a proper

Ignorant men may

usual

nent powers in the interests of trath, justice

among their: breth-

+ Five Points of Calvinism * to be found in

good and happy.

bis

the head of living novelis's. And it may
be frankly added, that he has used his emi-

The strongest arguments against the

the English language, have come from leading members of Calvinistic churches.
Are
Congregationalists and Baptists
really Calvinists? They have strong assertions of the doctrines which Calvin taught,
but many, perhaps a majority, of their ministers preach sentiments entirely different.

some great thinker

in

and Justice promptly render over every
man’s service.
:
As a witer of fiction, Mr. Dickens has,

advo-

for

a theologian in order to be pious

apparently

and hear the verdict which Infinite Love

cates of ** free-will” are found in the Calvinistic sects, and yet are held in ‘“good

Mr. Hale will bequeath his true political
philosophy to worthy successors, who will
not forget the lesson nor abuse the trust;
and we hope that the mantle of Brother

ed eagerness with which the crowd availed
itself of the opportunity to press the hand of
one whose public service had commanded
their approval, as his personal good qualities had won their sympathy and esteem ;—
all this made the-15th of June ared-letter
day in the history of the city, and gave to
Mr. Hale the most ample assurance that
they who had known him longest and best

been

which at once

shock

Calvin denounced as deadly heresy, and a
large majority of the late New Schocl
branchof the Presbyterian church endorse
him, and yet are reported as good Calvin-

ed on; the statesman will ere long follow
him.
But while men die, principles live.

through physical debility,—the half restrain-

had

the spot,

much time, that it was proposéd that the

of a large number of Indian chiefs and oth-

good health {ip to the very moment of the

disagreement. Albert Barnes presents the
doctrine of the atonement in a’light which

many years fellow-townsmen and warm
personal friends.
The editor has. pass-

not
to go about vainly seeking
wearer for many years to come.

¢r3 at Washington has supplied & fresh sen-

created a profound sensation.

to detect the eymptoms of his dep rture,
and he was dead before they
had looked
;
. Armipians
in all the Christian sects, so
for
“the
end.
His
remains
have
been de
| that iis impossible to fix the lines of sepaposited in the famous ‘Poet's Corner” of
ration\ The Earl of Chatham said, that
| Westminster Abbey,—the place hallowed
the Epistepal church had ‘a Roman Litbeyond all others in the estimation of literaurgy, an Arminian Clergy, and a Calvinisry men.
He leaves his “Edwin Drood”
tic Creed.” The creeds and clergy of all
unfinished, and goes up to report his interthe sects are now in about the same state of

they were

gervant and the Christian editor,—were

prise

banishes the shades of
him scnseless. He lingered for a few
night ; Christians are getting mixed so that
in a state of coma, and passed away
‘hours,
it }s increasingly difficalt to define their dif- without a sign. Even his physicians failed

the uttered blessing

of those whom Me helped when

——INDIANS‘AT WASHINGTON.

He

was pledged on

just about clears the church from debt.
The visit This caused so much joy, and consumed so

ment of the sudden death of Charles Dickens recently, took the public wholly by sur-

and

the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars

and that Spain may have the grace to consent to it."
]

—— Mg. DickENs's Dati. The announce-

are

days be peaceful and pleasant,—brightened
with the, prized ministries of loving and
trusting fiiends, cheered by the music

greeted him when he stepped fo
speak, —the hush that went through “the
audience as the voice that had been wont
to peal like a trumpet, came out subdued
with emotion and comparatively faint

sence.
is thin,

\

melting away, the light of Christ's countenance is dispelling the dark image of big-

May his remaining

ready to perish, filled with the satisfactions
| that spring from a good consciénce, and
gt 4
hallowed by the “« well done? which his
A: Veteran's Welcome. ;
| nplifted heart shall find coming from the
lips of the Great Master.
The yeception given to Hom. John P.
Mr. Hales relation to the Star has been
" Hale by his old friends at Dover, pn Wed- |
recognizable and really intimate. He
easily
nesday of last week, as he came back
and it long contended for the same princifrom his five years’ residence abroad, and
ples of civil liberty ; both shared the oblofrond his serviceas Minister to the Court of |
quy
of the name ‘¢ abolitionist” when the
Spain, was most hearty, gfateful and touch:
term
blanched brave men’s faces into. paleing. The thrqnged and ornamented squares,
ness; both alike rejoiced in each new suc—the all hail of bells and cannon,—the music
cess gained, and looked forward in confiof the bands,—the waving of banners,—the
dence to the great triumph which came
parade of the military and fire companies,—
sooner than either had predicted even in the
the formal greeting by the Mayor of the
most
hopeful hour; each felt strengthened
city,—the escort to his quarters by a long
procession through streets ablaze with by the other’s” work; and JouN P. HALE
beauty and vocal with unmistakable enthu- and WiLLiAM BURR,—the faithful public
siasm,— the more formal reception accorded in the evening at the City Hall, where
Judge Woodman, a life-long friend and
voiced
fellow citizen, most admirably
of the multitude
the thought and feeling

A An.

faith,” the sharp points of sectarianism

| was helping to strike off, the negro’s fetters

J

GEORGE T. DAY,
GEORGE H. BALL,

ly

Creeds are dissolving, Christian thought
tends to harmony, dividing lines are vanishing, the saints are moving toward *‘ one

than a score of anxious and toilsome years,

JUNE 22, 1870.

Current Topics.

Calvinists and Arminians.

ed frame” and epirit, to find a race newly
enfranchised and a country settling into
peace and prosperity, it is a poor welcome
that ignores the service that, through more

to accommo:

changes, if any, would seem

date them

better; and report thereon af

their earliest convenience.
In accordance with the above resolution,
the following Committee were appointed :
T. Keniston, I. D. Stewart, A. D. Smith,

A. Sargent,

G. H.

J. Chick, N. Jones,

:
Pinkham, L. D. Jeffers.
was
Missions
State
of
subject
the
Thefi
introduced, and remarks were made bY

Rey. J. L. Sinclair,I. D, Stewart, and by GH, Ball, Home

Mission

Secretary;

after

which a collection was taken of $89,70,

to be divided two-fifths to H M. two-fifths to

F. M.,and one-fifth to the Beneficiary Fund.
The Committee on Resolutions

reported

and on

Sabbath

through their chairmah, and remarks were
made by Rev, G. M. Park and Rev. Dr.
Barrows en Temperance, by Rev. Dr. Fullonton

Education,

on

Schools by Reve. J. Erskine

Prescott.

and E. H.

‘The resolutions appear below.

Thursday afternoon there was a sermonb

which, with that
Day,
Rev. G. T.
asked for publiwas
l,
Lowel
A.
J.
Rev.
of
by
by

cation in the

a very

Star.

precious

This was succeeded

communion
’

season, "in

n,

THE

masting Sibtiont Tastation ih. Pe Tiel we oe ’B. Slovens, of Acton "and Miss
Hu
ALL. Bi belt B. Cowai
July 13, 1870, at Charlotte N. Shap
heldat ChapelHall on Wednesdav,

OO eo Hh ora and totrans: | 4g Miss RachelR, Abbott, both 6f Kingfleld. Also.
Sud Muss Fem In True;
Cio) Jd Re Pus, Sec, Fob. 12, Mr-Join Metall
ae Hilla Bile Doth of Freon
N. Burbank
Ew
ih,
;
ter and Miss SaNew Hampton Institution.

H. Ball.
An excellent Y, M. was enjoyed throughThe weather, the rich mountain
out.
scenery, the coming together of so many
brethren and sisters, all added to the en-

made them a visit: Af
testimonies and learning
situation, we presentéd
of the E. W.B. on doc-

trine and disipline, as contained in the treatise, and also the claims of our benevolent.
institutions, all of which were cordially ac-

joyment of this annual religious feast of cepted by them. Thirty-six converts were
baptized, and a church of fifty members orgood things.
>
The following are the Resolutions pre- ganized. Agreeably to the usage of the F.W.
Baptist connection.
We then broke bread
" sented by the Com. :
tothem and bade them God speed. There
| TEMPERANCE.
Resolved,

1. That in view of the

ter and prevalence of

charac-

the evils flowing from

the-sale and use of intoxicating liquors as a

beverage, every

Christian should make

WASHINGTON, PA.,Q.- M.—Held its June ses:

his

speech and action such as will truly rebuke
both those who sell and those who drink;
and itis the
duty of ev
minister to use his
influence, both as a
Christian
and a cit'zen, by means of the sermon and
the ballot, to stay the progress of this vice,
and induce a general acceptance and application of the doctrine of total abstinence.

is a
We
and
and

trustworthiness, and merits a decided

WUAKE

There is still a good

Was a very

on

and

e State and the managersof political Con-

ventions, to pass resolutions that seem in. eight were heads of families; eleven were
tended to cover their improper Ges gue,
and to beget a confidence on the partof the ‘baptized by our much esteemed pastor, Rev.
people which their subsequent conduct W. T. Smith. Ochers are expecting to go
abuses.
forward in the blessed ordinance soon. ° ‘|
NEW

HAMPTON

INSTITUTION.

to the interests of said Institution, and commend its properly authorized agents to the
benevolence of all F. W. Baptists thronghhearty God speed, in

bid

them

a

the efforts they must

FOREIGN MISSION.

ifestions of

di-

vine favor to our For
iission during
they ear past,in the preservation of our missionaries, and the success given to the different departments of labor, is an, occasion
of devout thanksgiving to Almighty God.
2. That we deeply sympathize with our
missionaries in view of the prostration from
toilsand illness, with which some have
been visited, and renewedly pledge our
prayers and means for the maintenance and
speedy reinforcement of missionary labors.
WEST VIRGINIA

MISSION.

Resolved, That we heartily sympathize
with the mission in West Virginia, rejoice
in its success, and commend it to the

confi-

dence and aid of our brethren.
CLOSING

RESOLUTIONS.

Resolved,
1. That we hereby express
our appreciation and gratitude for the
kindness and cordiality with which the
Christian people of Franconia have welcomed:us to their hearts and homes, and
rendered
our brief stay among them so {ull
of pleasure. and satisfaction.
. That the thanks of this Y. M. are

hereby gratefully tendered to the officers of
* the.several railroad corporations who have
allowed us transportation over their respec-

tive Roads at greatly reduced rates of fare.
8..

That we separate with

new

in the Christian welfare and work

interest

of each

other, and go back to our respective fields
of labor with a Joiose {o be faithful, and
afresh sense of dependence upon God's

"blessing for success.

P. 8. BurBANK,

DeerrrrLp, N. H. This place has been
blessed with a very extensive revival of religion, and for six months

a continual reformation.

Clerk.

there

has

been

A large number

has been added to the three churches in the

town ; twenty-one were added to our church
on the first Sabbath in

necessarily make for the replenishment of
their treasury and the increase of their endowment; and that we as a Yearly Meeting make the interests of this Institutiona special object of our efforts in raising
funds for denominational education.
Resolved, 1. That the

H. POTTER.

.

a

Whereas, The Literary School at New
Hampton is certain to suffer
t loss on
removal of
account of the contemplate
the Theo. Schocl ; and, whereas said School
is the only denominational Institution of
learning
in New Hampshire, therefore
Resolved, That we Jladge ourselves anew

out the Yearly Meeting, and

May,

seventeen

by

seventeen added to the church.

Others will

go forward in a short time. The chruch is
much encouraged and strengthened.
A gloom was cast over the last baptismal
scene. One, who has recently given her

heart to the Lord, was leaving the meeting
to. go-to the water to follow the Lord in
baptism, when the news came that her little child, four years of age, had been killed
by the accidental discharge of a gun. ‘She
was carried to her home, expressing her

trust in the Lord, and saying:

¢ Ifit were

not for the consolations of religion I should

die.” The afflicted parents have the sympathy of the entire community. The work
of conversion continues in our midst, and
much interest is manifest. Many Christians
are earnestly engaged in the Master’s service, believing

be in

vain.

that

their labors will

Many prayer

not

meetings

are

held in the different parts of the town,

and

pastors and people unite heartily in the service of the Lord.
“G8. HILL,
HAVERHILL, MAss.

We learn that

a re-

vival of religion has been enjoyed at this
place under the labors of Rev. J. Mariner,
On a recent Sabbath seven were baptized,
and it is expected that others will receive

the same ordinance soon.

:

NortH EXETER, ‘ME.—A good revival
has been enjoyed the past winter under the
labors of Rev. J.J. Banks, of Kenduskeag,
Bro.

F.

Palmer, of Corinth,

and others.”

The last Sunday in May twelve
verts were baptized by Revs.
Redlon, all of whom united with
at Corinth.
A.

happy conBanks and
the church
REDLON.

Eaton, N. H. I wish to say through the
columaus of the Siar that God has gracieus-

pastorate of the Center Strafford, N. H., F. B.
church, and commenced his labors the last Sab-

Rev. C. E. Handy

ly revived his work in Eaton and adjoining
towns. Several have indulged a hope,
and a number ‘have been reclaimed. The
interest is gradually increasing, and some
are still inquiring what they shall do-to be
saved.
Wu. S. MERRILL,
SouTH STRAFFORD, VT. June 12th was
a Sabbath of special remembrance to the

Rev. M. Atwood, who

lately began his labors here, baptized two

converts, and received one to the church by
letter. Others are expected to follow soon.
May God hasten the time and increase the
number.

W.G.

WwW.

who were received

into the F. B. Church in this place. Oar
religions interest is still good, and others
are seeking the way of life,
C.F. P,

accepted a call to. the

‘Ordination.

The. council called by the church

in Farnums-

ville, Mass.. to ordain Bro. Daniel C. Wheeler
convened with the church in that village, June
14. After the usnal examination, proceeded to

the service in the following order: introductory
prayer by Rev. C. P. Walker; reading Scriptures
and sermon by Rev. A. R. Bradbury; ordaining
prayer by

Rev. M.

W.

Burlingame;

charge

work

of

God
Jas been wrought on the Islands in
.Jondport harbor. On the 16th of April,
1869, Dea. Oliver Snowman of Georgetown,
landed upon Head Harbor Island. Previous to that tinie there was not a~ praying
person on the island. On the second Sabbath

after his arrival,

Bro.

Snowman

ap-

pointed a prayer meeting, which was soon
followed by a Sabbath School. Bro. Snowman prayed, visited, and told the story
of Calvary to all he met ; and soon backsliders began to return, and sinners to inquire

what they should do to be

saved.

Bro,

by

Rey. J, Rand; tight hand of fellowship by Rev.
OC. P. Walker;

address to the church

Rand; benediction by the candidate.
performed their

part

well.

The

by Rev.

J.

The choir

services

were

Ordination.

The

Council appointed by

the

Rockingham

Quarterly Conference, for the ordination of Bro.
J. F. Locke, of the South Berwick church, met
with said church, Wednesday evening, June 15,

as fol-

lows:
Prayer by Rev. E. ‘G. York; sermon by
Rev. J. Burnhaa Davis; ordaining prayer by
Rev.I . D, Stewart; hand of fellowship by Rev.

N.C. Lothrop; charge to the candidate by Rev.
J. A. Lowell; address to the church by Rev. L.
L. Harmon; benediction by the candidate.
J. A. LowELL, Clerk.

Quarterly Meetings.
FrENCH CREEK, N, Y., Q. M.~Held its last
session with the B. Harmony church, All the
churches (except one) were represented by letter
and delegates, A good season was enjoyed. The
business was done in harmony, and a resolution

was passed that we as a Q. M. send sister E. M.

Snowman pointed them to the Lamb of God
sstheiConly Yelage. =

Carroll a4 a teacher and missionary to the Freedmen and pay her salary. A meeting was also aptoed with the 8. Harmony church to. examine

~ The confessions of wanderers and the
prayers and songs of the converts were soon

him to the work}
of the ministry,
Meeting of
examination to take
place on Sat., July 9, atone

heard in nearly every house upon the is-

ro. D. B. Fowler, and if thought proper ordain

o’clock P. M.,

A. LOSER, Clerk.

Special

New

Vermont

church.

interesting one,

The

and

the

the Hadley church.
STRAFFORD

°

Indiana

ion

Y.

M,

will

hold

its

next

fooled.

4

This con-

tards,

light

gruels,

most

or

a

puddings,

Charlotte

farina,

Russe,

&c.

of cus-

creams,

sauces,

This

incredible; butitis vouched

the highest respectability,

quantity

seems

for by

who append

al-

ladies of

their ;namcs

to their statements. The Company state at least fifty
delicious dishes can be made from the Sea Moss Fa.
rine, and givein their circular the recipes for many
of them,

We

consider Mr. Rand’s

discovery a high-

ly important one for the millions, and indeed
classes of society, in these stringent times.
How

to

Look

Young-—Sixteen.

for

all

Don’t

paint or use vile Hair Restorers but simply apply Ha-

gan’s Magnolia Balm upon yeur face, neck and hands
and use Lyon’s Kathairon upon your hair. The Balm
makes yonr complexion pearly, soft and natural, and
you can’t tell what did it. It removes freckles, tan,
sallowness, ring-marks, moth patches, ete.; and in
place of a red, rustic face, you have the marble puri-

ty of an exquisite belle. It gives to middle age the
bloom of perpetual youth. Add these effects to a
splendid head of hair produced by the Kathairon, and
a lady has done her best in the way of adornment.
Brothers will have no spinster sisters, when these
articles are around.
3t22
Toothache proceeds from ague in the face,operating
upon the exposed nerve of a decayed tooth.
Rub the

gum thoroughly with the finger, wet with Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment, heat the face well, and lap a flannel wet

with the linimeat on the face, also put a little

of the liniment into the cavity of the tooth on cotton.
The system frequéntly gets out of order and should

-be at once Fepuiated, else other troubles

will

ensue;

when physic is8 needed take Parson’s Purgative Pills,
they are a safe, wholesome, and natural medicine.

ga~Address R. V. Pierce, M. J),, 133 Seneca street
B. ffalo, N. Y., and get a pamphlet on Catarrh tree:
or send sixty cents and gol Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. $500 reward is
offered by the proprietor for a
case of Catarrh in the head which he can not cure.
Look out for counterfeits and worthless imitations.
genuine

has

Dr. Pierce’s

private

“BUY

see it

only 26 a bottle,

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT
Requires immediate attention, as neg
lect often results in an incurable Lung
BRONCHIAL TROCHES

will most invariably give instant relief
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
DISEASES,

they have

a soothing effect

SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen the veice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are goqd for nothing. Be sure to
OBTAIN the true
BROWN’S

BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
6md4

Impure Blood.
WIN

ANNIVERSARY WEEK, JUNE 26-30. Sunday even.
ing, June 26,~Address betore the Crawford
Misrionay Society, by Prof. A. J, Upsom, of Hamilton
vllege.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,—Examination
of Classes.

Whitgstown,

June 6,

RANDALL H. GREEWE,
I. H. FROTHINHAN,

and by all Druggists.
2m21

man.

A K

6,57
46,30
bl
3,
6,00
8,11
2,14
10.00
15,00
1,00
6,00
6,30

2.68

“

. 4,00

MISSION.
1.00
1,00
10,00

.
249,
CURTIS, Treasurer.

25,50

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.

BENEFICIARIES.
2d Ch Sandwich, N H, per J J Butler,
Ashland Ch, N H,
“
Meredith village, Ch, N H,*
West Campton Ch,
*“
“

M,

7.45
5,05
7,00
95

“ ou
Ld

2,00

pe

18,15
SILAS CURTIS,

Concord, N, H.

45,65
Treas.

Whitefield Ch, 7.30, Sirs G H Pinkham, 7,00, to con.

GW

M Grace Pinkbam L M, per G H Pinkham,

Cogswell, Landafr,

ColINHYM,

Lowell, Mass, per
Auburn, Me,.
**
Fem Miss 8 Grand
. Garret LL M,

8,50
2,00
4,00
10,00
6,52
4,00
10,00

6,00

3,50

7,16
6,37
4,75
25,25
1,00
22,23

14,30

5,00

Litt:e Estate, P ¢, * C Heard,

28,00

Whitestown Q M,N Y, per P Phillips,

56

¥ Hutchinson,
Green,

“ N W Bixby,

MEDICAL

Strafford Q M, Vt, per 8 8 Nickerson,
Berlin, Wis,
* 8 F Smith,
Meredith Centre, * 'G M Park,

4 Bulfinch

Street,

BENJAMIN C. MILLER, Treasurer.
AMZI DODD, Mathematician.

Boston,

Rev C Hurlin, Madison,
New Brunswick For Miss So, per W Peters, Treas
Mrs B G Davis, per C¢ Smith,

THE

LAST

YEAR.

SAMUEL H. LIOYD, srucx sore.
Eastern Distriet of w. Y..

for

Every

DISEASES;

or WOMAN

Woman
TREATED

AND PATHOLOGICALLY,

TO OLD AGE, with

elegant

OF

(FREE

are, beyond all comparison,

the

most extra

are

utterly unlike

any

These books

gentleman

PRICE,
The

care, and, as

an

appendix,

Preseriptions for Jrevailing
‘008 Republican,

many

productions.

of

he tells

those di

LIFE

to which they are subject, and

OF

BETWEEN

THE

ATLANTIC

AND THE

TRACK

=

Rev C Hurlin, Madison,

“

ROUTE

ng them very useful assistants; and boys are finding

them a never-failing source of instruction, pleasure
and profit. Most lads of fourteen; with one of these
presses and a few dollars’ worth of material, are
erfectly capable of doing all the printing for their
her’s business, and will be thereby
gaining instruction. Prices of Presses, $15,
$30,
$32,
$50. Send for full descriptive illustra
circular,
with testimonials from all parts of the country, and

NEW YORK to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
NEW YORK to CLEVELAND 625 miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 miles.
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 428 miles,
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER
385 miles, AND 18
22 MILES THE SHORTER ROUTE.

MASS,

running through to New York without change.
Leave Cleveland by Columbus, O., timé from
Atlantic and Great Western Depot, ut
7.25 A. M,, 3.35 ¥*, Mi. and 10.26. M.
Leave Dunkirk by New York time,from Union
Depot, at
1.30 I. Mi, and 9.50 ¥, M.

2,00

A

In Dover, June 18, by Rev. G: T. Day, Mr, Oren D.
M. Underwood and
Mrs. Caroline
arker, both of
Providence. R. I.
. At the Walnut Grove church, Rochester, by Rev.
H. Brewer, Mr. Thomas F, Hodgdon of Tuftonboro
and Mies Alsada Pray of R.
In Strafford, 8th inst., by Bev. C. B. Handy, Daniel
C. Bickford and Sarah Downin » of Rochester.
In North Weare, N. H,, June 1, by Rev. DD, Moody,

ANS, both of

In Ossipee, June 5, by Rev. J. Runnels, Mr, D.
Wevmouth Hammond, of Tamworth and Miss Mary
A. Marston, of Ossipee.
"June 15, Mr. John
and Miss Mary A, Cushing, of Freedom,

8, Stokes

Water

We

while njoxing the comfort and
ng Room.

11.20 PM.

Which

can

be

procared

at

all

Gen. Supt,
eowtf2s

Hav 4a,
870

MRS.
NEW

can

refer

to

Runlett

mont,

8,

P.

C.

' PAICE’'S

METHOD

- NOW

—-}

principal offices

throughout the country,

L DRUCKER,

anyother Wheels in use. Those

Hoser

PIANO

route

—ASK_FOR-TICKETS via ERIE RAILWAY,

{from them that are using them
recommending
them above

6mo24

retirement of a pri-

BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH.
"RAW

to furnish

Excelsior Mills, Parks and
Apt, 5 Co. entitled
Dickey, East Haverhill, N. H. Keniey & Bowels &
A.L. & W. G. Brown, Whitefield,’ N. H. Ames &
Clough, Ashland, N. H. Hersey & Emerson, Gil"
mionton Iron Works, N. H. or Ipswich Hosery Mills,
Ipswich. Mass, Please send for Glrenlar,
Lake Village, June 10,
.J.CoLe & Co.

RooM COACHES

as low and time as quick as al

wheel,

prepared

Car Coy: Laconia, M. argent,
ilmanton

vated iby ficent Day and Night Coaches, of a stvle
eculiar to this line are yun through v ithout chan
etween New York and Rochester, Buffalo, Dunkirk,
Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points,
Fare

are

in want

dh,

M. and Buffalo at 7.00 A. M., running tiroagh with.
or viewout change,and affording a fine opportunit
ing the varied and beautiful scenery of this line,

in

de-

followin
e Place,

the above wheel of any size.
‘We are receiving testimonials

.

are attached to the train leaving New York at 10.00 A

Married

N. B. SmiTi and:

New and improved DRAWING

Svety

COOK'S,
PATENT
(xiant Turbine
&

Michigan Streets, at

Leave Rochester by New York time, from Genesee Valley Depot. at
TAA. M. and 400 P.M,

CO. 0. LIBBY, Treasurer.

Dover, N. H.

|

7.00 A.M. and 9.45 P, MI. .

7.00

in

5t23

8.00 and 10.00 A. M., 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

200

dealer

materials;
or to the

FOUR EXpRESS TRAINS daily leave New York from
Depot foot of Chamber St.. at

M&

the

quirements of a first class
press, with which to ‘do
our own printing,” and as
eing second to none for the
use of general Job Printers.
Many privters
are usin
them, and find wem most’ admirably adapted for job
work. Many young men have bought them, and are
doing all the Printing for the house which employs
them, thereby materially adding to their salaries, TRADERS and MANUFACTURERS are finding them great
aids to their vusiness. Principals of schools are find-

CITIES

A.M. 3.50 P.M.,6.25

of

JOB PRINTING

PRESS is thoroughly
established, as meeting all the re-

WEST
AND SOUTH-WEST.
THIS RAILWAY EXTENDS FROM

corner Exchange sand

reputation

NOVELTY

Leave Buffalo Now York time, from Depot

Bible & Tract Cause.

PRINTING.

The

2.45 and 9.45 A, M,, 5.15 and 6.45 ¥, M.
Tunning through WITHOUT CHANGE and connecting
with all WESTERN AND SOUTHERN LINES,
Trains leave Cincinnati by Columbus, O. ’
time, irom Depot cor. 5th and Hoadley streets at

, sy 7¥, TreasurSH
C. hy 0. od LIBBY
er,
-

COMPANY,

DO YOUR OWN

ERIE RAILWAY,
GAUGE, DOUBLE

NTS’
YORK.

:

Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE
or
Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.
N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confl-

:

NEW

AT.

Agents wanted in every County to act in direct
connection with the Home Office. Address,
- A, ID, HOLLY, Secretary,
424
>
P. 0. Box 6790 JV, ¥°, City.

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In TurPostage paid.

July.

ORRIS & GO.

INSURANCE

them just how and when to do it.—Farming-

BROAD

and

particulars and map can be ob-

office of

MERCELA

It seems

women to avoid the

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
Hajes,one of the most learned and L popuin physicians
91%
Journal, July
of t e day.— The Medical and Sur,

THE

INTEREST.

January

WH ITE
{de
BANKERS AND FINANCIAL AGENTL OF
ire
THE COMPANY, NO, 290 WALL

at the

ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

key morocco, full gilt, $5.00.

in

usefu

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
invaluable

payable

Pamphlet, with full

He, Sept.7,1869.

to be his aim to induce men and

ACCRUED

are

tained

complaints are added.,—

Lancaster, N,

90 AND

coupons

of emi:

nence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. Thodm-,
portant subjects presented are treated with delicacy
C;

ability and

RO.

FROM TAXES UPON
ITS LANDS
FOR 15 YEARS.
20 MILES FINISHED AND RUNNING,
from which income is derived, with rapidly increas.
ing Fete] ts.
n air-line from St. Panl’s to Milwaukee and Chi.
cago. These lands estimated worth $8,000,000, Total amount of mortgage $4,000,000.

VALUABLE BOoOKS.—We have reeeived the valuable

professional

Wisconsin RB.

ertv, these Bonds are a First Mortgage.

are of actual merit, and should find a place in every
intelligent family. They are not the cheap order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a responsible

THE

EXEMPTED

others ever published.
medical works of Dr. Albert H, Hayes.

TAX)

FIFTEEN YEARS TO RUN FROM JANNARY,
1870, AND CONVERTIBLE INTO
STOCK AT PAR.
.
LAND GRANT OF OVER 1,000,000 ACRES
FROM GOVENMENT,
upon which. together with the Road and all its props

whose ®xperienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be withou

They

OF

West

ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED oR SINGLE OF
EITHER SEX earn require to know, but what is tully
explained, and many matters of the most important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our
anguage. All the NEW DJSCOVERIES of the author

these valuable books.

GOVERNMENT

MORTCACE

SINKING FUND BONDS

ENGRAV-

INGS.
These

OF

FIRST

PHYSIO-

from INFANCY

ILLUSTRATIVE

N. X.

TPR GOAT. GOLD INTEREST

285 pages, bound in

DR. A. H, HAYES, Author.
Book

137 Broadway,

4622

2,60
BO
3,50
1,60
1,00

3,00
491,27
35,00

Weare Q M,

SOLD

23d St., Depot at

3.66
5,00
7.00

i

Edward A. STRONG, Secretary.

INSTITUTE,

3,66
7,00

5,00

Masonville,
"
"
Uniontown
3
id
Winthrop, Mass,
‘“ E N Fernald,
Rev A P Marmon, Ea Liberty, O,
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me

Dover, N, H,

WOMANHOOD,

Price only One Dollar.

1,00
5,00

L. G Howe,
20,00
A H Heath,
16,00
Rapids 8 M, Mich. to con, Urana
per F F Bailey,
9,90
+
bio

H. N. COONGAR, Vice President.

dence on all diseases requiring skill and experience.
;
eowly4s

36.80

Lisbon Falls, Me
Union Ch, R I,

é

AND

of our race for these

:

Col NHY

LEWIS C. GROVER, President.

PUBLISHED BY THE

COPIES

A

FOR MEETING-HOUSE AT SHEPHERDSTOWN, W. VA.
Ch at Candia, N H, per W J Dudley,
5,50
E P Prescott, Concord, N H,
20,00

1st Ch, Sandwich,

& CO,, Proprieters,

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND

2,00
5,00
6,00

“

Concord ,N. H.

CHARLES. 8, MACKNET,

Mailed for 60 cents,

MANHOOD
|

JOHN R, WEEKS,
NEHEMIAH PERRY,
JOSIAH 0. LOW,
JOSEPH A, HALSEY,
H. N. CONGAR,
OSCAR L. BALDWIN,

LEWIS C. GROVER,

HENRY MCFARLAN,

Also warranted to cure every
sale at Ne. 1 Tremont Temple,

Boston,by E. A. HARRISON

cloth.

25,25

Rachel Hoyt, Lyndon, Me, per N Gammon,
Mrs Eliza Moulton, Natick, Mass,
Sparta Center.Ch, Ind,

Monday evening,—Walcott Prize Debate.
Tuesday evening,—Addresse before U. Li Socidty,
by Albert L. Blair, of Hamilton College.
Wednesday evening.—Smith Prize Recitation of
- Rov
poetry, by ladies, and
Wolcott Prize Declamation:
Thursday evening, Re-union of Students.
'
Weextend a cordial invitation to friends of the
Institution.
J. 8, GARDNER,

doce, and never fail.
kind of PILES, ‘For

LOGICALLY

“

SILAS

ny, or any of its Agencies.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVATION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE
DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPOCHONDRIA, aad all other diseases arising from the
ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS Or Excesb.
ES of mature years. This is indeed a book for every

2,00
26,56
12,50
21,50
4.57
3,25
7,16
4.40
6,37
50
1,00
2,00

2d Ch, Sheflield,
bag
ot
Newport Center,
ut
“
4
Whitefield Ch, N H,
‘** G H Pinkham,
Ashtabula Q M, O, for Cleaveland Mission, per
Moulton,
Col
NHYM,
E H Pinney, Plymouth, Vt, per S A Stevens,
Strafford
s
*
88 Nickerson,
Like George
QM, N Y,
‘* 'W H H Davis,
Folsomdale,
"
‘“ BH Damon,
Cornville,
“
4“
T Hodgdon & wife, Boothbay, Me, per L Given,
A H
Chase, Harrisbarg, Pa,,
Wm A Jackson, Berryville, Pa, per G H Ball,
Harmony Ch, Ind,
”
Union Ch, Ind
at

Concord, N. H.

and

(Opposite Revere House,)

Mission,

FREEDMEN’S

sound health who desire to insure their lives, on the
most favorable terms.
Reports, Tables, and other information on the
subject, furnished gratis at the office of the Compa-

A. 8. SNELLING,

100,000

Rachel Hoyt, Lyndon, Me., per N Gammon,
Whitestown, Q
NY, per P Phillips,
Ch at St Johnsbury, Vt, Fo W L Noyes,
“ in Lowell, Mass, per LL D Howe,
Otisfield, Q M, Me..
*“ E D Marshall,
North Danville Ch. Vt, per J E Dame,
Sandwich Q M, N H,
‘* A Sargent,
Madison Ch,
hig
* C Hurlin,
Col Lyndon Ch, Vt,
* LB Tasker,
E B Lockling,
hod
"
R Wilmet,
4
i
Mrs 8 8 Thompson,
"
Wy

North Scituate, Ch, R. I,

benefits of this Mutual Life Association to all of

DIRECTORS:

HER

Bryant Creek Ch, Ind,

best

build uw

GEO. ©.

7

Neither Directors nor Officers are allowed commissions on business or loans, and none have acquired
* wealth in the Company’s service,
Intending hereafter, as heretofore, to act as faithful
Trustees for the members, the Directors offer the.

and all diseases

a Bethe

130,000,000

annually, and paid when due.

DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION is oppression after eating, or a belching up of wind, and always
follews Costiveness.
DR HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES give permanent relief. They
are pleasant, portable, do not require increase of

PEABODY

EXPHESS,

Col Wheelock Q M, Vt, *

the

amount

:

as the result of Twenty-five years business.
Conducted with prudence, nothing has’ been lost
on investments.
Managed with economy, the expenses have always
been small,—the Dividends always large,—declared

GOODSold by all druggists. 4m9

& CO., Boston.

ty

Home

restore

40.000;

The above Statement is presented by the Directors,

Bilious Diseases,

and strengthen the whole body.

.

Exhibition,

GOOD.”—The

They cleanse the System, purify

new create the blood,

3c Hodgdon, Bath, Me.
LompEon, Bigelow & Brown, 25 & 29 Cornhill,Boston,
Mass.
Rev A Griffeth, Moravia, N Y.
* J P Underhill, Ea Aurora, NY.
“ J G Vanvalkenburgh, Corry, Pa,
D W C Chamberlin, Richmond, Me.
Eli N Oliver, Industry, West Falls, Me.
D Lothrop & Co, Boston, Mass.
4

Notices
and Appointments.

Thursday, June 30,—Anniversary

YOU

1, .

19,345,640

BR

disfigur-

arising from Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, or

No.

]

Lodomillo, Iowa,

and THROAT

DO

Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache,

BY MAIL.
4 bd

Government

GLU-ENE mends Crockery furniture, wooden-waro,

BROWN’S

PLL

of Members,

or

4mll

MER AND

:

and Two ordered paid in 1871.

Wqrms

BlotcheA

11,189,389

all liabilities, Jan.

The usual Dividend paid in 1870,

Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,

Regeived.

- SPECIAL NOTICE, The new Commentary by Dr
Foreign Missions.
Butler is found to make nearly seventy-five pages | -C F Lathrop, Chesterville, Me,
Rev
E
C
Chatto,
Brooksville,
Me,
more than the printer contracted for and more than
Mrs § Tenney,
$5 Mrs L D Jeffers, Mrs G OC Jeffers,
was calculated upon. The issuing of the work is
Mrs J M Jeffers, $1 each, G K Blake, ,50 , Ea
Haverhill,per L D Jeffars,
thereby delayed to or about June 20, at which time
J 8 Batchelder,
Enos Huckins, $1 each, Warren,
it will appear and orders promptly be filled. ParEpsom, per M A
Quimby,
Sutton, per H 8
Kimball,
ties west of Ohio will be supplied from the Freeman
Grantham
&
Enfield,
per HS Kimball,
office and all orders or lettcrs relating to agency west | 3d Wears,
i
of that state should be sent to P. = Hilton, Esq., 15 Sutton, Vt, per F L Wiley,
*
Shepard building, Chicago. All
Yetters relating ex- 8 Barton, Vt,
Mrs Mary Perkins, New Hampton, to con.B F Perclusively to agency in New Hampshire, shonld be
ns, L M, per J B Davis,
’
addressed to Rev. N. Brooks, Manchester. All oth. Sandwich Q M, per A Sargent,
Lyndon,
per L B Tasker,
er letters of inquiry should be addressed to J. E. Coventry Vt,
& Brownington, Vt, per L B Tasker,
Wheelock
hy
"
"
Butler, Biddeford, Me.
Mrs A O Haines, Lyndon, *
"
3t23
Lisbon Q M, per J
ner.
&c., and is needed in every family.

Pimply Eruptions and

detlar-

JKAIS

medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT
AND HERB MEDICINE,—a long tried and stan-

Rev Ww Whitacre, Chagrin Falls, O, (2).
* M'Atwood, 8S Strafford, Vt.
. J B-Daniels, Manchester, N H.*¢
8 H Conforth, W Waterville, Me.
J C Tucker, Weeks Mills, China, Me.
J N Robertson, Monroe
Center, Me. (2)
J C Bartlett,
Brookield, Iowa.
S Hallett, Webster, Keokuk Co., Iowa,

to him our warmest
pledge to him a kind,
in our prayers.
C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

proportionate

Flesh

to

|

LS] 4

Books Forwarded.

therefore,

A Most Delighuful Dessert may be found
in the new article of food, SEA MOSS FARINE, which
can be purchased for twenty-five cents a package,
that will produce sixteen quarts of most excellent
mange,

Grubs,

Black-Heads,

subject

insured,

your druggist for IFOM AL'S PERSIAN
WASH, an d YOR will
et the best known romedy for REMOVING
OTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKES.
Mannfactured onl
by B.'F. Rackley, Druggist, Dover, N. H, Price 1,00 per bottle. 6wb

Clark—J Chafee—J D Couilard—I B Coleman—

Ee

Premiums

sNumber

AE

Atwood—Mrs J Angell—Wm Artman—
M J Bachelder—W Brown—C Butterfield—O Bisbee—H M
Balley—O A Besse—H C Barnes—J Bebee—J M Bonifield
—C D Qalley—M Chamberlin—J Campbell—J
Covil—J

Clon

Dividends ‘ot * return
1870,

ations on the Face, use Perry’s Comedone & Pimple
Remedy. Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead
poison. Depot, 40 Bond 8t., N. Y.’ Sold by Druggists

| J H Ambre—M

ference having learned that our much esteemed
brother, Rev.’ David Cross, the longest in the
Q. Meeting
of any minister whose name stands

blanc

Comedones,

A

of deceased Mem$8,264,615

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.
JOR

Ie

Assets

The only Relisble and Harmless Remedy known
ta Science for removing brown discolorations from
the
Face, Prepared only by Dr.B. C. PERRY, 49
Bond 8t., N. Y. Sold by Druggists everywhere.

dard remedy for Liver Sombie

‘Letters

1.

Losses :paid+on ‘lives
bers, {7

ed, ~+

4w25

SE “PERRY'S MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”

Poss Office Addresses.

to be a growing zeal in our benevolent and educational enterprises. Social meetings of this session
were good and cheering to God’s people, and we
trust were blest to the good of souls
that had not
before tasted the bread oflife.
A collection of
$50.00 was taken, to be equally divided between
our Home and Foreign
issions. The conference voted to endorse, and ask to have published

Resolved, We
tender
Christian sympathy, and
affectionate remembrance
E.

Ask for Dutcher’s,

For Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan,

8S 4
owell—J J Conper--8 Curtis—D Church—M Cox—
G W Dillenbach—E
C Douglass—T Dumphréy—J Darling—J' H Darling—E Day—A W Ensign—G W Ellis— .
Mr's D C Emery—David Frost—H M Ford—8 Farwell—C
esting time. Two churches reported glorious re- Foss—D
Fish—J Greence—W L Gaylord—G W_ Gould—
vivals, and large additions as the results of those
Mrs J C Gale—J C Higgins—E N Harris—J B Hall—Mrs
revivals. One new church was received into] M Herritt—S8 M Hunt—H E Hale—A Hopkins—R Erwin—
M Jordan—J Jennings—Misé'A E sjames—J Jackson—T
the Q. M. The preaching was practical, and the MRKinney—A
L King—J D Kimball—J B Lewis—J J Murexhortations were heart-felt and earnest.
God
hy—C
H Moore—B S Manson—J F McClelland—D D
was with the meeting. '
W. BRowN, Clerk.
eeker—D B McDonald—A Newbold—J L Odell-H A
Owens—J Parker—A H Phelps—L B Potter~M Phillips—
L D Pinney—L B Potter—C F Penney—D I
Quint—N
L
WHEELOCK Q.M.,—Held its June ‘session at. Rowell—B A Russell--C Rogers—I
Rounds
Richardson—dJ Runnells—W W Smith—A M Sawtelle—Mrs 8 E
Newark street, commencing May 81, at one
Simmons—H Smith—Clough & Sawyer—E Shipman—C
o’clock, P. M.
The session was one of deep and
Shaw—S8 F' Smith—J Sweatt—W Shepard—MJ Talbott—M
heart-felt interest. The churches were nearl
H Tarbox—E Toothaker—W Tucker—L B Toothaker—L
all represented.
Some of them have enjoyed
gft- D Turner—J Thomas—G H Thrasher—G L True—W
Timms—L Whipple—R Woodward—A N Watson -L A
rious revivals in the past year, and there seems
White—E P Wadsworth.

sick unto death,

2

session

Rev. C. E, Handy, Cen, Strafford, N. H.
{ * D. Waterman,
Milton Mills, N, H.
‘ C. H. Kimbailj
Cen. Sandwich, N. H.
Chas. Shaw, Ea. Canaan, N. H.
°

Q. M.—Held its last session with

\

LIGHTLING FLY KILLER.—The original Genuine Article. Imitations
are about, Don’t be

with the Harmony church, Switzerland Q. M., Ind.,
commencing August 12, at 2 p. M,
4
L. ADKINSON, Clerk.

meetings

W. H. H. Davis, Clerk.

on our list, is now

Notices.

DUTCHER's

N. J.

Organized in 1845.

4

-

‘BE. COWELL.

everywhere,

GEORGE Q. M.—Held'its last session

solemn and interesting. There appeared geod
union between the church and its pastor; and
the prospect for his success seems truly encouraging.
A. R. BRADBURY, Clerk.

when the services of the ordination were

JoNEsPorT, Me. A wonderful

the

Stamp on it, Cut this out, as you may never
again. fold by druggists.
:

bath in May.

AuGUSTA, ME. The first Sabbath in June
I baptized 19 persons,

has

;

There will be a meeting of the Executive Commit:
tee,of the F'. Baptist Home Mission Society at Lawrence, Mags., on Wedussday. July 6y at 10 ocloek, A.
M. All persons having business with the Society are
requested to communicate with the Cor. Sec., previ:
ou to that dae.
H. BALL, Cor. Sec.
£0 Vesey St., N.Y.

Well attended. All the churches were represented by letter and delegate (except one). Bro. Esrom
Morse received liecnseto preach one year.
Collection for missions $5.27. Next session with

The

Revivals, &c.

on Thursday

Notice.

Clerk.

baptism and four by letter, many of them
heads of families. On the first Sabbath in
June sixteen more were baptized, and, in the Star, the following resolution:

Ministers and Churches.

church at this place.

ith

- L. ADKINSON.

church of Brunswick village, for several the church in Plymouth. The reports from the
churches encouraging ; meetings interesting. The
months past, and still continues. The work interests of the Green Mt. Sem. were presented
by
its agent, Bro. Sargent,and a collection and
seems quiet, and yet there has been and is
pledges given amounting to $171.50. The colfecstill a deep, earnest feeling taking hold of tion for missions amounted to $7.32
;
8. 8. NICKERSON, Clerk.
the mind and affections. Last Sabbath, June
12, was a blessed day to our little church;
TROY Q. M.—Held its May session with the
twelve united with us in church fellowship ; East Troy church, May 27—29. It was an inter-

practical rebuke.
8. That we have no sympathy with the
spirit that prompts the political leaders of

June 29 and 30, and

ai 3 o’cloek,

3

term with the Union church. The churches appear to be firmly united in the work. Next ses-

ests until they are otherwise provided for.
Beal's Island; several rose for prayers
while we were there. ~~ H. G. CARLEY.

lated to weaken public confidence in their

Thursday,

then take cars at Utica.

morning, to a large and attentive Soygregation,
Next session with Bloomfield chuchy comimencing Sept 2, Delegates to Yearly Meeting : Revs.
. Johnson, W.
H. Cutler, and W. Parker.
~The following
resolution was passed :

:

Snowman who will care well for their inter-

law, now on the
pshire, is calcu-

day evening and

NEWARK,

Mr. Amaziah D. Greenlaw

In Brownfleld, June 4

evening, or on Friday morning for Unadilla Forks.

sion with the Bryant’s Creek church, Sept. 3d, at
two o’clock, P. M. - Del¢gates to Y. M. are Rev.
B. Stone, Ww. Clenenger, J. Lacock, W. Adkinsom, J. Buchanan, and Ix Atkinson.

2. That the neglect or refusal of a large
Brunswick, ME. A good revival interest
portion of the civil officers of this State to
provide for the proper and faithful enforce- ‘bad been enjoyed in the F.W. Baptist

ment of the probib oy
statute book of New

where three followe

COMPANY,"

and Miss Oraville A, Cole, both of B. Also, June 12.
Mr. Eli Rounds and Miss Josephine Floyd, both of
Porter, Me.
{

The.aunual meeting of the “ Green Mountain Seminary Corporation” will be holden in the Seminary
building, a! Waterbury
Center, Vt., on Wednesday,
June 29, 170, at 10 o'clock, A. M., for the purpose of
Resolved, That this. Q. M. request the Pub- electing all necessary officers for the ensuing year;
lishing Committee to republish the life of Colby, ‘=also to see if they will amend article, of the" constitution, as recommended by the committee pre
‘ believ.
it would quicken the zeal of youthful
viously appointed for that, purpose; aud also to tranministers, comfort and encourage Christians in
sact any other business necessaryto the prosperity
general and do_good to all who may have ac- of
the corporation..
cess to it.
:
LED
Ry
: The annual exhibition of the schoel will be holden
W. PARKER, Clerk.
on Thursday, the z0tti inst.
4
+N. W,JUDSON, Rec. Sec.
.».
Huntington,
Vt.,
June
7.
SWITZERLAND, IND., Q. M.~~Held its June

These churches we left in the care of -Bro.
interest

water

town Seminary.
ex
Friends wishing to attend both of these gather
ings can do so, by being at Whitestown on Wednes-

their Lord in baptism. Father McKoon of Jamestown, N. Y., was with us, and preached Sabbath

hopeful S. S. connected with this church.
then repaired to Head Harbor Island,
there baptized a number of converts
organized a church of thirteen members.

revival

N. Y. Central. Y. M, and Ann. of Whites-

sion with the Oil Creek and ‘Rome church. A
precious season was enjoyed; the preaching was
good all through the meeting. Sabbath mornin,
we gathered at the

In Concord, N. H., 16th inst., by Rev, Silas Curtis,
My. James
McGroty aid Mrs.
annah E. Small, both
of Dover.
:
:
’
In Rutland, O., May 15, by Rev. S. H. Barrett, Alexander: Hogue, Esq., and Miss Kate E. Simpson,
| both of Rutland.

Trustees will meet at their office on Tuesday, July
12, at4 P, M.
og,
WIS, Sec'y.
New Hampton, N. I , June 17. 2870; :

WM, RISINGER, Clerk.

i

Sidney Harding, L.¥. Holeomb, D. A. Tucker,

T. Faller,

LIFE INSURANCE

rah J. Horn, both of Kingfield.

ME

Ginn and myself
ter hearing their
their desires and
to them the faith

Ww.

=n
1

fadt

MB
a

closing sermon was preached

G.

F, Sti
J. Fog Sor

A

om Sa
A in

At half-past sevenin the evening, the

by Rev.

n, E.
yA
LE
Tucker ; Lavmen,—C. C. Ruble,

established in Church relations, and Bro,

and prayer was offered by Rev. C. H. Web-

ber.

ch. Spaia heli, ‘Delegates to Y.

ST

Committee on’ Requests, &o., reported, | which Bro. Snowman subsequently removand their ‘report. was adopted.
Revs. ed, and there have been over a hundred
I. D. Stewart, J. Erskine and N. L. reclaimed and converted; anda large perRowell were appointed
a Committee to pre- centage are heads of families.. Many ship-pare an order of exercises for the next Y. masters and their crews are among the conM. It was then voted to adjourn sine die, verts, These converts soon desired to be

¥

i —

pa

:
fu
Bn E N F Fi T

M b T i] A L

EE
Hampshire Y, M. Circular, which. appears | of about17 families. ' The work soon spread | labors of figite A tfione op Switzerland Q. 1. Ry
to Beal’s Island, about two miles distant, to | churches reported revivals and additions. Next | Uq% pr oon
in the present issue of the Star.
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participated, Conference was then resumed | meek and humble, and some 25 or 30 were
at4 P. M., and the Clerk read the New | reclaimed and converted on this little island
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Gen'l Passer A't,

FOR

THE

FORTE.

READY.

This New Inductive System
‘attention and awakened the
but it has never. before been
pu lie.
Ite concise rules give such
into the mechanism of muaie.

has long attracted the
curiosity of teachers,
made known to the
an immediate insight
that Joarnete Me at

once enabled to make their own application of

rules-while

studying
or practising. . _

those

By MRS. J. B. PAIGE.
Price $5.00... 8ent post-iaid on receipt of price.
ER DITSON& CO , Boston.
OLY
C.H. BirSon & 0Q., New York,
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SARA, Sh ere

+ She
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THE MORNING STAR:
Poetry,
Little

Sweet.

wailed out their despair.
dents.

what

myself that

is,

I

A

Dimpled and soft and dainty white!

Cover with kisses the dreamer there,

once more, they might bury

Dimpled arms and shoulders bare,
Red, red lips, and golden hair. -

me

alive

that way.”
“I can plant, and Ican'dig;

Kiss the face that will sadder grow,

As seasons come and seasons go.

-

the 'taters and the corn; I can
and the pigs, and what more
Collitt? You may have my
for I could live longer on one

know

She will need them all when years have brought

That sweet soul beauty which cometh not,

I can

¢ Bat the winter lies

And most she’ll need them when she stands

uncharitably, I said of

utterly.

between

this

‘| in with a bundlé-of fagots upon

Cover with kisses the dreamer there,
Dimpled arms and shoulders bare,
Red, red lips and golden hair.
;

on

your

his

hearth, and lifted his handsome

she is not even

“ Why are ‘you

tl

asked.

YFARS

ee

weeping,

OLD.

Guard, my child, thy tongue,
That it speak no wrong.
:
Let no evil word pass oer it;
Set the watch of truth before it,
That it speak no wrong.

¢« And
| son 7

Guard, my child, thy tongue.
Guard, my child, thine eyes;
Prying is not wise;
”
Let them look on what is right;
From all evil turn their sight;
Prying is not wise.
Guard, my child, thine eyes!

if

he

smote

you,
ie

¢¢ T never could make my mother
“Come

to

my

arms,

my

weep.”

Hermann.

You

shall decide for yourself and us. Your father lies there helpless. The winter is set-

ting in—the

mealis low in the

Let no evil words come in

That may cause the soll to sin.
‘Wicked words will isear.
Guard,
my child, thine ear!

How

are

A
the boy’s
with sud-

“I am nine years old next month, and

at

nine years we can go to the ‘collieries.
What more can you ask?”
;

Ear, and eye, and tongue,
Guard while thou art young;
For, alas! these busy three
Can unruly members be.
Guard while thou art young,

" The arms of the woman slid away from
her son’s neck, and she sank down. like one
ina dead faint.
The man groaned again,

and turned his face closer-to the wall.

‘Ears, and eyes, and tongue!

And so, when

nothing

better

could

| done, the mother took the boy by the

The Fundy Circle,

and led him to the

awful

pit,

be

hand

which

she

knew must some time bring death to him,
and through him to them all.
The little fellow was too much accustomed to the place fo be alarmed when he

Under the Sea.

was placed upon the frail platform, but he
How few of us, who love the sunshine
and enjoy the blessings the beautiful world

turned his eyes to the right and left, glancing over the hills and trees, and up into the

bestows, remember that there are

blue sky, like one who is bidding

nates who live most of their
bowels of the earth, toiling to

unfortu-

lives

in the

earn the lit-

farewell to everything he loved.

_ “It’s notI, my bonnie lad, light of my
heart, that let you down into this loathsome
place, and before ye go, tell your old mother that you forgive her for seeking to live
on the young life of her boy.”
¢ What better could I ask for ?” the boy
said, shivering a little as he looked below.

known as the Wearmouth,

¢¢ My father has been here before

coast

This colliery is said to
over forty years, and to

- thousand feet below the
ploys twelve hundred
galleries is cut under the
men labor year

of

me,

and

it is the lot of us all.”
‘“ But to think of the lamb only
have been worked years old, that ought to be skipping in
be now full two field, breathing the poisonof the pits.
surface. It em- shall not go down, my laddie, ye shall
men.
One of its go down.”
But while the poor woman cried out,
sea ; and here the

the German Ocean, some dozen miles
Newecastle-on-Tyne.

b

a final

tle pittance that supplies the bare necessities of their comfortless lives.
:
Of all mining, the collieries are the most
objectionable. The pit where our story
locates is, perhaps, the deepest and most
revolting’ of them all. It isthe colliery
on the

from

after year, with the waves

above them, and ships riding upon the wa-

wheel revolved, the ropes were in

the golden tresses of the lad
ward, as if to kiss her once

more,

nine
the
Ye
not
the

motion,

waved

backand

ters.
The wealth of coal in the Wearmouth is had sunk down into the pitiless night.
We will not follow young Hermann
found from three to six feet thick. You
can the better appreciate the

he

mining it when you bear in mind that when before him, but we will extend a cordial

greeting to him, when, at night, he is
whirled up again into the pure air, and,

as he is with coal-dust and
the night, that there may be no cessation in begrimed

hard

labor, starts for his home, two miles away.
You can better imagine than I describe

the toil of the poor miners by day.
Some of these tunnels are not more ' than
three feet high, and the atmosphere is so the eagerness of his reception there; how
close that a writer, deseribing his visit to the mother wept over him as if he had been
the place, says, ‘* The perspiration poured released from the grave, and how the old

doww my face, and I was moist from head miner, his father, listened to the boy’s glowing description of what he had done and
to foot.”
seen,
until he would have given half the
Think of twelve hundred persons, including boys from nine years of age upward, years he hoped to live, to be able to stand
immured in such a living tomb.
But to our story. Some two miles from

the entrance to this dismal pit, there

lived

an old man who had spent the best portion

by the brave lad’s side, and wield the pick

as he had done in years gone by.
¢¢ And there's rats in the mines.
know that, father?”

“To be sure, lad.
of hislife iff the mines. We call him old,
for
gh'he was not more than forty- them there; but they

I've

seen

Aud

for

from: those

which can shine in dark places, and,

|.

¢¢ A genius for affection.”
such a thing, and no other

great,

Did you

The phrase means something more

than a capacity, or even a talent for loving.
That is common to allhuman beings more
or less. A man or’ woman: without "it
never been on

the

earth.

probably

All

men

and

women, whatever be their shortcomings
in other directions, have this impulse, this

faculty, to a degree.

It

takes

shape

ofit, but it is something thatit was

of

in

sooner

or

later

to

and left a eripple for life, it was
.

natural he

should ask himself who was to support him
whilehe groped his way. to the tomb.
Collitt, for that was the man’s name, had
married late in life, and his first-born children having been daughters and both dying
in childhood,
he was left with only

a son,

itis easy

and wives for each

thought of self from

the rising to the go-

ing down of the sun..

Year builds

on year,

with unvarying steadfastness, the divine
temple of their beauty and their sacrifice.
They create, like God.

science

‘sees,

The universe which

studies, and

explains, is

small, is petty, beside the one which grows
under their spiritual touch; for love begets
love. The waves of eternity itself ripple
out in immortal circles under the ceaseless
dropping of their crystal deeds.
Angels

desireto look, but can

not, into

the mystery of holiness and beauty which
such buman lives reveal. Only God can
see them clearly. God is their nearest of
kin ; for he is love.— Independent.

The Drunkard’s “Son.
—r

A little boy stood in the door of a dilapidated house in the suburbs of a country
village. His threadbare dress was of finer

textire than seémed appropriate t) such a
lowly dwelling, and there was an easy
gracefulness in the child's manner that bespoke an early training more refived than
the children of poverty usually receive.
Eight summers only had the boy seen;
but there was an unnatural thoughtfulness
on his

brow,

and

as he stood absorbed in

“I

will

never

leave

my

poor mother,”

will starve together,” he added, sinking

is

fulfilled, we

Oh!

ments

there.

What

we shall make foreach

other,

will

be

what

my

fiiend

affection”

are in

‘Ye are of more value than many sparrows,’
will take care of us. Can you trust God,

But the souls who have what

another atmogphere than that which common men breathe. Their ¢ upper air” is
clearer, more rarefied

mere

intellectual

than

genius

any

to

can

soar.

which

Be-

cause, to this last, always remain higher
hights, which it cannot grasp, see, nor comprehend.
Michael Angelo may build his dome of
marble, and human intellect may see as
had said it, that

no other

dome can ever be built so grand, so beantiful.

But above St. Peter's hangs the blue

tent-dome of the sky, vaster, rounder, elastic, unfathomable, making St. Peter’s look

small as a drinking-cup,shutting it soon out
of sight

to north, east, sonth, and

west, by

the mysterious horizon-fold which no man
can lift. And beyond this horizon-fold of

our sky shut down

again

other domes,

which the wisest astronomer may not meas‘ure, in whose distances our little ball and
we, with all our spinning, can hardly show
like a star.

up

If St. Peter's were

to-morrow, it would

anybody but the Pope.

swallowed

make

no odds to

The probabilities

are that Michael Angelo himself has forgot-

ten all about it.
Titian

and

4
Raphael,

ently as priests

before

and mother, if we starve, we

what

then;

Gi

genius for

will;

his voice almost to a whisper.
5
“We shall not starve, my son,” said the
mother, kissing him fondly. ‘He who said,

allowances

love we shall love with !
meant by a

atone-

if they

as he threw himself sobbing
“They may call me names,

and

all

the

“Yes,

my

I will

dear, good mother.”

never leave

And

the child

forgot alike his anger and the cause, and,
with a light heart bounded away to join
his playmates.
;
;
Day after day passed, and the high spirit
of the boy was often chafed by the scorn
and taunts of his companions. The cruelty

of an inebriate father and the wretchedness
of a dronkard’s home, imparted no healing
balm, no soothing influence. Yet he loved
his mother; for her sake he was willing to
endure; and the strong restraints of her
love kept him from the vices to which he
was constantly and fearfully exposed.
We cau not tell his heart-struggles ; can
not tell how those aspirations to be and
to do, rising, as they do, in every noble
soul, did often gild his future with their
radiance, only to be shrouded in darkness

by the one reflection, the one withering
blight—the aspiring boy was a drunkard's

child.

Hard indeed is the heart ofa drunk-

ard. ‘But we can tell how nobly he clung
to that mother in all those years, and how
honorably and successfully he fills one of
good work by that wise, loving, and pious
mother.— National Temperance Soe. Tract..

face, and

paint pictures at sight of which all men’s
eyes shall fill with grateful tears; and yet
all men shall go away, and find that the
green shade of a tree, the light on a young

fettered helplessness in spite of which they
soar to such hights? The most peerless

sentence ever written bears to the thing it

Where is Tommy?
"|

Tommy was a little boy not more

two years old.

Slowly, but steadily, and with

most

than

One day, Tpminy could not

be found.
When his papa and mamma
came home, there was no little boy to run
to the door to meet

them‘and

to cry,

“I

want a kiss !”
:
Where was he?
No one knew.
The
men were sent this way and that.
They
went into the yard,

they ran to look

fields, they went all down
to the town; they could
boy ; no one had seen the
say where he was.
His peor mamma was
Where could Tommy be?
all the rooms and all the
one was to be seen.

in the

the lane that led
not hear of the
boy, no one could
ern
in a sad frighi.
She looked into
closets; but no

At lat some one said, “ Who

has seen

Pompey P”
Now, Pompey was a great,

strong

dog.

the chem- | He and Tommy had been good friends.
shall ther had all-heeould do to pity himself. meant to-say the relation which
4 ing in provineial dialect, which we. argue
ist’s formula does to the thing he analyzes, His kennel was in a corner of the garden,
And so the months came and went. translate into plain English, “to
aboutit. I would not have thought of Three years had elapsed when tha rumor names, handles, can destroy, perhaps, but where nobody had thought of looking.
|

such

as will profit any
$y

—

JOB TUFTON’S REST; or, Ways and Means.
Story of Life’s Struggles.

A

By Clara Lucas Bal.

four, New Yor
: National
k
Temperance Society
and Publication House. 1870. 16mo. pp. 832.

THE HARKER

FaMiLy.

By

Same publishers, &e.

becoming

painstaking, this splendid edition of the * Libra-

‘“ Come

HoME,

Emily. Thompson.

18imo. PD. 830.

MOTHER.”

By

pom.

Nelsie

Brook.

Same Publishers, &c, 18mo. To. 143,
iY
These three reprints of works issued in England, are worthy of the distinction accorded them.
Mrs, Balfour 18 a lady of rare literary culture
and kill, and she has made a mark in England
where her competitors have been many and able.
She has made a specialty of juvenile temperance
heretofore spoken. They are qualities that ime literature, and every effort has been a success.
press one more and more as the acquaintance Her “Job Tufton’s Rest” is elevated in tone,
with him enlarges and grows intimate. His ser- vivid in portraiture, startling at times in the termons toneup the intellect as Peruvian syrup. rible work of intemperance which it brings out,
braces the stomach, and every paragraph is a. and wondrously touching in some of its indirect
pleas for sebriety.and charity toward the victims
powerful and effective, though i
t,protest
;
:
of the cup.
against sentimentalism and feeblenéss in the pulpit. He has indeed more acidity than sweetness,
“ The Harker Family” is a tale alike full of
he coerces instead of drawing, and is rather a warning and encouragement, written in a style

ry

of Old English

Divines” is carried

forward.

This third volume of the sermons of South gives
us the seventy-second of his famous pulpit discourses, Of his marked vigor, his robustness, his
wit, his terrible satire, his flaming indignation,
especially when dealing with the puyritanism of
his time, and his rich and effective style,
we have

that makes it especially attractive, and urging
the claims and the promise of temperance effort
ina way that makes an impression. The little
volume by Nelsie Brook is full of pathos, and sets
forth at once the mischiefs of the cup upon woman, and the effective ministry of a little, patient,

son of thunder than of consolation. - But it would
do modern ministers good to read him, in spite of

all his indignation and sareasm, his glorifications
of the royalist party, his gibes at Cromwell and
the Roundheads, his apologies for Laud and the

Star Chamber, his venom poured out upon the
.| Independents, and his flatteries of Prelacy, -His
strong thought will exalt the preacher’s func.
and

his

clear,

direct,

incisive,

Christian daughter, in winning her besotted
mother from her cups and securing the ‘light of

religion and love to a home that had become fearfully darkened. These volumes ought to find a
‘place among the collections of juvenile literature,
both for their general interest and wholesomeness, and for their work in behalf of sobriety.

masterly

style will be better than many a‘treatise on rhetoric. The mechanical qualities of these volumes
represent both the solidity and beauty which

have given the

issues of the Riverside Press

a

standing so unquestioned and enviable.

int

DRIVEN

& Co.

To the boys

The main contents of this volume were origi-

by- the predominant

may

of what

a luxury.

16mo.

charm while

embraced in"

PASSAGES FROM THE ENGLISH

reproves.

something of Auerbach’s profound philosophy
and moral elevation, he excels even him in viyidness, life and dramatic power:
This new volume is every way worthy of a place among its

predecessors

in the fine edition of his works

which this enterprising House is giving us.
Life and Alone appears anonymously, but

It

of literature.

ing,
evil
will
it by

NOTE-BOOKS of

Original, robust, wholesome, brac-

‘dramatic, fearless, yet mever pandering to
passions or inculeating false views of life, it
win the public favor by its merits and hold
its force.

The American Tract Society has done a good
thing in publishing the COMPANION

events

that we can heartily commend

ing the history,

authenticity,

inspiration

are

unable te purchase or have

not time to read

the

more elaborate works, can

nevertheless

SMITH’S

pool, and detailing much of his social life and
his intercourse with men of letters and men of
business, notes of visits both formal and unpre-

DICTIONARY

XXVIL, has
articles:

on

been
such

OF

THE

received.
subjects

as

up the

OVERCOMING.
By Mrs, Elizabeth K. Churchchill. Same Publishers. 1870. 16mo. pp. 804.
Sybil’s way is a book that, while underlain

with a Ohristian purpose, overflows with animal
spirits,as a soda bottle effervesces when it is
shaken. Sybil Osborne is a young school-girl
whose tendency to fun and frolic tires her

teach-

er, perplexes her mother, masters her companions, makes the grave-hearted
old ladies of the
chu
‘the depthof her experience and

the sincerity of her religious profession, baffles

the pastor, and makes her own heart ache bitterly when she sits downto meditate, But there is

Part

valuable

Septuagint,

She-

pages have now been printed,
so that the end

of the completest Bible

Dictionary in the Eng-

lish language can not be far off.

rop & Co. 1870, 16mo. pp. 276.

BiBLy,

It has

chem, Shemitic Languages and Writing, Shiloh,
Shishak, Shushan, Siddim, &o. More than 3000

substance of two volumes as choice In their contents as they are beautiful in aspect.
Loth-

It is a

The postage is 28 cts. We will forward this or
any other good book, to our ministers, on receipt
of the cost and postage. Direct to REV. G. H.
BALL, No, 30 Vesey St., New York.

suf-

sort of journal, covering his consulate in Livér-

Boston:D.

become

large 12mo. volume of 639 pages,and sold at $1,50.

personal qualitiesas they come out in the freedom of his familiar and personal jottings. A

By A. W.C.

and in-

terpretation of the Bible; so that those who

well instructed in Biblical literature.

fice to give us striking views of the litterateur’s

&c., make

our ministers,

Bible. Itgives, in a clear and concise form, the
fruits of the ripest scholarship of our day, touch-

cempan-

they

to

BI-

Itis a book

Sunday school teachers, and all students of the

have the

with the

ion volames of American Notes,~and

TO THE

BLE, by Prof. E. P. Barrows, D. D.

shrewdness, freshness and depth of one who sees
with searching eyes and judges with a rare In| stinct. The literary public have long wished for
a real biography. In form we are told that this
can not be had; the nearest approach to it is

SyYBIL'S WAY.

it

will be al once accorded a place side by side with
the best products appearing in this department

893. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co. ~
Hawthorne's literary eminence and originality
become more marked and generilly recognized
as time passes by. He had one of the most sibtile and artistic of minds,
His creations are
products of true genius, and his observations

meditated, criticisms, letters,

at-

surprise. His volumes are fullof grace, vigor,
genfus, marvelous portraiture,
and beautiful revelations of German life; and, though lacking

Nathaniel Hawthorne.
In two volumes. Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co, 1870, 16mo. pp. 410,

Notes,—along

circu.

by Messrs. Leypold & Holt is an event and a

well served up.

found in these

that

This edition of her works, now being issued by
Roberts Brothers, is a thing of beauty.
Spielhagen is a master in his chosen sphere.
The introduction given him to American readers

It is alike free from
excitements, and will

and

be put; just as

mosphere. Personally, she is a grand and heroic
woman, and her books incarnate her qualities.

represents the choice things appearing in the ex-

objects

Uncle

ever lifts her readers into a pure and bracing

cellent paper from which it is taken, and the
pens of many leading writers have been called
into effective use in supplying what is here so

upon common

smile.

er panders to depraved tastes'and tendencies, but

pp.

and substance;
religious senti-

and

pp. 407.

De. | here and there be promptly challenged, she nev-

school.

This book is really an

it teaches

York:

than names, and as abounding in character and
embodying eminent power. ‘George Sand is perhaps the most vigorous female writer of prose
now living ; and though her social theories would

exposition, the charm of true poetry, the appeal
of religious earnestness, the beauty of an everyday piety, and the impulse that lifts steadily and

often

Freidrich

New

We arc glad to commend these three volumes,
whose titles are given above, as things rather

ment ;—it has the liveliness of narrative, the piquancy of the sketch, the instructiveness of the

strongly toward heaven.
sameness and unhealthy

Trans-

late among the crude young men and women of
to-day show us the abuses to which it is liable.

merit and interest of
attested by -the large

cxcellent one.. It has vivacity
it ministers to both taste und the

By

Edition.

high uses to which fiction may

ume than this was compiled from the same source
and steady demand for it.

“A novel.

Author's

the imbecile and salacious pamphlets

the religious newspaper of to-day. - A larger volfour years since, thé rare
| which" have been amply

infor-

Tom’s Cabin, Pilgrim’s Progress, Paradise Lost,
and the parable of the Prodigal Son indicate the

Congrega-

& Co. 1870. 16mo.

the wealth and variety of literature

in

Sand.

to flatter frivolity and make satan

that

. tionalist & Boston Recorder, 1868—1870.
: Boston: W. L. Greene

at-

into

under the name of the novel is trashy, and senmental, and misleading, and mischievous enough

is true, valuable and timely.

Sunday

reading

est writers choose the sphere of romance. Nota
little of our noblest literature uses freely the element of fiction ; and certainly much that passes

of fel

philosophy and the teachings of the gospel. Fall-

the

an

* Some of the strongest and some of the weak-

ticism, and in the interest of such a marriage as
he would consummate between a ratiomalistic

from

with

have

Leypoldt
& Holt. 1870. 12mo. pp. 691.
L1FE and ALONE. Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1870.

Dr. Clarke’s ability and spirit; we recognize his
real service In behalf of a positive faith and a
supernatural Christ; but we doubt the wisdom
and question the value of much that he has written in condescension to a proud and defiant skep-

Selected

By-eorge

ANVIL.

Spielhagen.

lowship that shall attach the systems of religion
that appear, at first view, most remote and antagonistic.
We confess to a high appreciation of

THINGS.

Anovel.

HAMMER AND

church nurtures credulity and superstition in her
devotees that rob religion of the manly quality,

signed for older readers in the

on

lated from the French,by
Virginia Vaughan.
Boston
: Roberts. Brothers.
1870. 16mo.° pp.
250. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

against some of the extreme aberrations of the
Free Religionists, declaring that the Romish

Goop

will

Its full of life, it abounds

ANTONIA.

new science of Comparative
Theology,
His
abounding charity appears everywhere.
Saying
strong things respecting the lack of logic and
warmth in atheism, protesting in plain words

ing far short of its aim, this book has much

and

mation, and it magnetizes like a well charged
Leyden jar, whose shocks ure as pleasant as they
are decided.

be called the

he is ever on the alert to find some bond

of voyages, this book

traction that defies sleep and turns

eomes

the representative

2

awake young lad may gather in connection

a series

nation, but between an undefined Unitarianism
He is pre-eminently

PP

and for just that sort of knowledge which a wide-

characteristics of

out all through the volume.

39:

are fond of adventare,

ship-board, for the sight-seeings in foreign lands,

Dr. Clarke’s’ mind,
They are full of thought,
kindly, vigorously, lucidly expressed.
His passion for the work of religious mediation, not
only between the two wings of his own denomi-

and an explicit and dogmatic Orthodoxy,

who

who have a special liking for the experiences

nally embodied in a series of discourses, delivered by the author in his own pulpit, in Boston,
during the past winter.
The discussions
are

marked

To SEA; or, the Adventures of Norrie

Foret ner
p . , 3 . Boston
16mo.
Fuller. Cao,. Cupples,
..
by D. Lothrop

STEPS OF
BELIEF; or, Rational Christianity
maintained agaings Atheism, Free Religion and
Romanism.
By James Freeman Clare Boston: Am, Unitarian Association. 1870. 16mo.
pp. 811.
;

The compilation of a volume like this suggests

mother,—and

the best pulpits in the land, aided in every
great

kneel rever-

Nature's

my child P”

influence of the book is
sympathetic reader.

ster, and Canon of Christ church, Oxford. In
five volumes. Vol. 8. New York: Hurd and
Houghton, 1870. Octave. pp: 531. Sold by D,
Lothrop and Co.

tion,

S—

and Mrs. Bell’s quaint though rough good nature
—all these are skillfully drawn, and the whole

SERMONS, preached upon several occasions. By
Robert South, D. D,, Preben:
of Westmin-

left,—fathers and mothers

when the healing of nations

living life to the dead, beantifal death.
:
Coming to Art's two highest spheres,~—~
and because he is not
boy of whom princes music of sound and music of speech,—we
must pick, pick, pick .find that Beethoven and Mozart, and Milton
his young life away, by the light of the can- apd Shakespeare have written. But the
symphony is sacred only because, and only
dle stuck in his hat-band.
Surely there is that in the wotld which is go far ag, it renders the joy or the sorrow
which we have felt. Surely, the interpresad to see!
Hermann’s life was now the monotonous tation 1s léss than the thing interpreted.
toil of all miners. The novelty was soon Faceto face with a joy, a sorrow, would a
over ; the bright, joyous expression began symphony avail us?
And, as for words, who shall express.
to die out from his handsome face, and the
cold, sad look settled there, so familiar on their feeblengess in the midst of strength ? the

who was approaching his ninth year when the faces of miners.
boos
The mother had become used to it, and
our story opens.
“ It's nouse, wife,” said the man, speak- with suffering and self-complaints the fa-

to whom

said the boy,
on her bosom.

during the last ten years, withno clothing if I was a rat,”
but the shoes and breech-clout that -such
Ah, the poor lad!
miners use, chipping his life away that oth- a rat, but & noble
ers might live.
:
might be proud, he
But accidents come

are they

other.
These are they, also, who live,—
which is often far harder than to die,—long
lives, into whose place never enters one

there.

are the only living
five years, the constant and cruel toil had things I eversaw down there, under the
sea.”
;
;
made him old before bis time.
He was one of those who wield the heavy
*“ But what do they go there for, when
- picks and cut away the huge blocks of they could live up here, and run about in | girl's face, the sleep of a child, the flowercoal, and he had stood ia the same gallery the green woods? I wouldnt go down there ing of a flower, are. to their pictures as the

most miners, and now that he was disabled

These

It is the divine germ of a flower and fruit
too precious to mature in the first years after grafting ; in other soils, by other waters,
shall see its perfection.

Literary Review.

the world is as if it were not.

-

Robert's boyish but brave battles, and Lennie’s
religious trust, and Miss Lang’s striking history,

No schools, no when he heard his mgther calling him.
help or hinder |

are.
can

the centemplation of a subject evidently
work of them in perhaps six cases out of painful, his eye gleamed with a strange
nine—wives tormenting
husbands, hus- light, his bosom heaved, the blue veins in
bands neglecting and humiliating wives, his fair young brow grew swollen and rigid,
parents maltreating and ruining children, and the deep flush of anger spread over
‘children disobeying and grieving parents, those beautiful features.
hfe
:
and brothers and sisters quarreling to the
¢“Mother” exclaimed he, turning suddenpoint of proverbial mention; but for all ly toward a pale woman who sat busily
thisg under all this, in spite of all this, the plying her needle, ‘I shall run away.
I
love is there. A great trouble or a sudden can't live in this old house and be halfemergency will bring it out. In any com- starved, nnd see you work day and night—
mon danger, hands clasp closely, and quarand all because my father will get drunk.
rels are forgotten; over a sick-bed hard Yesterday the boys got angry with me and
ways soften into yearning tendernesss; and called me the ‘son of a drunkard.’ I can't
by a grave, alas! what hot tears fall.
The bear it, mother,—I will run away.”
poor, imperfect love which had let itself be
The mother gazed on her boy,as he stood
wearied and harassed by the frictions of there with clenched fists and gleaming eye,
life, or hindered and warpedby a body full and the hot tears rained down her cheeks;
of diseased nerves, comes running, too for she knew how it must be for her sensilate, with its effort to make up lost oppor- tive boy to meet the cold scorn of the world.
tunities.
It has been all the while alive,
«And leave your mother?” was her only
but in a sort of trance; little good has come answer. It was enough.
i

brotherhood of painters; may
armies

them

mak-

Yes; thereis
genivs is so

would be amonster, such as, has

desire they have in their

own nature,—they
standards, no laws
them.

ing them light as day, reveal their beauty.

clearly as if God

into
the
earth,
since
we
have
already
been
there
difficulties of

the coal is removed, it is found necessary
to prop up the walls, which is done during

but
affec-

bin. If I family ties ; makes clumsy and unfortunate

leave the poor;man he will die.
we to live unless I do ?”
A troubled look passed over
face, then the blue eyes gleamed
den intelligence.

Guard, my child, thine ear!
Wicked words will sear.

intellectual one;

depths came up some shining sands of
truth, worthy to be kept among treasures;
having a phosphorescent light in them,

mother ?” he
:

through

an

depths not oftén stirred.

abundant

«It's nothing, child, only that the rod has
smitten my old heart, and the waters flow
as they did in olden times from the rock.”
“ Was it not God who caused the waters
to trickle at Moses’ bidding?” asked the
lad. ¢ The Bible says it.”

*

have

The words sank into my heart like a
great spiritual pJummet, reaching down to

the

exercise, for his mother’s kiss.

Counsel.

husband

I

me

tion, and she has it. Ithas been good
her husband that he married her.”

face, glow-

ing as it was with robust life and

her

and

for children, husbands

whom

there is such a thing as a genius. for

head,

which he flung boisterously down upon

— Star in the West.

could

they worship

hand and on our

¢¢ She disappoints

;

to die any death, if good cai" come that

She is commonplace and
stupid.”
:
¢¢ Yes,” said my friend, reflectively; *‘it
is strange. She is not a brilliant woman ;

and

hands.”
hi
¢ Not so, husband.
The handful of meal
will be blessed even to us as. it was to one
of old.”
At that moment the boy, Hermann, came

Aye, cover with kisses that golden head;
* Sometime, when the years have sped,
These kisses shall make her comforted.

How

a woman,

secret of

the one subtle

way, to one they love. These are they
who do die daily, unnoted, on our right

for Affection,

knew but slightly:

forever unknown

not.

The other day, speaking superficially and

» married her?

planting, wife, and I hang heavy

‘With orange buds in her soft white hands
Face to face with untried lands,”

Genius

chemical

To

hoe

feed the cow
do we need,
share of all,
look of my

‘boy than upon a whole harvest.”

Only with suffering, care, and thought.

A

‘mot¢’ wonderful than® an exact

volume is meant to
show the need of dealing prudently with unique
and earnest natures, and of estimating them by
a true standard. It is a live book, and, though
lacking maturity, breadth and finish,it will be
hands and knees crawling into the kennel welcome to the young, and do them good. The
author has ability to make a mark in literature,
to hide.
me
~~
+ Old Pompey sat looking on as though he if she will pay the price of success.
Overcoming is written in an. attractive style,
thought it a good joke.
fi
and ina very effective way sets forth the strugTommy's papa and mamma treated it as gles through which many young persons pass on
a joke, too.
But they told Tommy that a to outward success and moral victory.. The hisdog-kennel
was not a good place for little tory of the Alton family is well told, and well
boys, and that he must. never try to hide worth the telling. Charlotte's wise devotion, and

the dog was kept; and there, sure enough,
they found Tommy !
;
The little rogue had heard the calling;
and when they came up, he was on his

Work, and pain,and loss are as if they were

be-

Se

in all science

fection” have mo outer dome, no higher
and more vital otbeauty; no subtle secret of
creative motive force to elude their grasp,
mock _ their- endeavor, overshadow their
lives. The subtlest essence of the thing

past him and flung herself upon the lifeless
corpse.
:
« Better.that than the mines,” was the
bitter reply, and surely we can only echo
the miner's words,—better that than the
‘mines.— Youth's, Companion.

fore I would bring the water to your eyes in

called; nothing

* But the souls who have ‘a genius for af-

that

we had seen before—a boy with golden hair,
and a brow upon which genius had stamped

cannot” be

er go myself.”
The man turned his face tothe wall with
a weary groan.
‘“ Hermann shall decide it himself, dear
wife. I'm weary with your willfulness,and
if the old man could but get to the gallery |

vin

Brings the dainty foot in sight,

SIX HUNDRED

is enough,

its glorious signet.
this yawning
mother!
The | _ ¢ That's Hermann,” a man said, in a
boy shall not go to the mines. I will soon- low, smothered voice, as a woman tore

See, one surge of the covering light,

A RHYME

It

of our flock, let down into
hell, by his own father and

- Draw the crib where shadows tall,
Of climbing rose ’gainst lattice wall,
Cover the darling, erib and all.
hod

Good

here.

Every element in the orys-

fusion, the vital center of all.

We would not, if we could,describe

occurred

22, 1870.

formula; but, after all is done, will remain

when they bore, one after another, the dead

willing that he should be, this one pet lamb

Dreaming on verge of baby-land.

.

SE

into the upper world, and laid them down
upon the cool, green grass, there was one

you say it—but when I think of the lad, the
blessed sunbeam that he

and rightly

It is impossible to give any description of
the horrors that always attend these acci-

I take on in this dismal way, I know it is
your own kind heart that is breaking while

and strand,

God be with thee, sweet! We

us to rebel against our lot.”
¢ Ah, good man,” cried the woman,
brave heart, ¢* itis not only for

can not make.

ac-

and friends flew to the mouth of the pit and

ering her fice with her apron, that he
should not see the struggle going on in her

°

Half-blown rose, each dainty hand,
mesh

cident at the colliery, and

an

me. But seeing it is his will, it ill behooves

cov-

JUNE

Then Tommy's papa and mamma went, real depth in her nature; and only correct views
are necessary to develop a —
|
as
{ast as they could go,.to the place where | and a wisetraining
frantic mothers | tal, the liquid, can be weighed, assigned,
noble womanhood. The

spread like wildfire that there was

whatit has pleased the Lord to "send upon

Fast asleep, with a nameless grace,
Covering hands, and feet, and face,
Baby lies ’mid billows of lace.

Tangled *mid golden

but for

ES

on

sending the poor boy to the pits,

RE

Hurd & Houghton,

New York:
;

Pr

:
Litters LIVING
skillfully

epitomizing

Aan, No. 1858, is at hand,
the

leading

British

peri-

odicals, and serving up the usual weekly foast
which only epicures and cynics quarrel with.
Boston ; Littell & Gay.
:
v
So
.
A well-printed catalogue of Pennsylvania college, located at Gettysburg, Penn, has been sent
us. The college classes embrace 101 pupils; the
preparatory

department

has

60

pupils,

Board of Trustees and its’ Faculty contain
4
well-known and scholarly men.
¥

Its

many

-

i

THE MORNING
It has been said of fond students that
they were wedded .to- their. books. We
have heard of ladies who have been jealous
of over-seductive duodecimo; or
perhaps

.

they might, if every literary husband or

lover werelike the collegian
who would rather have,

in Chaucer,
A

other cities. Even Kohlbach’s fine frescoes
do not bring them up to the average,—San

Francisco Bulletin.

.

asso much

Ideal Voice.

¢ At his bed’s head
Twenty books clothed in black or red,
Of Aristotle and his philosophy,
Than robes rich, or fiddle or psaltery.”

mucilage!

As these natives

generally use no tooth-brushes, they carry a
supply with them. I learn that this is their
usual way of sealing letters. Dentists are
unknown among this people, and the mouths
of most you meet tell the story of their
destitution.— Letter from China.

Scholars of. Olden

Time.

| rb

:

Obituaries.

For more than 3 quarter of a century I
The scholar in the sixteenth century was
had listened to female amateur singers, yet a far more important
personage than now.
And yet we feel that we could very: well in the voice of all some important qualities The supply of learned men was very small, —if, indeed, there is an eternal difference
between the fire which inhabits them and
were
wanting,
to
render
them
agreeable.
like them, too, at the bed’s head, without at They are seldom without egotism, but it the demand for them, very great. Durin
that which animates us, it must be shown
|
should
what
for
the
whole
of
the
fifteenth
and
great
part
o
regard
our
diminishing
all
was generally offensive by taking the hue the sixteenth century the human mind by each of us in his appointed place—not
be at the bed's heart. We could sleep un- of
merely in the pretence, but in the activity
egotism and Fauicy. ‘1 had heard voices
der them as under a bower of imagina- in many a church Choir that were very ac- turned more and more from the scholastic of our hope; not merely by our desire, but
philosopky of the Middle Ages to that of the
tions. We are one who likes to have a
the
dust of
in music with several’ vocal parts.
omans and the Greeks, and found more by our labor for the time when
book behind one’s pillow. It is like having ceptable
But I have heard no good ballad singer— and more .in old Pagan Art an element the generations of men shall be conformed
all our treasures at hand.
foundations of the gates of the city of
But if people are to be wedded to their no one who could give a simple song for which Monastic . Art had not, and which -for
God.—Ruskin
on Crystals.
one
voice
without
spoiling
it
by
some
promwas
yet
necessary
for
the
full
satisfaction
of
books it is hard that under our present
Dg | their craving after the Beautiful. At such
moral dispensations they are not to be al- inent defects. A female voice
guided by a a crisis of thought and taste it was natural
lowed the usual exelusive privilege of mar- the requisite qualities of tone,
Mixing the Pronouns.
that should that the class:
scholar, the man who
riage. = A friend thinks no more of borrow- certain power of expression
—
TO
ing a book now-a-days than a Roman did deeb y affect the heart and penetrate the knew old Rome, and still more old Greece,
Persons
accustomed
to writing
narrative
soul,
was
something
that
yet
remained
unshould
usurp
the
place
of
the
monk
as
teach. of borrowing a man’s wife; and what is
eard.,
a
er of mankind; and that scholars should often experience the ditfidulty of using pro“worse, we are 80 far gone in our immoral
There is a little bird in our woods called form, for a while, a new and powerful aris nouns so that there thall be no mistake as
notions on this subject, that we even lend
to the noun for which they stand.
In
it as easily as Cato did his spouse. Now. the veery, that frequents the most solitary tocracy, limited and privileged, and all the speaking
of two persons of the same sex
power lay in inwhat
a happy thing ought it not to be to places, and has always seemed to me the more redoubtable because its
is continual = tendency to confusion.
have exclusive possession
book—one’s most Sharing songster of the forest. He tellect, and had been won by intellect alone. there
This
is
ludicrously illustrated in the followis
most
musical
at
Bigbutall,
just
at’
the
Those who (whether poor or rich) did
Shakspeare, for instance ; for
the finer the
ing account of the examination by the
wedded work, the more anxious, of course, hour when other birds have become silent; not fear the monk and priest,.at least feared judge
of a witness, in a case of assault and
the,vulgar
we should be that it should
give nobody and his Jong. consisting only ofa few sim- the scholar, who held (so
le strains, is so brilliant and yet so plain- believed) the keys of that magic lore by battery. Said the witness: —
happiness but ourselves.
of the
‘There was .Mike and the dog, there,
ve, that no person who has once listened which the old necromancers had built cities
pleasure not only of being with it in generyer honor ; so he fl:w at me very savto
it
can
ever
forget
either
the
song
or
the
like
Rome,
and
worked
marvels
of
mechanal, of having by far the
greater part of its
age—
.
company, but of having
it entirely to one’s time and place in which it was heard. For ical and chemical skill, which the degenerJUDGE.—Who? Mike?"
self ; of always saying
internally, ¢* It is my many years I have annually, ia the month ate modern could never equal.
WiTNEsS.— ¢‘ No, the dog, yer honor.
If the scholar stopped in a town his hospro:
i" of seeing
it well dressed in of June, visited a wood frequented by this
of him a’ charm And I says te him”—
“‘ black orred,” purely to please one's eyes; bird, to listen to his notes. No purer or tess probably begged
JUDGE.—** To whom?
The dog?”
of wondering how any fellow could be so sweeter tones were ever whispered into against toothache or rheumatism. The
WirNess.—¢To Mike, yer honor.—Get
the
ear
of
night;
and
I
have
often
thought,
penniless
knight
discoursed
with
him
on
impudent as to propose borrowing it for an
the chances of retrieving .his away wid yer!—and I just hauled off and
evening; of being at once proud of his ad- as they full softly upon my sense, that, if alchemy and
hit him.”
SHEE
miration, and pretty certain that it was in this little bird were metamorphosed into a fortune by the art of transmuting metals
JUDGE.—*“
Hit Mike ?”
The queenor bishop worried
vain;
of the excitement neverthcless of young maid I might hear in her voice the into gold.
—¢‘No, the dog, yer honor, and
him in private about casting their nativities he Wirness
beinga little uneasy whenever we saw perfection of human song.
made a rush for me.”
Many
Fours
ago
I
knew
an
amateur
muand
finding
their
fates
among
the
stars.
him Wpproass it too nearly ; of wishing that
JUDGE.—*“Who?
Thedog?”
But the statesman, wno dealt with more
it could give him a cuffon the cheek with sician, who performed on the German flute
WiTNESS.—¢ Mike, yer honor. And I up
in
sucha
manner
as
to
afford
me
a
clear
practical
matters,
hired
him
as
an
advocate
one of its beautiful boards, for presuming: conception of this ideal voice which. I had
wid a stun and throwed it at him, and it
to like its beauties as well as ourselves; of always sought for in vain. There were and rhetorician, who could fight his mas- rolled him oye and over.”
ter’s enemies with the weapons of Demosliking other people's books, but not at all
UPB
Fhrew a stone at Mike ?"
eiokig, it ropes that they should like eh flutists who would be rated by the thenese and Cicero. Wherever the scholprefailing
rules
of
criticism
far
above
him,
ar’s
steps
were
turned
he
might
be
master
ours; of getting perhaps indifferent to it,
account of their greater power of ex- of others as long as he was master of himand then comforting ourseives with the on
citing
astonishmert; but none of them self. The complaints which he so often
reflection that others are not so, though to could
him in affecring the sensibility uttered concerning the cruelty of fortune,
no purpose; in short, of all the mixed trans- of bis equal
hearers, or coms near bim in a pecal- the fickleness of princes, and so forth, were
port and anxiety
to which the exclusiveness iar combination
e?”
:
of tenderness and brillian- probably no more just then than such comof the book-weddedstate would be liable;
giNo, the dog. And then he
cy.
Didthere
exist,
I
had
often
quesplaints
are
now.
Then,-as
now,
he
got
not to mention the
impossibility of people's
adsgot me down, yer honor.”
having any liter
ring from our fair Sond, a female voice that was capable of his deserts; and the world bought him at
Ehe dog came back?”
unique, and COM
of the danger of giving the same expression to a song, his own price. If he chose to sell himself
SN pile, yer honor, and he
gentleman produced with his to this patron and to that, he was used and |.
”
.
loving any
c@
ations but our own. which this
Really, if we could burn all other copies flute? I had listenedto admirable quali- thrown away ; if he chose to remain in hon“of ‘our originals, as the Roman Emperor ties in many vocalists, but still felt that in orable independence, he was courted and |.
\
¥
once thought of deatroying Homer, this every one the most interesting and affect- feared.
ing quality was wanting.—Adilanlic Monthsystem would be worth thinking of.
:
Compensations.
If we had a
library, we should be ly.
a
Wp
A Wonderful Collection.
in He Situation of the Tur 5 with their seMr. Charles Dickens was upholding the
raglios,w
are & great improvment u
The
Enchanted
Mountains.
A Hungarian Roman Catholic clergyman theory that whatever trials or. difficulties
mE our
EE sivproy
Nobody
at present in Rome, writes to the Presburg might stand in a man’s path, there is alcould then touch
our Shakspeare, oun,SpenIn one of the north-eastern counties of Gazette a curious account of a visit he paid ways something to be thankful for. ¢ Let
cer, our Chaucer, our Greek and Italian
the Church of St. Agustine in that city. me, in proof thereof,” said Dickens, ¢ relate
writers. People might say, ‘‘ Those are Georgia is a natural curiosity, called, from to
««
After
walking for half an hour,” says a story. Two men were to hang at NewIndian
tradition,
the
Enchanted
Mountain.
the walls of the library!” and sigh. and
the
writer,
‘through streets uglier and gate for murder. ‘The morning arrived;
The mountain is not large, and. there is
look, and sigh again ; but they should nevdirtier than any that could be foundin our
er getin! No Retrospect
rake should anti- nothing remarkable about it until you get: small Hungarian towns, reached at last the hour approached ; the bell of St. Sepcipate our privileges of quotation. Our on the top, when human tracks, or impres- the Church of St. Augustine. When I en- ulchre’s began to toll; the convicts were
pinioned;
the procession was formed;
Mary Woolstonecraftand our Madame De sions in the solid rock, which appear to be tered, there appeared to ba no. one
itadvanced to the fatal beam ; the ropes were
Stael—no one should know how finely they human tracks, are seen. How these almost building
; but an old bare its
uf
adjusted around the poor men’s necks;
were lettered—what soul there was in their human tracks came to be impressed on the soon appeared and offered (of
there were thousands of motley sight-seers
disquisitions. We once had a glimpse of rock of this mountain is one of the many a small consideration) to
of both sexes, of all ages, men, woinen and
the feelings which people would
have on mysteries of this mysterious land of ours. marvelous relics the chuf
- | children, in front of the scaffold; when,
these occasions. It was in the library of Trin- There were a great many traditions among Having conducted me int&™
just at that second of t'me, a bull, which
ity College, Cambridge. The keeper of it the Indians in regard to this mountain, but he showed me, on a rich VeIve
was being drivento Smithfield, ‘broke its
was from home, and not being able to get none of them are-satisfactory, and it proba- enclosed in a small glass ease,
sight . of
the manuscript
of Milton's bly never will be known who it was that with which Judas Iscariot had hanged rope, and charged the mob right and lefs,
with
« Comus,” we were obliged to content our- left his tracks upon the summit of the En- himself. My cicerone maintained the relic scattering the people everywhere
Whereupon
one of the conselves with looking through a wire-work, chanted Mountain. One of the Indiah tra- to be authentic, and I could not hurt his its horns.
demned men turned to his equally unfortuditions is curious, for it shows that they had
a kind of safe toward the shelf on which
a vague idea of Noah’s flood before the ad- feelings by an expression of doubt. Anoth- nate companion, and quietly observed, ¢ I
ed.
How we winked and yearned,
- it re
The story has been er glass case contains a wing of the Archan- say, Jack, it’s a good thing we-ain’t in that
and imagined we saw a corner of the all- vent of the white man.
gel Gabriel. Ilearned on inquiry that Pope
precious sheets, to no purpose! The feel- handed down among the aborigines that it Gregory VII hadobtained this gift from crowd.’”
ing3 were not very pleasant, itis true, but was the landing place of the great canoe, the angel by his prayers, and my guide
General Facts.
then, as long as they were confined to afier the deluge, and the tracks were made informed me, with a look of deep signifiothers, they would of course only add to by the jeopie in the canoe, as they stepped cance, that he knew a pious man, the
out upon
the rocks, which had been made
our satisfaction.—Leigh Hunt.
The following facts are approximately
possessor of a feather from this angelic
soft by the long inundation.

A Berlin Aquarium.
S——

One of the tracks, and the largest

—

The visitor enters a passage like the
ordinary entrance into a museum.
He
comes to a large crystal palace, alon
whose sides are arranged cases in which
"livin

reptiles

serpents,

are

.aviaries,

trees,

lizards,

turtles

displayed.

of immense

among

extent,

whose

and

Then

branches

to

with

other

large

living

birds are

perching, bobbing about, billing, cooin
and singing. He hears the sound of fallog water, and Jooks down over ji, bale.
trade into’ a roc Yy grouo , apparently fift
or sixty feet deep, into which the oe fo
falling in cascades. He proceeds onward
and smming to the right enters a tunnel

p=

in

the

,

and

so

passes on, through

passages, caverns, grottoes, all apparently
made in the solid rock, and ever descending downward, with cccasional fountains,
cascades and waterfalls, until he reaches
the

grotto

which I first mentioned, where

he beholds a stream of water dashing down
the rocks, and looking

upward as he stands

on the shore of a

miniature Jake he thinks

it is 100 fe t
high. And all this long extent
of passagé™ is” lined on both sides by large

aquariums,

built of solid rocks, and en-

closed in front by thick plate glass.
These aquariums are elevated three or
four feet from the floor, so that one looking
into them is far below the surface of the
water, and views it from below, and gets
a

fish

notion

view

of

how

it, and

it Sppeary

of ‘the waters.

obtains

a

perfect

to the inhabitants

It is by far the finest col-

lection of aquariums

I have

ever seen or

heard of. It was delightful to flatten one's
nose against those great squares of thick
plate glass, and bring

inches

one's eyes within six

of the head

of a grand, gray old

carp, and see the play of his gills, the move-

ment of his eyes, the
had

made,

the

slight

queer faces that he

play

of his tail and

that

could

not

Chinese

not more

. multi
tude
!
in under

than

three

inches

across, with a

shell eight or

nine inches across.

The poor

fellow’s legs were not long enough to reach
outside of his shell, or even to its extremity
inside, and he was so small, and his shell so
large and so thin, that whenever he got
into a current, or a fish ran against him,
. or he ran against a pebble, over he went
on

his

back,

and then had to work half an

hour to get back again. Indeed, that seems
ed to be his chronic condition, of being on
his back and trying to get on his feet a ain ;

like some. poliicians I have heard-of, but
s

Whose names do
present. I think

not occur to me just at
these large catfish chew

not take

the

devout

hint,

we

dispose of

man.

continued

AsI

our

—

Exclusive of animal decay, we can hardly
arrive at a more absolute type of impurity
than the mud or slime of a damp evertrod-

den path in the outskirts of a manufacturing

town.
That slime we shall find,
in most cases, composed of clay (or brick

—

destroy,

reciprocally,

each

other’s

nature

10,000 persons, one arrives at the

Married men live longer than single men.
1,000

persons,

95

marry,

and more

marriages occur ia June and December
than in any other month of the year,
~ One-eighth of the whole population is
military.
:
Professions exercise a great influence in
longevity. In 1,900 individuals who arrive
at the age of 70 years,43 are priests, orators or public speakers, 40 are agriculturists, 33 are workmen, 22 are soldiers or

tube in which the candle is stuck, is a stand

mud is kept in perfect rest, and that its ele-

tors.

candleis skewered.

their

longation of that of others die the soonest.
here are 336,000,000 Christians.

with a sharp nail sticking up, on which the ments gather together like to like, so that
off, I can blow up

On taking the candle

through

the straw

and

lengthen the flame as a blow=pipe would.

tions

atoms may get into the

possible.

closest rela-

Let the clay begin.

Rid-

ding itself of all foreign substances, it gradually becomes a white earth, already ve
beautiful, and fit, with the help of congealing fire, to be made into the finest porcelain,
and painted on, and to be: kept in king's
will mention some others,
The muleteers palaces. But such artificial consistence is
I continually hear say ** Gee” to their beasts not the best. Leave it still quiet, to follow
to turn them to the left, and ‘Ho or its own instinct of unity ;.it becomes not
It is like a small Argand lamp, but they lessen its value by spiking
the straw tube, As
the candle is a specimen of the contrariet
of Chinese customs and things to ours,

“Hoh”

to turn them to the right.

To

start them forward and to stop
them, too,
they are always saying ‘ Ho!”
When

‘only white,

but

clear; not only

clear, but

hard ; but so se! that it can deal on the light:
in a wonderful way, and gather outof it the
loviiest blue rays only, repressing the rest.
they meet each other on the road they kee
to the left instead of the right as we do, an We call it then a sapphire. Such being the
in mounting a horse get up on the right consummation of the clay, we then give
side instead of the left as we do. While 1 similar permission of quiet to the sand.
It
am writing, Mr. M —— is close by me, also becomes first a white earth; then it
studying a book of Chinese phrases, com- grows clear and hard, and at last arranges
posed by a Chinese scholar as simple sen- tself in mysterious and infinitely fine paraltences. The one he is at work upon now lel lines, which have the power af reflect.
says: ‘ When people are too young to have ing not merely the blue rays, but the blue,
greatest
beards, their faces have to be scraped with Groen, urple and red rays, in the
eauty in which they can be seen through
a razor.”
The writer's Chinese teacher
being requested to write his first name, any material whatever. We call it then
Edward, tried to pronounce it, but after opal. In next order, the soot sets to work.
several attempts gives it up .in despair, It eannot make itself white at first—but, indiscouraged, tries harder
saying, * My belly has no such sound
in stead of being
it," the usual Chinese way of saying, «1 and harder, and at last. comes out clear, the
can not pronounce it.” Yesterday, one of hardest thing in the world; and for the
our assistants was sending ‘off a letter, and blackness it had, obtains in exchange the

Those

who devote their lives to the pro-

.

76000,000 profess the Greek faith.
80,000,000 profess the protestant faith.

In her was found the kind

and

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY
AND

affec-

Portable Steam Engines,

children and other

relatives.

May

the

life of

that dear friend, living in the memory of those
who mourn his absence, cdll them allto Him who
is able to make life pleasant.
C. PARIS.

BETSEY S., widow of the late John

ce.

Her

husband and

some

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
‘This little book has been revised by

Plummer,

died in Chepachet, R. I., March 30, in the
year of her age. Sister Plummer had for a
many yours enjoyed the happiness arising
the delightful service of her Saviour; and
had, too, the pleasure of seeing her husband
al her children but one happy in the same

of her

88th
great
from
she
and
serv-

children |

have passed on to the shining shore, where,
doubtless, there has been a happy re-union.
She
was a devoted wife, a loving mother and a faithful Christian. She will be greatly missed by her
children and other relatives.
:
:

the Author, has been clothed in an en-

tirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearanee.

MARGARET, wife of
Abram Williams, died in
Lodi, Athens Co., O., May 29th, aged 74 years.
She, with her husband,”’came frcm Raleigh, N.
J.,to Ohio, in 1829.
She experienced religion
when 19 years of age ; and after coming to O.,
she, with her husband, united with the F. W.
Baptist church in Lodi, of which she ever remained a most faithful member.
Her death was
peaceful, as her life was faithful.
An aged husband and a number of sons and daughters mourn
their loss. Funeral services on the 30th. Text,
Jer. 18:16.
I. Z. HANING,
JULIA A. MORE died in South Berwick, Me.,
May 20th, aged 45 years.
For several months
previousto her death, sister M. suffered intensely ; by day and night her body was racked with
pain, but all her sufferings were borne with true
Christian patience and resignation.
With Paul
she could exclaim, * For me to live is Christ,
and to die is’ gain.” Before our sister passed
away she called her children to the bedside, com-

after

making

not cancel a moral obligation, and that

the

taking the Bankrupt act does not pay for
value received.
Ten persons whose religions life shall so
permeate all of their life and business trans-

@
9

-

a

should

be in

Price, in cloth,

only 25 cts.; in paper

covers, 15 cts.

Postage extra ; on the

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.
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CEO.H.HOOD
, ACT.
97 WATER ST. BOSTON.

IMPROVED.
The

Strongest and Best Wringer in the Market.
(DOUBLE COGS AND DOUBLE PRESSURE.)
Which

is the best Clothes Wringer

(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
. “After careful examination, wé recommend

4

?
the

“Universal” as the best and strongest machine,

It has “patent cog wheels,” (Rowell’s patent double “
gear,) with very long and strong alternating teeth,
which, together with the ‘patent stop” (which
is on
no other wringer), allows the rubber rollers to separate sufficiently to run through the largest article easily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will disconnect and lose their power, as is the case with oth.
er wringers, whether the cogs are on one er both
sides of the shaft.
It also has the peculiar advantage of two pressure

mended them to the All-Father’s care, gave them

a dying mother’s blessing, &nd urged them to
meet her in the land beyond
the river. Asa
community, we mourn the departure of our sister, but we are comforted with the blest assurance that she has exchanged
the cross for the
crown, sighing for songs of ligavenl¥ joy. Services by the writer.
J. F. LOCKE,

screws, so arranged that each s¢crew présses on both

ends of the rolls alike, the sametas if it was in the
ive doable the cacenter, while the two together

pacity for pressure.

-

The“ Universal” has its iron parts either wrought
or malleable, and is built so Sosy
and substanti-

ally that for years it cannot be broken in wringing
garntents by the strongest person.
Our readers may be quite sure they will find the

BAMUEL SCEGGEL died in Ossipee, April 2,
aged 49 years and six months.
Mr. Sceggel always had a kind word for all with whom he associated. But we shall hear his
pleasant salutation no"more. In this dispensation a lonely widow deeply mourns her loss.
May the ZXather
sustain her.

“Universal” wringer a good and
It

is

more

'

Durable,

serviceable article,

Wrings

Works Easier than
other Wringer.

Drier,

and

any

Sold by Dealers everywhere.
Wringers of all kinds repaired.

Mrs. EUNICE ELDRIDGE died April 7, aged 85
years. Her life was one of privation here, but
we hope she is better off.
BENJAMIN BODGE died in Ossipee, May 18,
aged a yous. By this sad providence a lonely
wife
four children were bereft of an aged
father and companion.
May the Lord sanctify
all to their good.

It

every Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—

GILBERT M. STEERE, grandson of sister Plummer, died April 22, in Providence, R. 1., aged 26
years. He was a most excellent young man, an
active Christian and a warm friend of Temperance. Indeed, every
good cause found in him
a firm supporter.
He was suddenly killed by
the fall of lumber in his yard;
but the stroke
found him ready for a happy exchange of worlds.
A widow, a widowed mother and an only sister
feel the stroke most keenly.
May the consolations of that religion which they all profess, comfort and sustainin these’ days of bereayement, is
tke prayer of one also bereaved.
A. R. BRADBURY.

GEO. H. HOOD,

Gen. Ag’t.

97 Water St., Boston.
|

- THE CELEBRATED

DOTY'S

FRANK BODGE, son of the above, died in Ossi- | pee, May- 30,
aged 38 years.
Frank had neglect- | «
ed his soul’s salvation, but,when death approachCLOTHES
WASHER,
ed, he sought and found a refuge in Christ, and
died happy. Thus, within the brief space of two
Sold on the most liberal terms. Circulars sent free
short weeks, this sad family has been called to
on application. *
part with two dear ones.
Father and son are
gone.
D. I. QUINT.
GEO. H HOOD, Gen, Ag’t.
15

Mrs. MErCY P. WITHEE died in Lawrence,
Mass., Nov. 12, 1869, aged 74. Sister Withee was
born in Green, Me., experienced religion when

she was twelve yearsof age,

was

baptized

97 Water

fervent in the discharge of religious

13teow

St., Boston,

and

united with the close Baptist church at sixteen,
but, coming to differ from them on communion
and other
points, she united afterwards with the
Freewill
Baptists, to whom
she became very
strongly attached. She was unusually familiar
with the Scriptures, and was always faithful and

duties.

CERTAIN

She

had lived a widow twenty-one years; her husband, Asa Withee, who also united with the
Freewill Baptists, from the C. Baptists, having

been killed by falling from a building.

Her last

hours were peaceful and happy.
She had been
a subscriber to the Star for twenty-four years.

A. D, WILLIAMS.

Lybpia 8., wife of D. P. Dutch, died in Brownfield, May 8th, aged 57 years and three months,
Sister D. experienced religion when
young, and
united with the C. Baptist church of
Wells, Me.

Her life was one of Christian labor, as many can
testify who listened to her Frayer and exhorta-

tions, and knew
her deeds of kindness. She
was a kihd wife, indulgent mother and true
friend. She leaves, to mourn their loss, an affectionate husband, six children and numerous
friends. Funeral services by the hi

COOK.

ABIRAM Brooks died at Jeddo,Orleans Co.,N.
Y.,May 9,in the 61st year of his age. Bro? B, was
converted in January, 1839, under the labors of
Elder Hanibal,and was received into the 1st Freewill Baptist church in Ridgeway, where he lived
in the faithful discharge of all Christian duties,

An UNFAILING REMEDY for NEURALGIA FACTALIS, otten Sffoctinga
cure in a single
—
No form of Nervous
Disease fails tp yield to its wonderful power. Even in the severest cases of
Nenmalgia, Afcting the entire, aysiém.
use fora

few days affords the most astonishing relief and

fails to produce a complete and
contains no materials in the
slightest degree
;
It has the unqualified approv:
of the best physicians,
Thousands, in every part of the country, gra
acknowledge its
power to soothe the tortured nerves
and restore the
failing strength,
Sent by mail on receipt
of price and postage.
Postage 6 cents.
One package
.
+
$10
.
“"
21
Six Packages
oy
S00.
.
@.
It is sold by all dealersin drugs and medicines.

tefully

TURNER

220 Tremont

Yet they

who

were
W.

27 years.

Eliza

died May 11th,of 4

He leaves a wife,

child

sor-

a large

eirele
of friends to mourn his departure.
NATHANIEL W, JAacoBS died in Springfield,
Mass., at the residence of his son, May 19th, age

69 years.

Bro. J. has been a worthy

member of

the Freewill Bapeist church for many years.
He was baptized by Rev. D. P, Cilley, and united
with the Pittstield church, in which church he
remained until death. He was very partial to
the Star, and read it with much pleasure for

over forty
assed

ter.

the

years.

river

He triumphed in

in

P

peace.

Discharges from the Ear, and Qld
Sores, no matter of how long

Crosby of |.
fever, aged

and

death,

Services

by

and

the

'N + L. ROWELL,

Proprietors,

Hieskell's Tetter Ointment will
ositively cure Tetter, Erysipelas,
Balt Rheum, Barber's Itch, Pimples,
Blotches, and all forms of Skin Dis~
ease. Also, Sore Eyes and Eye Lids,

addressed by thd
R. CAMPBELL,

CHARLES A., son of Asa and
Manchester,

00.,

Strees, Boston, Mass.

'NO CURE! NO PAY!

their loss is his infinite gain. His funéral was
attended on the 11th by a large. concourse of
weeping friends,
writer.

&

lyeowds

until the Lord called him home. Although he
was firmly attached to the church of his choice
he ever manifested that Christian charity toward
members of other churches, which truly becomes
tionate husband and kind father.

their promises, should show something vo
their interest to violate their word.
Ten persons who will plainly and fearlessly speak and act for the right, regardless of what others say or do.
Ten persons who believe, and will show
by their actions that a degal enactment can-

Mg ot

lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

JOY,

row not as those without hope, for they feel that

A few living samples of the following articles :
Ten men who will do just as they agree—
events

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubuwv

achild of God. He leaves a companion and
twelve children, to mourn the loss of an affec-

Wanted.

provided subsequent

K,

.

‘There are 5,000,000 Israelites.
There are 60,000,000 Asiatic religionists.
There are 190.000,000 Mohammedans.
There are 300,000,000 Pagans.
In the Christian Churches—
f 170,000,000 profess the Roman Catholic
aith.

OF

tionate wife, the indulgent mother and obliging |
neighbor; but she is gone, leaving a Vacant place
in
that community, while her husband, children,
- Shafting, Turning Lathes,
brothers and one sister feel severely their loss.
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
:
Funeral services attended by the writer.
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil}
.
E. CLARK.
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
SAMUEL L. DRAKE died in Effingham, April
sud Brass Castings, Gasometers and
25, aged 55 years, Thirty-two years ago he gave
Gas Works,
(ch.
to April 1, °70
t151
himselfto God and commenced living for the
right. Twenty-seven years ago he united with
the Free Baptist church in Effingham,
and
© Kugenie is the most Useful article
remained a worthy member from that time until
ver invented for your use.
Circulars
his Creator, whom he loved and served in this
LADIES
Bi Mrs, Morgan, P, O. Box, 2438, N.Y.
life, called for him to take another department of
God’s great house. Hé has left a wife and two
13613
:

age of 100 years; one in 500 attains the
age of 90, and one in 100 lives to the age
of 60.
In

N. H,

Plain aad Galvanized Wrought Iren Pipe ; Steam and

PHEBE, wife of Eli Tuttle, died in Tunbridge,
Vt., Feb. 2, aged 70 years.
Many years since,
she made a profession of religion, and’ althoug]
she had no connection with any Christian church,
her husband remarked on the day of her funeral that he thought she had lived as well as most

true; sufficiently reliable, at least, to give
pulpits a general idea of the topics treated,
and they may be Vo
basis of a series

Among

NEW-MARKET,

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;

.

The average of human life is 33 years.
One-fourth of the population die at or before the age of 7 years.
One-half at or
before 17 years.

—

single

Verses are inadmissible.

BENJAMIN CHAMBERLIN, aftera long sickness,
died in Barnstead, N. H., May 19, age £2 ears.

people.

Company,

MANUFACTURERS

LY

heavenly hosts ascending and descending.” [cease of some human creature,

Crystalline Analogies.

to any

4

PAUL, . . AGENT,

BOUTH

Notmorethana |

single square can well be afforded

obituary.

examination of the reliquary. I was next of short, profitable
s by our teachers
shown the comb of the cock that crowed
also:
:
when Peter denied his Master, then the
‘There are on the globe 1,288,000,000
staff with which Moses divided the waters
of the Red Sea, and afterwards the beard souls, of which—
360,000,000 are of the Caucasian race:
of Noah. My cicerone took care to inform
552,000,000 are of the Mongol race.
me, every now and again, that iz consid176,100,000 are of the Malay race.
eration of my being a ‘ pious man,’ I could
190,000,000 are of the Ethiopean race.
obtaina small portion of these invaluable
1,000,000, are of the Indo-American race.
relics at a very moderate price.” The PresThere are 3,642 languages spoken, and
burg Gazette adds to this letter, by way of
postscript: ¢ Our worthy clergyman does 1,000 different religions.
The yearly mortality of the globe is 33,not seem to have been shown what, in our
persons.
This is at the rate of 91,opinion, is the pearl of the collection in 333,333
question ; it is one of the steps of the ladder 554 per day, 3,730 per hour, 62 per minute.
on which
Jacob, in his
dream, saw the Each pulsation of the heart marks the de— Pall Mall Gazetle.

AMOS

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion,

I am writing by the light of a Chinese and power--competing and fighting for place
candle, which is a curiosity in its way. It at every tread of your foot—sand squeezing
is not over six .inches long, thicker than out clay, and clay squeezing out water, and
ours, and for wick has a straw wrapped with soot meddling everywhere and defiling the [smi.itary employees, 29 are ‘advocates or
paper. The candle-stick, instead of being a whole. Let us suppose that this ounce of engineers, 27 are professors, and 24 doc-

swim, but only hop or

of slender, weak legs, chucked
a
great, broad, thin shield of

did

to

alittle sand and water. All these elements
are at. hopeless war with each other, and

Customs.

et

flirt themselves ahead three or four inches

at a time; lobsters and crabs, and a most
absurd shell fish of that class called, I believe, the shield fish—a queer little fellow,

it in favor of another

happy

dust, which is burnt clay,) mixed with soot,

fins, and the almost
imperceptible motion
of every part of his body. There were
gold and silver fish there at least 18 inches
in length, and great catfish weighing 25 or
30 pounds; fish that went to sleep in
great piles when night came on; hopping
fish

one, is

seventeen and a half inches In length, and
seven and three-fourths inches wide.
Unlike the others it has six toes.
This must
be Noah's track, and if there were anything
in the Mosaic account of the flood concerning the size of Noah's feet we might have a
confirmation of the Indian tradition.
The
size of the track would indicate that he wore
number eighteens.
There are one hundred and thirty-six imressions of feet and hands visible on the
ace of the rock. The smallest foot-track is
four inches in length and of perfect shape.
* Another Indian tradition is that a reat battle was once fought there, and the large
track with six toes is that of the victorious
commander, This is esseptially Indian, as
their ideas of mental
greatness were circumscribed by physical size.
To be a
great warrior with them was to be of great
size and stren
They did not recognize
the size or quality of the brain as having
anything to do with it.
;
t
who made these tracks npon the enchanted Mountain? If it were human feet,
then whose, and at what age of the world?
If they were chiseled out by human hands,
whose hands, and when? Alas! that the
learning of the world amounts to so little,
for no man can tell.

would be

Machine

| patronize it, must accompany them with cash
Brevity is specially important.

—

SWAMSOOT

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not

”,

wing, who

:

na

2

es Se.ome

.

ei

Men.
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.

:

rays of the san actioiis that evil speaking, gossiping, tat6 that-any ling, etc, shall not be foun: d in them, ** Iscall it thén a raelites indeed.”
:
;
diamond.
Last of all, the water purifies or
Any community having these articles to
wastes itself, contented enough if it only spare will oblige us by reporting soon—as
reaches the form of a dew drop. But if we this, and some other places that: we know
persist in its proceeding to a more perfect of, are greatly in need of them.—Milwaukee
consistence, it crystallizes into the shapeof Index.
a star. So, for the ounce of slime we had at
first, we have a sapphire, an opal, a diamond, set in the midst of a star of snow.
We see, then, the seeming trouble—the
degredations of the elements of earth must
passively wait the app rinted time of their
restoration. But if there be in us a nobler
Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obitualife than in those strangely moving atoms

ona

: Book-Wedded

[as their envelopes have no gum attached he power of reflecting all the
|deliberately
scraped hig teeth with his fin- |at once, in the most vi
ger nail, and used the tartar he collected solid thing can emit. We

tem
a trot

d .

tobacco. They have the look and. movement of face and mouth that some tobaccochewers have. This rock ‘workis probably
the finest artificial rock work ever constructed. The aquarium is the finest thin
in
Berlin for a stranger to visit. The galleries of art do not compare with those of

i

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
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standing,

or the money returned by the proprie=
tors,
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$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES
To
te to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES
The best machine in-the
world. Stitoh

alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particulars address
ING MACHINE CO. No. 656
Boston Mass,
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THE MORNING

The emancipation movement

Hurl I and Domestic.

in Spain sadly

sustains the ¢ flourish of trampets” made over it.
Putting that consummation off for a period of
On Monday, the Senate
séveral millions of acres

virtue it ever possessed.

passed a bill increasing the’ umber of representatives in the next Congress to three hundred.
In the House a fragment of the naturalization
bill defeated last week was passed. The river
and Barbor ShiHopriation bill was taken up, but
its conside
was interrupted by the reading
of the Iresident’s message, after which the
House adjourned.
©

Charles Dickens’s
estate will
slightly exceed
eighty thousand pounds sterling. The memoranda for the completion of ¢“ The Mystery of Edwin Drood” are complete, and the duty of editing
the conclusion of this story has been assumed by

been murdered
the

bill

by

the Spaniards
the

matic service of the United
consuls

and

and

and

diplo-

States, and

fixing

consul-generals

amendments

in Cuba,

consular
was

passed

abolishing the consulates

with

at Mos-

cow and Revel, Russia, and Nantes, France, and
establishing a consulate at Port Said, Egypt, at
a salary of $2500. In the House there was an

intesesting debate on the Cuban question.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, 8 memorial
against any repeal of the regis'ry law, by which
foreign built ships shall be admitted to register
for any term of years in the United States, was
presented and the franking bill was discussed.
In the House, an unsuccessful effort to ‘repeal
the duty on coal was made, and there was
some sharp discussion on the Cuban question.
On Thursday,

cannon

to parties

wishing

to

make
soldier's monuments therefrom, and the
franking bill was
discussed. In the House a
bili was reported to put coal on the free list,

and there was
a voting on the Cuban question,
by which the Banks bill was rejected and the
Brigham amendment adopted.
On Friday, the Senate was employed in debate
on Mrs. Lincoln’s pension and the Post-office
appropriation bill. The House bill, abolishing
franking, was attached to the latter as an amendment and then debated.
Sumner’s proposition
for a one cent rate of letter postage was rejected,

but a two cent rate’ was proposed and adopted.
On Saturday, in the Senate, the judiciary committee reported a substitute for the House nat‘uralization bill. The
Atchison, Topeka
and
Santa Fe land-grant was passed, and there was
debate and some retroaction on the subject of
franking.
The House gave up the day to the
consideration of private
claims. Mr. Whittemore of South Carolina presented his credentials,
which were not referred to a committee, but
the whole matter was put over for consideration
by the House, Tuesday.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Last Wednesday a railway train near

Platte

diver ran into a band of 300 Indians crossing the
track, killing 13 of them.
A "Railroad accident occurred Thursday night
at Athol, Mass., on the Vermont and Mass. R. R.,
by which three lives were lost and about twenty
wounded.
Five car-loads of Chinamen, on their way to
Alabama, passed Cheyenne, Sunday night.
Sunday, the 15th, the Jews throughout the
world celebrated. the 3364th anniversary ofthe

revelation of the Law on Mount Sinai.
It is reported that Riel is preparing to resist
the expedition now on its way to restore the
government authority over the Red River Coun-

try.
A despatch from Chicago

states that the In-

dians are concentrating in the vicinity of Lake of
the Woods, (British North America,) for
the
purpose of giving fight to the Canadians when
they penetrate the swamps.
Riel’s picket line

extends from the Lake of the Woods to Pembina
”

Fare from
duced to $18

The Diario and the Voz de Cuba

New York to Chicago has been reand to San Francisds to $136.

United States Senators Cragin of New Hampshire and Anthony of Rhode Island were reelectted last week.
Representative Blaine was unanimously nominated for reelection by the republican convention in this district.

Both branches of Congress have
establishing 2 Department of Law.

passed a bill

"The Anniversary of Bunker Hill was observed
, Friday in Boston, Charlestown, and many of the
surrourding towns, by various fiitling exercises.

Cholera has caused 14,000 deaths in Zanzibar.
An active volcano has risen from the sea 200
Tiles from Yokohama.
Several villages were destroyed by a recent
earthquake in Japan.
A volcano in the island of

Niphon, after a rest of several centuries, is hard
at work.
.

fa-

Promi-

‘nent persons express the hope that Congress will
send a commission to the island to see the matter
for themselves and to disprove the erroneous

statements published in the
cerning the situation.

United

States con-

The Stanley was a screw steamer of 300 tons
burthen, 80 horse power, and carried three guns.

A letter from

Havana to New York

George B. Upton

landed

says the

only part of her cargo

and the captain-general’s report.of disaster was
not much exaggerated.

guides to meet the soldiers were
they were betrayed
iards.

provided,

and

into the hands of the Span:

In very favorable circumstances a locomotive
boiler will last for 500,000 miles, but usually
wears out in 850,000 miles.
Meanwhile othe r
parts of the machinery will have beén renewed
from three to ten times.
The saving of expense by recent improvements
in machineryis marvelous.
Chipping and filing

iron surfaces used to cost by hand

nearly

three

dollars per foot, but now it is done for two cents!
The oscillations of rail
now supposed to be due

whose

tires havea

distress and

10ss of property.

Cattle

are

trains on the track is
to the use of wheels

conical inclination;

since in

the play of space left between flange and rail, the
opposite wheels run upon different diameters,
causing each alternately to turn away from the
rail.

phalt varnish for
hold water.

coating zinc

vessels

made

to

ve

persons lost their lives by the recent fire at Constantinople, and many more are missing.
Charles Dickens was huried in Westminster
Abbey without any public ceremonies:
The toy steamer which left Queenstown a
Jeckol two ago for Ameriea has returned leakg.

There is great execitement'in Europe over the
report that the long expected alliance between
Russia

and

Egypt, has

been consummated, and

that these powers will unite against Turkey.
- Leading republicans condemn the revolutionary risings in Italy, which are said to be the
work of Mazzini, whose only method of reforming abuses is by revolution. The authorities

"have arrested many of the conspirators.
-

Numerous
They

are

Fenians

accussed

are on trial in

of distributing

London.

arms in Ire-

land and the North of England,
The reported massacre of the Jews published

pio

last week as occurring at Roumania, is declared
to be a hoax, havingno foundation
in fact.
Coplous showers have ended the droughtin
France, and théye. are hopes of saving a portion

of the es

Te

The Du
an thinks the United States
ought to sentence the captured Fenians to the
extent of the law, =

The French Cable Company
has relinquished
its monopoly of landing cables on the coast of
France in ¢
on of a right to amalgamate
with other
M. Duvernois and all the other editors of the
Francais Court Journal have resigned, in conse-

queice of a disagreement between M. Ollivier
and Duvernois.
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A despatch from Corrinne states that a ubterrannean-outlet to the Great Salt Lake has been
found opposite to Cotrinne, and is between the
Fremont and Kimball Islands.
The schooner
Pioneer, Capt. Harnian, while sailing in that vicinity on last Sunday, was drawn into the opening, which is an immense maelstrom,or stupendous whirlpool, and the descent and circular motion of the water was so rapid and violent that the

substance

the head.

feathery

ed, usually; on the center rib of the
sometimes on two or three of the ribs.

kinds

quently surround it entirely.
Very little seems
to be known of the fly that deposits the eggs, or
the habits of the worm that destroys the foliage,
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before arriving at maturity,
crab,
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it is

first

hatched,is a long thing with a great head,

and

$2,500,000.
Recent explorations in Western Australia led
to the discovery eof large dry salt-lakes one of
which was thought to be 80 miles in length.
The East London Hospital for children is the
first British institution which has honored the female medical movement; it has appointed a
Miss Garret to be one of its physicians.

is

said

within

ten

miles

of

Charing

Cross London, there are
10,970 beer shops,
which, if placed in a single line, would extend
thirty miles. Many of these are thieves’ “houses
of call,” and the poisonous liquors vended in

them are the source of imcalculable injury

and

misery.

A railway in Wales has but
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feet guage,

yet works admirably for passengers and freight.
The small expense of its construction through a

fortified city of

Sebgstapol some fifteen years ago, when the Brit.
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walls

been completlely restored, and upwards
hundred houses have been built in the
those which had been ruined by the
ment. A new church in the form of a

have

public subscription in the whole of Russia,
An
water

ancient bomb
above

shell was picked up at low

the dam

at

Augusta,

Me,, on the

west side of the river, one day la® week. From
its appearance, it has evidently been in the water for years. Upon breaking it in pieces it was
found to be filled

with

gunpowder

pint of common musket balls.
be a relic of the
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this,

you are ready

enters

the

wards and forwards sideways, and in a circle.
The effect upon the walls of the chest is very remarkable, I have known such swinging to reduce
the pulse very semsibly in a week.
In such
exercises continue until slightly fatigued. 8. Wash the entire skin in tepid water and

good neutral

sour milk of

part

particular)

places

provided

for

them;

after

using; they

soap every

morning on returning

from the first walk, and rub the skin to redness

every night on going to bed with sharp hair
gloves. Lawrence’s English patent gloves are

the best.” All druggists sell them,
4. Bleep much, retiring before

nine,

adding

a nap in the middle of the day. Never forget
that good ventilation in the hours of sleep is vital

in every case of diseased lungs.
5. Eat for breakfast and dinner

oat

y
meal,

cracked wheat, beef, mutton, potatoes, plain
bread, and other vegetables, except tomatoes.
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than advanced from the low standard of civiliza-
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who passed up the river with his troops,en route
Every farmér should have a can of linseed oil
for Quebec, through the then wilderness of and a brush on hand, and whenever he buys a
Maine, in the fall of 1775, nearly ninety-five years new tool, he should soak it well with the oil
ago. .
J
y
and dry it by the fire or in the sun, before using.
The attempt to recover the treasure sunk in The wood by this treatment js toughened and
Vigo Bay more than 150 years ago is turning out strengthened, and rendered impervious to water.
successful. After 19 day#’ trials made with large Wet a new hay-rake und‘ when it dries it will
diving bells, 15 gallons are reported to have been begin to be loose in the joints; but if well oiled,
found lying ata depth of a few hundred feet, the wet will have but slight effect, Shovels and
and on knockinga hole into the side of the Al- forks are preserved from checking and cracking
mirante, some ingots, plate and valuable arms in the top of the handle by oiling; the wood
weré found by the divers. However, further becornes smooth as glass by use and is far less
researches have been suspended for the moment, liable to blister the hand when long used. Axe
until the custom-house authorities shall have and hammer handles often break off where the
conceded a safe

of hellebore,

@

Low M!Liadling

Ea:t.&North

in the

Non-Beef Eating Nations.

It is supposed to

expedition

The’ flour

of the air on the eastern side under the prevail
It is one of the best fruit regions.
ing winds,

of three
on fruit; the Greenlanders gorge themselves on
place of
train oil and blubber; and the peasant of the
bombardAppeniines gftentimes makes his entire meal of
pyramid,

built entirely of marble, has also been erected in
the church yard of the town.
The funds for the
construction of this building were raised by a

Md. Xo gd mid “23

Fruit in Western Michigan.
strong

On the Continental railways the use of ordinary powerfully impressed with the originality, and
coal as fuel is giving way to the use of “bri- patience, and mechanical genius of the people,
that they at once
accord to these
nations a
quettes,” or blocks of powdered coal cemented
with refuseof starch or with coal tar, then higher relative position than they really deserve,
pressed,
and dried in a kiln.
They burn with ‘or have ever been awarded by the voice of manbut four to seven per cent. of ashes, and evapo- | kind.
The diet of the nations of Africa, and of most
rate seven pounds of water to a pound of coal.

deal was heard of the

have

ou

Refined
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legs fitted for swimming and not for crawling.
vessel was made to spin around in it with fright- As it grows, the body shortens by curling the
ful velocity, and it was only by the high wind | tail end underneath, and the legs and claws grow
prevailingat the time that she was enabled to out of the swimming apparatus. Seme of the
sail beyond the influence of the chasm. "A party barnacles- that live on coral reefs are very beauof scientific men leav Corrinne immediatelyon tiful, and their shells are ornamented in imitathe steamer Kate
Connor
to investigate the tion of the flower-like polypes of the stony madgreat wonder.
repores.—Scientific American.
Potter Palmer, a well-known millionaire, of
Chicago, gives notice through the papers that he
will on the first of July, begin the erection of a
‘hotel on the south-east corner of State and Monroe streets, in that city, which will be the largest
in the country.
It will have a frontage of 253
feet on Monroe street, be 8 stories high, contain
250 rooms, and cost, including the grounds, over
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pieces

shore

of destroying the worm

Ohe is to begin to pluck off

the leaves containing the eggs, as far as they can
be found, and follow this up, picking off the
leaves containing the worms as fast as they
are hatched.
They are easily found by the broken leaves or bare stems.
But if this process is
carried too far, the growth of the fruit will be
suspended, by arresting the action between leaf

live inside the conieal h

common

modes

been suggested.

holds the female, and never have houses of their
own, fer they remain in the free-swimming state.
All the animals of the crab class have to under-

go a change in form

leaf,—
When

hatched, they eat a small hole through the tender
leaf, and then march off to its edges, and fre-

barnacle is then fixed for life,
and it loses its organs of sight,¥
mouth and stomach, which he:
when in the free-swimming state,¥
do not under-go this change,

some

Worm.

The eggs which produce them ave deposited on
the under side of the leaf, i rows, and plac-

flappers

andthe shell of many

Currant

times daily.—

the leaves of the currant-bush.
We find no
account of them in Harris, Fitch, or Kollar.

to the substance,the eyes dimi
|
are no longer seen, the tail and ‘the
grow into the

Young chicks should never be:

This pest has appeared again, and has compenced the work of destruction in earnest upon

comes

The gum sticks the leg
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kind should be supplied with soft and delicate:
nourishment, such as boiled eggs, curds, thick

The

on which the creature is to live fgf
a gummy

young tur-

CANDLES.
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This is a first class shuttle ‘machine, has the dro
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most vigorously.
It appearsto be
tantly in
movement, and although actively employed in
swimming and in crawling, it does not care to

which has been growing

and

They like
a small quantity, many
Working Farmer.

then it is that
barnacles and

and

from the natural

chickens

confined to either of the foregoing kinds of food.

crea

crabs are placed by Suis
inthe same class.
The young barnacle is jhst like a
rimp, with
a long body, many long legs clos
its head,

and
a large tail; it has

But

with sweet milk.

of water into the mouth, which
is within the
shell.
ejects them with a stream of water, and they
float about in the sea, being very minute things.

They soon
the reason

nourishment

to allow the yolk to be drawn into the little crop.
This fact shows us thal young birds of every

ture,~looks again like a conical piece of stone.
The flappers are the lungs as well as the hands
of the barnacle, and
minute living creatures

them

For twenty-four hours

has so provided, that only a short time previous
to the termination of the. period of incubation,
the breast and crop of the embryotic chick
shall open, sufficiently by clonic spasmodication,

some ‘long bristles attached to it, and they, are

are entangled by

The

BRISTOL

BOUON Witotssa PRICES.
:
For the week ending, June 15; 1870.

keys ‘are nearly “stone blind” for more than
ten hours after they are hatched. To supply the
necessities of such a little bundle of life, nature

it be-

such is the

some

source of supply.

beautiful, feathery looking things when examined under a microscope.
The movement goes on
for hours, and ceases upon the least alarm.
Then the
flappers are withdrawn, the valve

the barnacle,~for

in:good order

after the chick has burst the shell,it does no
want an atom of food. Colts, calves and lambs,
48 soon as they spring into life, make
an effort

evident.that the conical outside is formed

When the water is quite clear
flapper is forked out through
moved to and fro with a motion
ing and shutting. the fingers.

remain

rear their turkey chicks on such unsuitable food

of several little bits of hard shell joined together
very carefully, and that the top has a valve in it.

and

An eminent Boston physician is said, by an
exchange,to rob the much dreaded scarlet fever
of many of its terrors by administering to the patient, as often as desired, warm lemonade with a
little mucilage, together with the application of
warmth to the stomach.
For the purpose of the
latter, a sheet may be wrung out in cold water
and laid on, renewing the same as often as it

stroyed’it.

It is known that at least two hundred and fifty

claws, eyes, and

seek for food. After a while the young freeZinc tanks or zinc roofs invariably contaminate
swimming creature rests upon &
of rock
the water with which they come in contact, and or wood, or even on the back of a fish, and then a
make it entirely unfit for domestic purposes. The wonderful alteration takes place. The long legs
Polytechnic Journal reccommends the use of as- and feelers near the head grasp

perishing for want of fodder and water, and" ish and French battered it with their artillery
fears are entertaided that the crops will all be for nearly two years, and finally took and deruined.

battered

then

One may about as well feed young turkeys, hot
embers and brimstone,as coarse, uncooked Indian
meal. And yet, thousands of people attempt to

glass full of sea-water, many things may be seen
on it which are of a white color, and whose
shape is something like that of a thimble with a

closes, and

Paragraphs.

The drought in France: continues and causes
great

the last has legs,

top

Havana advices corroborate the failure of the
Upton expedition to Cuba.
A number of men
and two thousand arms had been landed when
the Spanish gunboat appeared, and the Upton
sailed for Aspinwall, - Bad management on the
part of the Cuban‘Junta in this city is the alleged
cause of the failure. - No pilots for the ship or

THE

and preventing blackleg. A calf of seven months
may have twenty ‘pounds a day.

one

Feeding Young Turkeys.

It requires a good deal of faith to believe that
barnucles are related to crabs, for they are not
the least alike, and the first is fixed like a shell
fish on to pieces of timber, floating about in
the sea, or to rocks washed by the tide; while

animals that includes the crabs, shrimps, and
lobsters.
If a piece of rock is put into
a large

conduct.

from

till wanted.—Farm Journal,

Spaniards praise Gen. Grant’s

There are on one quate mite ln fe
Lo
{| difficult country, and the cheapness of running
children growing up entirely without
weighted engines and cars, enable it to earn
of sthe British. gunboat Stanley light
The total los
thirty per cent. dividends.

e na
in the China ses, is reported.
‘Wm. F. L. Elwyn, and 43 of the crew, perished.

put away, and. will

The Barnacle.

moving and swimming. Yet it is quitegtrue
that the barnacle belongs to the same class of

It

FOREIGN.

comment

cellent for young animals, keeping them in health

‘The mold-

rusty

season to another, even if sheltered; they should

vorably upon President Grant’s message upon
Cuban affairs, Everybody talks of it and the

in the Senate, a bill passed giv-

ing condemned

mountain.

his sondn-law, Mr. Wilkie Collins.

apt to get

be byushed over with
a few: drops of oil when |

A London despatch says that the total value ‘of

the Seémate, the President was
proofthat any American bad

regulating

should be put away dean and bright.
boards of plows are

sixty years divests the movement of whatever |

— CONGRESSIONA.

On Tuesday, in
asked to furnish
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